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PREFACE
"...no se porque' me siento tan triste ni porque no tengo deseos dehacer nada. A veces pienso que hace anos que estoy asi, como quehe vivido los anos con una pesadez encima."
I don't know why I feel so sad nor why I have no
desire to do anything. Sometimes I think that I've
been this way for years, it's like I've lived my
life with some kind of burden over me.
"...pues me siento asx porque no tengo trabajo, no tengo que hacer.
Antes cocinaba en las casas de gente de dinero pero hace tres anos que
no tengo trabajo. .. siento que no valgo nada..."
I feel this way because I do not have work, or
anything to do. Before, I cooked in rich people's
houses but for three years now I do not have work
...I feel that I'm not worth anything.
"...lo que pasa es que he tenido una vida triste desde la ninez . Mi
papa era demasiado injusto y severe Luego me junte' con uno que me
dejo embarazada. Fue mi desgracia y ese fracaso me motivo a venirme
sola a este pais, sin nadie excepto un hijo que ya ni veo. Solo
espero que los dias terminen y asi mi vida."
...its that I have had a sad life since childhood.
My father was too unjust and severe. Then I got
involved with someone who left me pregnant. It
was my disgrace and that failure motivated me to
come to this country alone with no one except a
son that I rarely see anymore. I am only waiting
for the days to end and also my life.
"...I guess I've wondered all these years whatever
became of my mother. And I guess its bothered me
a lot. Now, with so many problems with my sons,
I sometimes feel like walking out too, but I can't..."
"I feel helpless about not being able to do anything about
the way things are."
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ABSTRACT
Depression Among Women of Mexican Descent
February, 1984
Iris Zavala Martinez, B.A., Universidad Interamericana
M.S., Boston University, M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Howard Gadlin
Although depression among women has been noted as a frequent
problem, the study of this phenomenon among Latina women has been
neglected. An exploratory study on women of Mexican descent was
designed to yield important data, uncover promising areas for further
investigation, and provide clinicians with insights for improved
treatment of this population. This study, therefore, was an exami-
nation of depression and social adjustment focusing on the impact of
select demographic and sociocultural factors, on the symptomatology
and levels of depression (mood or clinical), and on subjects' per-
ceptions which were of clinical interest.
The sample included 52 women of Mexican descent living in the
Los Angeles area. Subjects were recruited from outpatient departments
of 3 community mental health centers serving large numbers of Mexican
origin persons. Subjects were administered the study measures in
their language of preference. These were the Personal Data Question-
naire, the Beck. Depression Inventory, the SCL-90, the Diagnostic
x
Interview Schedule (a reduced version), and the Social Adjustment
Scale-Self Report. The hypothesized independent variables were of
two sets: sociodemographic (marital status, employment, and education),
and sociocultural (language and sex-role orientation).
Analysis of questionnaire data indicated that women did not ex-
press depression more in somatic than in psychological terms; that
education significantly predicted mood and clinical depression; that
the unemployed and homemakers were significantly more impaired in
social functioning but not more depressed; that language did not sig-
nificantly impact on depression or social adjustment, although a trend
emerged whereby Spanish-speakers exhibited more depressed affect,
and English-speakers exhibited more clinical depression; and that the
impact of sex-role orientation was not significant. Unexpected find-
ings related to childhood experiences and to support systems were
found to significantly predict clinical depression. Limitations of
the study were noted, as well as recommendations for further investi-
gation and for therapeutic interventions.
xi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Depression in our time, labeled by some, as the "age of melan-
choly" (Weissman and Paykel, 1974, p. ix) has become "the most
prevalent of major mental illnesses and the leading cause of U.S.
hospital admissions for mental illness" (Teuting, Koslow, and
Hirscheld, 1981, p. 1). What characterizes those who become
depressed? Who are they? And, what factors relate to their
depression?
These questions have, in fact, motivated a quest towards
understanding the phenomenon of depression, which has now produced
a voluminous literature and contending theories and formulations
regarding a problem that dates to antiquity. Notwithstanding its
antiquity, depression has eluded concensus as to its etiology
and definition. The dominant feature of depression is uncontested,
however: an affective (mood) state ranging in severity from normal
moods of sadness, disappointment and despondency related to every-
day situations, to severe melancholic reactions. Normal mood
distress can be distinguished from clinical depression, also called
syndrome depression, by the intensity and persistence of these
moods, by impaired functioning, and by bodily changes. As such,
depression has been identified as a mood, a symptom, and a syn-
drome. The question often posed, given this definitional range,
1
2is where does "normal depression" end and syndrome depression begin?
In severe forms of depression a diagnosis is relatively simple, but
in mild depressions, the task of delineating clinical from normal
depression becomes more difficult. This state of affairs has
resulted in a recognition of heterogeneity within the depressive
syndrome, as well as the development and refinement of assessment
instruments, and identification of the main features and symptoms
of depression. Armed with such tools, the attempts to characterize
and identify those who become depressed have been numerous.
Among those most often identified by the literature as suffer-
ing from depression are women, non-white, the poor, the less
educated, and divorced or separated persons (President's Commission
on Mental Health, 1978). Hammen (1982) states that depression is
most often reported among persons who are younger, relatively
uneducated, formerly married women employed in a low-income job.
Radloff (1980) notes that the "most likely to be depressed include
the young, the poor, the poorly educated (especially if female), those
with low status occupations, those with illness, the unemployed
and students, women who are married or divorced-separated . . . " (p. 105).
Given the cited prevalence of depression and some of the char-
acteristics of those who are among the depressed, it is not
surprising that the study of depression among women, in particular,
has commanded increasing interest and has become the focus of a
plethora of studies in the past decade. However, one area which
3has been noticeably absent from the burgeoning literature is the
study of depression among Latina 1 women in the United States.
Although depression among women in general has been noted as a
frequent and prevalent problem, the study of this phenomenon among
minority women, specifically women of Mexican descent, 2 has been
severely neglected. This so notwithstanding the fact that
Latinos in general are the fastest growing minority group in the
United States, and are a specially disenfranchized socioeconomic
group, living in highly stressful environments (President's
Commission on Mental Health, 1978).
The negative socio-economic and stress related environment
among Latinos is important as this has been shown to have a
strong impact on psychological dysfunctioning. Further, studies
on the impact of immigration, adaptation, and changing values
and norms resulting from this process have noted the potential
for emotional distress. Notwithstanding these points, research
on depression among Latinos in general is not commensurate with
their numbers as the second largest minority group in this
country, with their potentially high risk vulnerability, and
with the recognized prevalence and interest in the study of
3
depression among the general population. Reports of depressive
phenomena in the literature on women of Mexican or Puerto Rican
4descent indicate that depression is a frequent clinical and
community phenomenon.
Why depression among Latina women has not been a more
frequent focus of study may relate to the overall dearth of
literature on Latina women. This situation is not surprising
given that the emergence of a feminist social and behavioral
science is a relatively recent development. Latina scholars have,
in fact, commented on this situation. Zambrana (1982) states
that although the needs of Latina women are of concern, these
have not been "well identified or articulated," (p. ix) , and
among those studies that examine the social reality and exper-
ience of Hispanics, particularly of the family, women have
not been the central focus of analysis. Notwithstanding the
paucity of substantive studies of Latinas, the images of women
of Mexican descent, and of Latinas in general, most frequently
promulgated are that of passive, submissive, all-suffering women,
whose main concerns are those of the home and childbearing, and
who are wholly dependent on and subservient to fathers, brothers,
and husbands. Chicana scholars and others have noted and decried
this situation (Melville, 1980; Baca Zinn, 1982; Andrade, 1982;
Saragoza, 1981). These stereotypic images have been challenged
from different theoretical perspectives towards a more cogent
analysis of women of Mexican descent. Most frequently, cultural
models have been used (Mirande and Enriquez , 1979), the impact of
5acculturation has been delineated (Melville, 1980), and class
analysis undertaken (Mora and Del Castillo, 1980). Others have
emphasized the examination of the totality of structural forces
which impinge upon women of Mexican descent as elucidated by
Baca Zinn (1982), who states:
The failure to distinguish between structural
and cultural dimensions of social organization
has resulted in serious misunderstandings about
women in Chicano communities. . .Dialectically,
Chicanas' struggles - past, present, and
future - are rooted in the structural conditions
of Chicanas lives and are a persistent feature
of their presence in American society. (p. 264)
Baca Zinn further points out that the "overreliance on culture" has
obscured sources of oppression and neglects "an examination of the
relationship between capitalism and patriarchy and the ways in
which they interact to maintain the oppression of Chicanas" (p.
267)
.
In order to attend to the concerns of these authors, a critical
examination of the social worlds and behavioral manifestations of
women of Mexican descent needs to locate their social experience
in its relevant context. Such a context requires identifying the
historical, social, and cultural factors that interact within the
broader society and that have particular personal consequences.
These conceptual features epitomize the guiding parameters of the
current study of one socioemotional consequence: depression. An
examination of depression within these parameters may yield new
insights to the historiography of depression among women.
6Statement of the Problem
This study addresses the problem of exploring depression among
women of Mexican descent living in the United States within the
context of these women's social experience and adjustment. As
such, this study is an examination of the clinical manifestation
of depression and its correlates, and an assessment of the adjustment
of one select population in relation to depression. This study,
therefore, focused on an outpatient population of women experiencing
depressive symptomatology, and examined the impact of sociodemo-
graphic and sociocultural variables on depression and social adjust-
ment. The primary sociodemographic variables were marital status,
education, and employment situation. The primary sociocultural
variables of interest were factors associated with immigration, such
as length of United States residency, place of birth, and language
use. Another sociocultural dimension examined was sex-role
orientation. Such an inquiry, therefore, encompasses areas which
are specific to women of Mexican descent such as the experience of
immigration, and areas shared by other women such as marital status
and educational attainment.
Interrelated with these core objectives are four other areas of
clinical interest. First, in the present study depression is
assessed both by objective and subjective measures in order to obtain
systematic data on depressive symptomatology from two different
methodological approaches. This is important given the difficulties
7of assessing depression due to the definitional range described
earlier. The use of both types of measurements allow an examina-
tion of their relative efficacy, and the delineation of clinical
from mood depression. This is a crucial issue given that the rubric
of depression includes a range of levels which are often obscured
in studies which globally report depression. The objective measure
used allows an approximate clinical diagnosis of depression based
on the prevalent diagnostic classification used in the United States.
Further, the obtained clinical diagnosis can then be compared to the
clinician's diagnosis of the study population to ascertain degree
of diagnostic concordance. The subjective measure, which relies
on self-report of depressive symptomatology, facilitates delineating
patterns of mood depression and examining the subjective expression
of our respondents. The second area relates to this last point.
Self-reported symptomatology provides an opportunity to examine
symptom clusters in order to explore the prevalence of somatic
versus psychological dimensions of depression. This relationship
is hypothesized given the contention that ethnic minorities somatize
their depression. Marsella (1977) has pointed out that the exper-
ience of depression is mediated by cultural factors, and that among
non-Western people and among ethnic, lower class, and less educated
people of the West, depression is somatized. The experience of
depression as more existential, intrapsychic, psychological phenomenon
8is purportedly related to the orientation of modern Western culture
according to Kleinman (1978). This issue is addressed in the first
hypothesis
.
The third area involves identifying the range of self-reported
general psychological symptomatology and non-depressive reactions
using a well known, self-report measure that provides normative
comparisons. This step allows for a more complete profile of the
study population.
The fourth area involves three qualitative aspects of the
subject's self-presentation and expression: their initial
presenting complaints, their understanding of factors contributing
to their emotional distress, and their identification of what they
consider has to change in their lives for their emotional well-
being. These areas are explored to determine salient patterns of
responses which may provide clues for the therapeutic work with
this population.
Significance of the Study
An exploratory study can help uncover promising areas for
future research on a similar population or for other Latinas in the
United States. Of particular importance is that this study
examines the relationship of depression to sociocultural experiences
and sex-role orientations, in addition to examining the impact of
9demographic factors. This aspect may yield important data regard-
ing women of Mexican descent and may illuminate features of the etiol-
ogy of depression. Furthermore, given the meager literature on de-
pression with this population, this study compares its findings to
those of the majority culture and makes suggestions for future
studies. Moreover, the findings of this study on a clinical popula-
tion may provide clinicians and mental health practitioners with
insights concerning depression and treatment of women of Mexican
descent. In summary, this study is a contribution to the growth
of feminist scholarship by and on Latina women in the United States,
since it responds to the critiques in the literature related to
specifying the contextual forces in the lives of women, specifically,
in examining the social and behavioral worlds of women of Mexican
descent
.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The pertinent literature for this study is reviewed along differ-
end pathways. First, the major approaches on depression are briefly
discussed to provide a context of past and current theoretical think-
ing on this phenomenon. 4 Second, the empirical literature on depres-
sion among women in the general population is brought into focus, con-
centrating on the areas of sex role socialization, marital status, em-
ployment, and education. Third, findings from the literature on de-
pression among Mexican Americans overall and Mexican American women
in specific are interrelated. This review is preceded by highlighting
the impact of immigration and the sociocultural legacy of women of
Mexican descent. Chapter Two concludes with the presentation of the
study's research questions, hypotheses and areas of clinical interest.
Survey of Theories of Depression
The psychoanalytic perspective
Depression has traditionally been conceptualized by the psycho-
analytic school as the introjection of anger, or as most frequently
expressed, anger turned inward. That is to say, that anger and rage
towards another is turned inward against the self. Abraham (1911)
first posited this view of "retroflexed rage" as guilt arising from
hostile feelings towards an ambivalently loved other. As Freud (1917)
10
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described in his classic paper "Mourning and Melancholia," depres-
sive reactions resulted from loss of a loved object, real In the
case of mourning, and an emotional loss in the case of melancholia
or clinical depression. Freud noted that the resultant dynamic of
this loss is anger which is repressed and contained, and for which
the person feels guilt, self-reproach, and self
-devaluation. Freud
contended that when the depressive characterized his or her self-
hatred and worthlessness, he or she had, in fact, internalized his
or her reproach towards the significant other. Freud's focus on the
dynamic of loss of self-regard by the melancholic, resulting from
aggressive drives, became a major concept within classic psychoanaly-
tic thought.
Klein (1948) differed somewhat from the classic analysts. She
described depressives as hungering for love while harboring ambiva-
lent feelings, which largely developed in infancy. Klein held that
this early struggle results in fear of losing the love of another,
which must be resolved at the appropriate developmental stage in order
to project the future adult from later depressive reactions. Jacob-
son (1971) concurred with Klein that the predispositions for adult
depressions are formed in early infancy, but considers loss of self-
esteem and feelings of inferiority as central to depression.
Dissension from the views of these analysts is best characterized
by Bibrlng (1953) who argued that depression was related to the ego
and not to aggressive drives. For Bibring, not being able to live up
to the ego ideals and longings were the crucial elements of depression
12
since the recognition of helplessness in the ego's pursuit of unreal-
izable goals leads to a loss of self-esteem and triggers depression.
Aggression, he stated, was secondary though not necessary, to the
loss of self-esteem and the awareness of helplessness.
-Adler (1961) saw depression both as the inward and outward
turning of aggression. He stated that depressives express their hos-
tility through manipulation and blaming of others for unmet child-
hood longings. At the same time, however, the depressed person
feels depreciated and angry.
In summary, the psychoanalytic theories have focused on the role
of loss, anger and aggression in depression, and whether the resul-
tant dynamic is turned in against the self or outward. Furthermore,
the central role of the loss of self-esteem, self-devaluation , and
self-reproach were postulated either as a trigger to or consequence
of depression. These propositions have, in fact, formed the basis of
the psychological understanding of depression.
The behavioral response
Under the rubric of behavioral orientations are a number of
different theorists who have drawn much attention in the past ten
to fifteen years. The general behavioral orientation does not pose
a unitary theory of depression. The more classic behavioral expla-
nation states that limited positive or negative reinforcements are
the basis for depression (Lazarus, 1968; Skinner, 1953; Lewisohn, 1974)
That is, the antecedents for the depressive response is the low rate of
13
of response-contingent positive reinforcements from the environment,
either because the person is unable to elicit such reinforcement, or
has a limited repetoire of behaviors which do not elicit positive
reinforcement, or because few situations are reinforcing for that
person. In behavioral terms, this situation then elicits a stimulus
symptomatic depressive response such as disinterest, lack of motiva-
tion, passivity, or fatigue. In essence, limited behaviors without
alternative possibilities and within a non-reinforcing environment
can create a chronic, high risk situation for depressive symptoma-
tology. Ferster (1974) further noted that the low rate of behaviors
that are positively reinforced perpetuate the condition since they
are then negatively reinforced.
Another view of depression in terms of learning theory is that
of Martin Seligman (1975) called "learned helplessness." In this
situation the loss of control over the sources of positive or negative
reinforcement is seen as leading to depressive outcomes. According
to Seligman, helplessness is a learned response to the expectation
of uncontrollability over events or the environment, which then re-
sult in passive, helpless behaviors. In this case, lack of aggression
is symptomatic of certain depressive manifestations. Seligman later
revised some of his initial thinking (Abramson, Seligman, and Teas-
dale, 1978) qualifying some of his early positions. He stated that
reactive depression occurs when a person perceives that he or she
cannot influence his or her situation or expects negative outcomes,
then opts for no response. Rut this dynamic is related to the level
14
of the Individual's self esteem and the intensity of the expected
outcomes. This theory articulates one Important aspect of depres-
sion but does not address the complexities and heterogenity of
depressive symptomatology, and does not place cognitive attributions
in a social context.
Cognitive theory of depression
A theory of depression based on negative cognitive expectations
is that of Beck (1972, 1974). Beck postulates that when a person's
set of ideas, beliefs, and cognitions of him/herself , the external
world, and the future are characterized by negative expectations and
cognitive distortions, the basis for depressed affect is formed.
The cognitive triad, as he called it, of negative cognitions of the
self, of one's experience, and of the world generate feelings of help-
lessness, pessimism, self -blame, self-criticism, and other depressive
features. His work has received much attention, because of its asso-
ciated therapeutic approach, based on altering the cognitive set.
However, what is not addressed by Beck is why this particular mode
of perceiving oneself and reality becomes the individual's over-
riding response style. Further, Beck's cognitive theory, though des-
cribed in terms of thought processes, has embedded in it the impli-
cation of intrapsychic causation. Given this latter point, he cannot
be classified under behavioral approaches, although neither can he
be subsumed under the analytic approaches. In this sense, Beck's,
cognitive theory may be unique in somewhat reconciling aspects of
15
both areas.
Contextual approaches
Thus far the theories briefly surveyed tend to explain depres-
sion as within the "psyche," cognitions, or behaviors of the individ-
ual. However, formulations regarding the etiology of depression
within a particular context exist: the sociological, the cultural,
and the interpersonal.
The sociological perspective
. From a sociological perspective,
depression is conceptualized as a social phenomenon, embedded in
social reality.
Bart (1974) states that social changes in women's lives,
specifically the loss of role status, can explain the preponderance
of depression among middle-aged women. She argues:
Since one's conception of self is learned by
the selective identification of certain roles
which appear to be the most congruent, self-
esteem stems from a sense of adequacy in the
most salient roles. Because the most impor-
tant roles of women in our society are those
of wife and mother, one might predict that
the loss of either of these roles could
result in a loss of self-esteem — resulting
in a feeling of worthlessness and useless-
ness that characterizes most depressions,
(p. 145)
Bart's insights into the sociology of depression as related to women
have been embraced to some degree by the feminist approach to be
reviewed later.
Kendall (1970) concluded from his epidemiological and sociolog-
16
ical study that depression, both as a mood and as a syndrome, was
related to frustration emerging from the repression of aggressive
feelings. He was not referring to the psychoanalytic argument, but
to his hypothesis that the frequency of depression Increases in
situations that provoke aggression but block its expression, and con-
versely, decreases when aggression is not inhibited and has some
form of outlet. Kendall found support for this theory by manipulat-
ing the extent to which aggression could be restricted and found that
the inability or restriction of aggression results in higher depres-
sion rates. This hypothesis, that not externalizing aggression can
lead to self-punit iveness and aggression turned inward, though simi-
lar to that of the classic analysts, differs in that it implies the
social context, not intrapsychic causation. The importance of these
findings from a feminist orientation will also be noted later.
The work of Brown and Harris (1978), which has received consider-
able attention recently, can also be identified within this perspec-
tive, given its attempt to specify the role of social factors in de-
pression among women. Brown and Harris report that "provoking agents"
such as life events and chronic difficulties form the basis wherein
other factors operate in the development of depression. They speci-
fied four vulnerability factors for women: unemployed status, lack of
an intimate relationship with their partners, loss of mother before
the age of 11 years, and having 3 or more children under the age of
1A years in the home. Brown and Harris found that working class
women were three times more at risk for depressive symptomatology than
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middle class women, particularly when associated with the four iden-
tified vulnerability factors.
The cultural context
. The second contextual approach examines
depression within a specific cultural context. The underlying assump-
tion is that ethno-cultural variables mediate the experience and mani-
festation of depressive symptomatology (Marsella, 1977; Marsella,
Kinzie, and Gordon, 1973), since cultural beliefs and norms influence
behaviors in varying ways. Anthropologists, psychiatrists, and num-
erous researchers have examined this relationship over the past three
decades in non-Western countries and within ethnic minority groups
in Western countries. It has been noted that this literature has
grown exponentially (Englemann, 1982) and has produced disparate re-
sults. The difficultues in the study of culture and depression also
have been noted. One core problem identified is the lack of consen-
sus regarding the definition and conceptualization of depression
(Bebbington, 1978; Marsella, 1977; Fabrega, Jr., 1974); and the
methodological difficulties in its measurement (Kleinman, 1977;
Marsella, 1978; Bebbington, 1979). To further complicate matters,
there is a debate as to the symptomatic manifestation of depression
and its universal features (Kleinman, 1977; Mezzich and Raab, 1980;
Singer, 1975). However, that culture impacts upon depression is the
unifying idea of this approach.
The present study attends to some aspects of this complex pic-
ture. It attempts to determine the degree to which depression is
somatized among women of Mexican descent, both as an ethno-cul-
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tural group and as a minority group in the United States, and examines
how differential sociocultural experiences impact on depression.
The interpersonal context. The importance of the interpersonal
context has received some attention recently. The interactional
features of depression were examined by Coyne (1976) who postulated
that exposure to depressed persons provokes depressive and aggres-
sive feelings in others. Coyne's hypothesis that the depressed elicit
negative responses or impact upon the mood of others was supported in
an experimental situation. Hinchliffe, Hooper, and Roberts (1978) in-
vestigated the real life interaction between depressed patients and
their spouses in an appropriately titled study, "The Melancholy Mar-
riage. " These authors contend that "it is the social system that both
produces and maintains the state which we call depression, i.e. psycho-
logical symptoms are carried by the interaction..." (p. 171). They
noted that depressive behavior was more prominent in the interaction
with the spouse, and in contrast, behavior with stangers exhibited
less tension and negativity. They concluded that the interpersonal
dimension of depressed persons' lives needs to be taken into consider-
ation both in the conceptualization of the problem and its treatment.
In essense these three contextual approaches argue for the im-
portance of locating and conceptualizing depression within an appro-
priate context, and not exclusively in the internal domain of the
psyche, or in terms of distorted negative cognitions, or as due to
deficits of positive behavioral reinforcers in an environment. The
next approach, however, integrates some of these seemingly disparate
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positions.
Psychosocial and social psychological propositions
The work of Ernest Becker is scarcely cited and appears little
known in contemporary literature on depression. However, Becker
attempted, among other things, to provide an integrated and multi-
disciplinary social-psychological view of depression.
It is beyond the scope of this summary to do full justice to
his work, although an attempt will be made to delineate his basic
theoretical orientation. Becker (1964) stated that:
Since the ego is rooted in social reality,
since self-esteem is composed of social
symbols and social motives, depression
becomes a direct function of a cognitively
apprehended symbolic world. Nothing less
than a full sweep of cultural activity is
brought into consideration in the single
case of depression. (p. Ill)
He argued that depression resulted from threats to self-esteem which
is integral to the ego or a consequence of it. Self-esteem is seen
as engendered by feelings of control over individual actions in real-
ity, accompanied by a development of self-worth. The framework for
self-esteem is derived from positive culturally related norms and
ideas, which provide certain security. Culture, however, is also
seen as having a negative impact when it limits the "range of actions"
of individuals, and when these actions are not in the control of
individuals. Further, society at large can place limits on the access
to a range of alternative actions, and to the control and mastery of
the choice and range of these actions. Such situations, therefore,
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could compromise the development of self-esteem. Becker also
identifies the Importance of access to objects (significant rela-
tionships) and positive Interaction with objects for self-esteem.
Becker argues that to lose a significant relationship is to Lo
aspect of one's identity sustained in the Interaction, and thereby
to lose access to possible actions, which can result In depressive
outcomes. In his words, to lose an object is "to lose the possibili-
ty of undertaking a range of satisfying action" (Becker, 1964, p. 125).
Further, a too small or restricted range of actions on a social level
results in "rigid action patterns" on a psychological level as the
Individual will have limited alternative actions to bolster her/his
self-esteem in a changing social reality. Impaired self-esteem and
the inability to avoid anxiety, therefore, can result in depression.
In sum, self-esteem and its development and maintainance form Becker's
core explanation of depression, within a framework of developmental
and social history.
Freden (1982) elaborates on Becker's theory, which he embraces
as the most influential In developing a psychosocial theory of depres-
sion. Freden recognizes the import of locating an explanation of
depression within a social an psychological dimension, but notes that
Becker does not focus sufficiently on the role of early emotional
experiences and future adult reactivation of these; nor on the inward
turning of aggression; nor on the "kind of power structure, the type
of economy or culture, etc., that is most likely to promote unrealis-
tic ideals, learned helplessness, and a limited range of actions"
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(p. 10). Fred^i therefore discusses the social phenomena that gen-
erate rigid action patterns, or limits the range of actions available,
and that can ultimately reduce or increase risks to self-esteem.
Using Becker's concept of depression as a point of departure, and
neo-Freudian theory, Freden outlines the following model of the
depressive process emphasizing social-psychological factors. Involved
in a complex interaction towards the development of a depression are
1. Restrictive circumstances extrinsic to the individual
over which he or she can exert little or no influence.
(Social group affiliation such as sex or class; limiting
family system; past childhood trauma)
2. Rigid action patterns (high ambitions, dependence on a
limited number of people, poor self- in sight )
.
3. Limited range of possible actions (unrealistic ideal,
impact of social conditions, restricted access to exert
control)
.
4. Threatened or impaired self-esteem as interconnect
with any of the above.
5. Depression.
Freden assumes that threatened or impaired self-esteem is a necessary
condition for depression. He hypothesizes that "there is a greater
probability of threat to self-esteem if the individual is rigid in his
patterns of actions, but the threat to self-esteem is much less likely
to lead to depression if he has access to a variety of action opportu-
nities"^. 173). His focus on the factors that threaten or reduce
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self-esteem associate how the inner life is affected by social
relations in the family, by societal conditions or expectations.
,
and by the uncontrollability of certain external circumstances.
The complex interaction and interconnection of these factors occur
within a society which "defines the limits of the permissible."
The role socialization (feminist) perspective
The feminist perspective focuses on the role socialization of
women in relation to depression while critically examining other
explanatory hypotheses regarding the etiology and correlates of de-
pression. The underlying feminist thesis is that women's traditional
role socialization and role expectations structure situations which
predispose women to depressive manifestations by emphasizing help-
lessness, passivity, and dependency. Further, such roles restrict
women's possibilities and generate feelings of powerlessness, low
self-worth, and poor self-esteem, features which have been identified
as prominent elements of depression. Specifically, the prevailing
norms identified for women (Keller, 1974; Bardwick, 1971; Chester,
1972; among many other) are:
1. that overt expression of anger, i.e.
aggression, is inappropriate, therefore,
women are expected to contain their aggres-
sive feelings;
2. that women are expected to nurture and care
for others, essentially to be self-sacrificing,
all giving;
3. that women need to depend on men for sustenance,
status, and self-esteem;
A. that power strivings are not feminine goals,
therefore, women are restricted from obtaining
control over their lives and environment.
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The impact of these features of women's socialization on depression
have been highlighted in the literature.
An early proponent investigating women's psychology was Karen
Horney (1967), who stated that society's norms for a woman disallowed
an outlet for aggressive expressions. Such a situation provided the
pathway for masochistic tendencies and depression. Horney based
these observations on finding that women, more often than men, inhi-
bited their expressions of aggression or assertion, tended to regard
themselves as helpless and self sacrificing, and ultimately used
these internalized qualities in coping with the male world.
Chesler (1972), drawing from Freudian notions on mourning and
melancholia, proposed that women were in mourning for what they never
obtained: a positive conception of their ability and potential.
Chesler argued that the symptomatology of depression was, in fact, an
intensification of the role features resulting from women's sociali-
zation process. That is, that passivity, dependency feelings, self-
depreciation, self-sacrifice, helplessness, sense of failure, and
hopelessness were induced through traditional socialization and inten-
sified in depression.
Weissman and Klerman (1977) formulated these arguments into the
social status and socialization hypothesis. They explained that gen-
der-related social discrimination forged "legal and economic helpless-
ness, dependency on others, chronically low self-esteem, low aspira-
tions, and ultimately, clinical depression" (p. 111). Depression, in
fact, seen from this sociocultural formulation, provides an accept-
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able channeling of negative and distressful feelings for women.
Klerman and Weissman (1980) later reviewed different hypotheses on
how women's disadvantaged status contributes to clinical depression
and noted the "persistence of social status discrimination.
.. to ex-
plain the long-term trends of female predominance in depression"
(p. 79). The social status hypothesis in fact was characterized as
one widely accepted explanation, along with the learned helpless-
ness hypothesis.
Earlier, Seligman's helplessness hypothesis was identified as
explaining aspects of depression. In the present context, however,
aspects of this hypothesis are extrapolated to the social situation
of women. Klerman and Weissman held that "socially conditioned,
stereotypical Images produce in women a cognitive set against asser-
tion, which is reinforced by societal expectations" (p. 79). The
argument, again, is that historically the role of women is under-
scored by powerlessness to influence outcomes and lack of control
over their lives. Such a situation, persisting over time, conditions
a learned helplessness and internalization of stereotypic expecta-
tions, which preclude effective actions and predispose women to de-
pressive symptomatology.
Litman (1978) also examined sex role stereotyping in the con-
text of the learned helplessness model. She noted that from early
childhood, females are socialized into believing that personal
worth and survival is dependent on physical beauty and appeal, par-
ticularly to men, and not on an effective response and control of
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given situations. As adults, the social roles frequently available
to women tend to limit direct control and power over the environment.
Women who learn that their "behavior is unrelated to their subse-
quent welfare, lose their ability to respond effectively..." which
leads to "pessimism and despair about personal effectiveness, adequacy,
and self worth" (p. 116). Litman concluded that the inexperience of
controlling and having mastery over one's life generates a vulnera-
bility to depression.
Radloff (1980; Radloff and Rae, 1979) proposed a model similar
to the theory of learned helplessness which also integrates features
of the behavioral, cognitive, and coping models. She speculated that:
Anger is not used to communicate and to
solve problems, but simply to express dis-
tress. It may be that the depressed person's
low self-esteem and anger toward self come
from an awareness of his or her inadequate
coping rather than from some mysterious
turning of anger inward. (p. 94)
Pursuing this, Radloff reported that sex differences in depression
appear to be related to different learning histories among men and
women which result in different coping styles. She posited that there
is a component of susceptibility that is learned habit, a helpless
coping style, which in association with certain precipitating social
factors is activated. This "learned susceptibility" related to
stereotyped sex role socialization, Radloff stated, makes depression
a particular problem for women.
From Frede'n's (1982) framework, depression is a socioculturally
acceptable solution to the expression of women's feelings. Display
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of anger is forbidden women because of its association as an instru-
ment and expression of power. Freden (1982) states that "...our culture
'steers' the choice of solution" (p. 63) given that sexual role patterns
in Western societies restrict women's range of possible actions from
which self-esteem could be derived. Women are bound to the home and
family, in continuous and repetitive tasks which forge rigid action
patterns and limited alternative possibilities. The risk of loss of
self-esteem, therefore, given the limited range of actions is greater
for women, as is the consequence of depression. Freden (1982) main-
tained that the reasons for women's depression are rooted in tradition,
economics, and the historical distribution of power:
...economic efficiency and the extrinsic
instrumental goals that hold high priority
in Western society, hit women hardest...
Depression is connected at a deep level
with a sense of worthlessness , and in a
society geared to doing, this sense is likely
to be most profound in those who have direc-
ted their lives towards being. (p. 70)
A similar formulation to that of Freden comes from Cloward and
Fox Piven's (1979) critical theoretical elaboration of women's self-
destructiveness and its social rooted ness
:
...our society encourages or permits women
to imagine, emulate, and act out... essen-
tially privatized modes of self-destruction
(p. 660). Stresses are refracted through
an ideology which encourages women to
search within their psyche and their bodies
for the sources of their problems. (p. 668)
In summary, the role socialization arguments have drawn attention
to the impact of socialization via sex role expectation, and the con-
sequent internalization and perpetuation of this process on depression
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among women. The import of these arguments is reflected In the
controversy and growing literature they have stimulated. However,
with the partial exception of Freden, Becker, and Cloward and Fox
Piven, this paradigm tends not to examine how these roles developed
in the first place; how they relate to the prevailing socioeconomic
and institutional order, and how they relate to class, race and
ethnocultural factors. Keller (1974) posed one aspect of this pro-
blem:
At the same time, one must insist that while
sex roles are fundamental to the psychic economy
they are not only its props. In like, gender
designations are always merged with other
primary attributes operating through a variety
of social and personal filters, such as age,
social class, occupation, religion, and tem-
perment. (p 412)
The relationship between role socialization and depression among
women has been discussed from a theoretical perspective here, but of
equal importance to this study, are research findings related to it
which are reviewed in the next section.
Women and Depression: Empirical Findings
The second major pathway of this literature review concentrates
on the research findings on women's role socialization, marital status,
education, and employment.
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Role socialization and women's depression
The upsurge of literature on women and depression received its
impetus from an attempt to explain the preponderance of depression
in this group. The feminist perspective reviewed earlier delineated
some of the major propositions in the literature, some which emerged
from research.
Examination of the impact' of role socialization in women's de-
pression has been substantiated. Kaplan (1977) found sex differences
in depressive symptomatology mediated by traditional sex role socia-
lization. Kaplan states that it is "differential sex role socializa-
tion that inhibits the use of response patterns by females which
would reflect their attribution of blame... away from self" (p. 108).
This socialized inability and resultant loss of self-esteem are
posited as the root of women's depression.
From a cognitive perspective, Abramson and Andrew (1982) examined
women's susceptibility to depression. They found a high correlation
between depressive and female cognitive styles, and concluded that
differences in socialization practices contributed to the sex dif-
ferences in vulnerability to depression. Taking a slightly different
position, Radloff and Rae (1979) found that sex differences in de-
pression may be due to a learned susceptibility related to differen-
tial learning histories of men and women. Radloff (1980) added that
women have learned to be more susceptible to depression due to a
learning history that is permeated with sex-role socialization stere-
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otypes.
Further related to women's social and sex role definition,
Beck and Greenberg (1974) contend that the daily routines women
face create frustration and emotional strain which are conducive to
depressive outcomes. And Young (1975) found more depression among
divorced women who accepted the traditional role than among those who
did not
.
In sum, these related findings support variations of the role
socialization propositions which note the psychological consequences
of women's current and past social roles.
The impact of marital status, employment, and education
Findings on the relationship between marital status and depres-
sion among women are inconclusive. Studies that have compared married
and nonmarried men and women have reported varying results. Gove
(1972) indicated that in comparison to men, women had higher levels
of distress. Aneshenel, Frerichs, and Clark (1981) also found married
men to be less depressed than married women, and than women in other
marital-status categories. Ensel (1982) examined the married-unmar-
ried differences in depression among men and women and found that un-
married females were the most depressed of all sex-marital groupings.
Ensel clarified that although the unmarried categories included the
formerly married and the never married, the formerly married females
manifested significantly higher level of depression. When he further
investigated the formerly married group, the separated females had
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higher mean scores. Pearlin and Johnson (1977) also found that the
formerly married (divorced, separated, or widowed) overall had higher
levels of depressive symptomatology. Craig and Van Natta (1979)
studied different levels of depression in relation to demographic
characteristics. In terms of marital status, they reported that
the not currently married women had a higher prevalence of depressed
affect and married men and women had the lower rates. Similarly,
Comstock and Helsing (1976) found that married persons tended to have
the lowest frequency of depression, whereas the divorced and sepa-
rated women had higher depression scores than their male counter-
parts. Radloff (1980), however, reported that both married and di-
vorced and separated women were more depressed than males.
Rosenfield (1980) examined whether women always had higher rates
of depression than men. She reported that among married couples,
there appear to be conditions under which women do not have higher
rates of depression. Rosenfield investigated the more or less tra-
ditional division of labor as an indicator of sex role relationships
among couples. Women's working status defined the less traditional,
and non-working women defined a traditional division of labor.
Rosenfield found that when comparing married males and females over-
all, the females had higher depression scores. However, when she
examined the traditional versus less traditional division of labor,
she obtained reversed results. Men with working wives had higher de-
pression scores than men with non-working wives and than working women.
Rosenfield concluded that her study supports the sex-role explanations,
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given that loss of power for men with working wives may be perceived
as a loss of control and a threat to self-esteem. On the other hand,
working women may experience power, control and enhanced self-esteem.
Married women, therefore, may not always be more depressed than
married men if a mediating factor as division of labor is considered.
On the other hand, from an extensive review of sex differences
in the epidemiology of depression, Weissman and Klerman (1977) sup-
ported their social status hypothesis noting that "the most convincing
evidence that social role plays an important role in the vulnerability
to depression is the data that suggests that marriage has a protective
effect for males but a detrimental effect for women" (p. 109).
Rosenfield's findings, however, suggest that this may vary under
certain conditions. Nevertheless, examination of the role performance
of depressed women has found them more impaired in the roles of
spouse, mother, and within family relationships than with friends or
extended kin (Weissman et al., 1974; and Paykel et al., 1969). More-
over, married depressed women have been noted to report more problems
in their marital relationships (Paykel et al., 1969 and Weissman and
Paykel, 1974)
.
In summary, these findings overall concur with the observations
of Comstock and Helsing (1976) and the statement of Silverman (1968)
that there "is no agreement on the relationship of marital status to
various indices of depression" (p. 561). However, although these
findings are not comparable given different marital situations exa-
mined in varying ways, there appears to be indication that among
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women, the separated and divorced tend to be more depressed.
The relationship of employment status to depression among women
is also inconclusive. Mostow and Newberry (1975) found that work had
a protective psychological effect for working women in comparison to
homemakers as depressed working women recovered faster than home-
makers. Rosenfield (1980) reported that non-working married (home-
makers) in comparison to working men and women, had the higher levels
of depressive symptomatology. However, other studies have found that
employed women and homemakers did not differ significantly from each
other on levels of depression (Comstock and Helsing, 1976; Aneshensel,
Frerichs, and Clark, 1981; and Ensel, 1982). Ensel, in fact, re-
ported that the most depressed were the unemployed women. Sayetta
and Johnson (1980) compared unemployed and employed women and reported
higher depression scores for the unemployed. Pearlin (1975) and
Radloff (1975), however, reported no differences between employed and
unemployed women on depressive symptomatology. It seems that the im-
pact of employment, unemployment, and homemaker status may be mediated
by other factors such as familial situation and satisfaction, income
levels, social supports, and daily activities.
Overall findings on the relationship between education and
depression among the general population are more consistent in that
they have repeatedly reported an inverse relationship. The finding
that higher depression scores correspond to those with the least edu-
cation has been found in numerous studies (Warheit, Holzer, and Schwab,
1973; Comstock and Helsing, 1976; Radloff, 1980; and Eaton and Kessler,
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1981). But more interesting are the findings of Craig and Van Natta
(1979) who reported that the less educated were significantly likely
to exhibit clinical depression but not depressed affect.
In summary, the variability in the findings on the relation-
ship between marital status, employment, and depression may relate
to methodological reasons. Specifically:
1. The blurring of the definition of depression variously
reported as depressive symptomatology, depressive affect,
or depression.
2. The use of different measures to assess the definitional
range of depression.
3. The nature of the depressed sample, sometimes community
respondents or clinical patients.
The consistent findings, however, on the relationship between edu-
cation and depression is associated with a large body of research on
psychological dysfunction in general, which has used education, along
with occupation and income as an indicator of socioeconomic status
(SES)
.
These studies have overwhelmingly found significant relation-
ships between SES and depression, and other forms of psychological
problems
.
The above empirical findings of factors related to depression
among women provide a background for this study. Now the literature
pertinent to women of Mexican descent must be reviewed.
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Depression Among Women of Mexican Des cent
The third pathway of this literature review focuses specifically
on important features of the subject population and on studies of
depression among them.
Latina scholars and others have noted the need of locating the
social experience and behaviors of women of Mexican descent within
an appropriate context. As such, any analysis of this population has
to consider the impact of socioeconomic realities, cultural factors,
immigration process, and the broader social structure. Before a
review of the literature of depression among this population can be
presented the salient aspects of immigration and of the sociocultural
legacy must be delineated.
The process of immigration
Mexicans have been in the southwestern part of the United States
since before the creation of the geographic borders as signed by the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. The creation of the border,
however, did not deter the historical immigration of Mexicans.
Currently persons of Mexican descent comprise 60% of the Latino
population in the United States (6.5% of the total population, U.S.
Census Reports, 1980).
What have been some of the consequences of this immigration on
the immigrants themselves? The general literature on the plight
of different immigrant groups has documented the psychological effects
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of relocation and adaptation, of feelings of alienation, and the
encounter with discrimination (Bagley, 1968; Kovacs and Cropley,
1975; Murphy, 1965; Padilla and Ruiz, 1976). Other works have
highlighted the gradual changes occurring among immigrants related
to language, values, self-identity, and family norms resulting from
the interface of different cultures and the interplay of socioeco-
nomic and structural factors (Chance, 1965; Ramirez, 1969; Rendon,
1974)
.
From this general description of factors associated with the
immigration process emerge features of specific interest for our
study population. First, there is a different socio-cultural and
historical legacy, and by extension, language. Second, there is the
nature of the immigration itself, either experienced directly or
as part of family history. And third, there is the impact of the
structural relationship of an ethnic minority group with the dominant
society.
The interaction and intersection of some of these features forms
a matrix which is crucial to examine. It is one composed of English-
speaking persons of Mexican heritage born or raised in the United
States; Spanish-speaking persons born and raised in Mexico who have
immigrated to the United States; and a continuum of bilingual persons
who were either born in Mexico or in the United States. This matrix
also implies differential socio-cultural experiences for this popu-
lation. This situation necessitates looking at with-in group vari-
ations among persons of Mexican descent living in the United States.
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Most often, however, this population has been identified and treated
as an homogenous group, a practice which has been criticized
(Vega, 1980b & Boulfctte
, 1976b). Investigations of with-in group
variation, however, have recently gained research appeal and attention,
particularly related to psychological health.
The issue of a differential experience and manifestation of
stress among persons of Mexican descent resulting from immigration and
related to language and socio-cultural factors merits reviewing. In
relation to language, some evidence of differential levels of distress
among English-speaking and Spanish-speaking persons of Mexican descent
have been found. For example, Becerra et al., (1981) reported in a pilot
study that those who were Spanish speakers were under greater stress
due to lower educational levels and income than the English speakers.
Similarly, Vega (1980a) reported that among a Mexican origin sample,
the Spanish-speakers were at greater risk than the English speakers.
In relation to attitudes about oneself, Dworkin (1965) found that
low-income Mexican Americans had significantly more negative attitudes
about themselves than a comparison group of low-income Mexicans born
in Mexico. He posited that discrimination against those born in the
United States lowers their self-esteem. Mirowsky and Ross (1980)
studies comparative distress among blacks, whites, Mexicans, and
Mexican-Americans. They found that the minority status of Mexican
Americans in conjunction with low socioeconomic status increased the
risk of psychological distress. On the other hand, Mexican immigrants
were not found to be experiencing significant distress. Whereas
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these findings highlight differential stress manifestations related
to the immigration process, they indicate little specific to women.
It is necessary, therefore, to delineate featnres of her socio-
cultural legacy.
The socio-cultural and historical legacy
Nieto-Go'mez (1976) affirmed that "the roots of the psyche of
La Chicana are buried within the colonial period in Mexico." She
affirms that the social-psychological roles of a culture emerge from
economic and class conditions of a people. As such, Nieto-Gomez
traces how women of Mexican origin were historically conditioned
to roles of psychological and economic dependency. These roles how-
ever, were cloaked with qualities of the Virgin Mary, defining women
as saintly, martyrs, all-enduring and self-abregating
. The concept
of "Marianismo, then like today, reinforced and sanctioned class
inequity between men of power and powerless women" (p. 229).
Gonzales (1980) reports that the Mexican American woman and her
Mexican counterpart are victims of sexist history. The two roles
allowed her have been those of Malinche, who allegedly betrayed the
Aztecs, and that of Guadalupe, the maternal virgin. The first role
banishes her as the mistress, as the historical Eve. The second role
rewards her passivity, self-sacrifice and abnegation as wife and
mother. Both roles not only have oppressed Mexican women for cen-
turies, but have fostered stereotypes which have obscured the role of
Mexico's economic and colonial history.
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Saragoza(1981) identified the historical conditions that have shaped
the Chicana experience and socialization, and stated that "patriar-
chy remained the most overpowering aspect of Mexican social his-
tory" (p. 7). His analysis details the relationship of women to
an economy grounded in the acquisition of wealth as the root of
status, and identifies the sociocultural institutions which supported
it. Mexican women, he stated, have "endured much in a world insen-
sitive to her except as mother, daughter, worker, or sexual object"
(p. 12). Further, women have struggled "against the persistence of
a partriarchal society that continually denigrated mestizas, frus-
trated their economic aspirations, stunted their intellectual ex-
pression, and refused to hear the appeals of women for equality"
(p. 13).
Such a historical legacy has structured the social roles for
Mexican women and given way to the oppressive images most frequently
promulgated of her: that of passive, submissive, all suffering women.
These images, in essence, have colluded with the psychological and
economic conquest of the Chicana psyche deplored by Nieto-Gomez with-
out examining the origins of this socialization and its historical
continuities.
Given this background, what empirical findings exist of the
impact of traditional roles on women's socioemotional health or of
changing roles for women of Mexican descent and its impact?
Traditional family norms founded on the supremacy of the father
and self-sacrifice of the mother have had a price for women according
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to Dfaz-Guerrero (1975). His work estimated that 44% of the female
population over 18 years was "neurotic" manifested by self-belittle,
ment and depression. Others have noted conflict between Mexican
males and females related to the limitations and impositions of tra-
ditional roles within the family (Aramoni, 1961; Gonzalez, 1959, and
Ramirez, 1959). Fabrega, Rubel, and Walter (1967) reported more
symptomatology in women of Mexican descent than in men and suggested
that this was due to notions of masculinity and feminity in Mexican
culture. Boulette (1976a) also has described the impact of Chicana's
sub-assertiveness. along with adversive social situations, on her
psychological well-being. And clinical reports have noted a higher
percentage of depression, anxiety, and other psychological problems
among women of Mexican descent than among men (Jaco, 1957; Fabrega,
Rubel, and Wallace, 1967; Stoker and Meadow, 1974; and Ruiz, Casas
and Padilla, 1977)
.
1
This situation leads us to questioning whether traditional social
roles among women of Mexican descent are changing, and if so, what
relates to this change, and what impact has it had on their psycho-
logical well-being. Some literature has reported that within the
Mexican-American family sex roles were clearly defined (Madsen, 1969)
whereby wives were dominated, daughters overprotected and passive com-
pliance expected from women in general (Padilla and Ruiz, 1973).
However, some authors have argued that sex-roles and family roles
among Mexican descent persons are changing in this country (Padilla
and Ruiz, 1973; Murillo, 1971; Senour, 1981). Among recent studies,
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for example, Gonzalez (1982) questioned the validity of applying
traditional family sex roles to Mexican American women. He found
that Chicanas reject traditional family roles. In attempting to iden-
tify factors related to these changes, some have argued that the pro-
cess of cultural contact with the dominant society (acculturation)
has contributed to Mexican American women's changing roles (Madsen,
1965, and Tharp, et. al. 1968). Kranau, Green, and Valencia-Weber
(1982) found that among Mexican American women, those lower in accul-
turation had more traditional attitudes about women. Baca Zinn
(1980), however disagrees with the acculturation theorists. She has
argued that the reliance of a culture model reifies values and norms,
ignores the patriarchal ideology, and neglects to examine the broader
social structure. Her work suggests that non-traditional marital
roles among Chicano couples, for example, result from structural
factors such as employment, and education. Also disputing the culture
model regarding the changing family roles of Chicanas are the findings
of Grebler et al. (1970), and Hawkes and Taylor (1975). These authors
reported that Chicano families were not as rigidly patriarchal as
proposed and that change and variation were not attributed to changing
values per se.
Overall, there is a situation that suggests that women's tradi-
tional roles have had a negative impact on their psychological well-
being; that these roles are changing for women of Mexican descent; and
that causal factors of these changes are being examined. An area that
remains unclear, however, is how changing role orientations are im-
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pacting the mental health of this population. Although Melvill,
(1978) reported that while Mexican American female immigrants f,
problems common to all immigrants the stress from changing gender
roles made them highly vulnerable to adverse consequences, it is not
clear what aspects of changing roles related to particular psycho--
logical outcomes.
The complexities of assessing women's social roles in relation
to their emotional well being can be seen from the above review.
Part of the problem is a methodological and definitional one: varying
methods and instruments have been used, as well as definitions. Dif-
ferentiating between women's sex roles, family roles, traditional
roles, and cultural roles and values is difficult given the overlap
of definitions and underlying theoretical orientation. Also the
literature uses varying terms that may not be synonymous, and can
not always be equated. Notwithstanding this state of affairs, a
closing statement can be made.
From the literature reviewed earlier in terms of the focus of
this study, from the oppressive historical and sociocultural legacy
of women of Mexican descent and the potential strain of the immigra-
tion process, depression may be a viable response to an unviable
reality.
Studies on depression
Given that the literature among persons of Mexican descent is
relatively small, it will be reviewed according to the major areas
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covered. Three such areas, can be identified: comparative prevalence
studies, within-group studies, and those specific to women.
Comparative prevalence
_^tudies
. The first area pertains to
findings from community studies on the prevalence of depression
among persons of Mexican descent in comparison to other ethnic
groups. The most recent study (Frerichs, Aneshensel, and Clark,
1981) surveyed Los Angeles County in an epidemiological attempt to
assess depression among different ethnic groups. The findings ini-
tially indicate that the prevalence of depression is greatest among
Hispanics (27.4%), followed by blacks (21.9%), and least among whites
(15%). Females were twice as likely (23.5%) to be depressed than
males (12.9%), and those ages 18 to 24 reported the highest rate of
depression (27.4%), while those 45 to 64 reported the least (16.3%).
However, the rate of depression among Hispanics tended to increase
with age while it tended to decrease for both whites and blacks.
However, after controlling for demographic and socioeconomic variables
race and ethnicity were not significantly related to depressive symp-
tomatology. Horeover, those earning less than $8,500 per year rep-
ported the highest level of depression. One problem with this study,
however, is the use of the term Hispanic. We do not know specifi-
cally what Latino sub-groups were sampled, although because of the
geographic locus of the study, we would expect a large percentage of
Mexican Americans and a smaller percentage of Central Americans . The
monolithic use of the term Hispanic has been noted by various re-
searchers as being one of the problems in Latino mental health re-
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search (Boulette, 1976b).
Roberts (1981) examined whether Mexican Americans had lower
rates of depressive symptomatology that whites or blacks using data I
from area probability samples of the adult population of Alameda
County, California in 1974 and 1975. Respondents were given a
questionnaire to fill out and return, and ethnic designations were
per self-report; the Latino group answered to whether they considered
themselves Mexican, Chicano, or other. Results indicated that the
prevalence of depression among Mexican Americans was as high or higher
than that among whites. Roberts noted that these results did not
support earlier research whereby Mexican Americans were found to
report less overall psychological distress than other groups (Antunes,
et al., 1974; Gaitz and Scott, 1974; Jaco, 1959; and Quesada, Spears,
and Ramos, 1976). In fact, in an earlier report of the same data,
Roberts (1980) indicated that Mexican Americans reported as much emo-
tional distress as the general population, and more marital difficulty,
more unhappiness, and more nervous distress. Roberts cautions, how-
ever, that the results of greater depressive symptomatology need to
be evaluated carefully given the community locus and assessment meth-
ods. He further pointed to the need for continued research, not only
on the prevalence of depressive symptoms among Mexican Americans, but
on the overall mental health of this population, on Mexican-Americans
in different communities, on comparing different Latino groups, and on
developing appropriate methodology.
Vernon and Roberts (1982) studied tri-ethnic community rates for
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affective and nonaffective disorders, using both standardized diag-
nostic criteria and self report symptom scales, which they believed
was the first such attempt containing data on Mexican Americans.
Results on the rates of current major depression and minor depres-
sion were low overall. Rates of current major depression were not
substantially different for whites, blacks, or Mexican Americans.
Rates for current minor depression were highest for blacks, inter-
mediate for Mexican Americans, and lowest for whites, although the
magnitude of these differences was reportedly small. Lifetime pre-
valence rates were also obtained and major depression was found to be
the most frequently occurring disorder. Comparison between the three
groups on lifetime prevalence revealed that blacks had lower rates
than whites, who had similar rates to Mexican Americans. The effects
of sociodemographic characteristics were also assessed for each group.
The impact of education on lifetime rates of major and minor depres-
sion was positive for whites and negative for Mexican Americans (i.e.,
that those with less than 8 years of education had higher rates for
both major and minor depression). For blacks, there was no relation-
ship of education with major depression and a positive relationship
with minor depression. In terms of sex differences, women in all
three groups had higher rates for major and minor depression. Married
participants had lower rates of major depression than nonmarried in
all three groups. However, among the Mexican Americans, the married
had higher rates. The authors concluded that there are no strong
ethnic differences in the current rates of major or minor depression.
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The limitations of their work were pointed out : follow-up sample loss,
small sample size, estimations of lifetime prevalence, and the cultur-
al relevance of the psychiatric criteria underlying the symptom spe-
cifications of the standardized instrument.
Another interracial and ethnic study on rates of depression in-
volved college students of Japanese, Chinese, and Mexican origin,
whites, and blacks (Lament and Tyler, 1973). The findings indicated
that Japanese Americans had the highest scores, Mexican Americans
the next highest, followed by Chinese Americans, white, then blacks.
Sex differences were not significant although women scored higher, and
the interaction of race by sex was not significant. The racial dif-
ferences in the incidence of depression, though limited due to small
sample size, offer some interesting data. For example, the highest
scores for Japanese Americans and Mexican Americans are described as
consonant with the literature, mainly that of internalizing guilt
due to socialization practices. This explanation, however, is very
summarily addressed in the study and should be further pursued. The
implication was that guilt associated with aggression is turned in-
ward which in turn is related to depressive manifestations.
Within-group studies
. These studies pertain to research among
persons of Mexican descent. As such, they compare Mexicans with
Mexican-Americans or English-speaking persons to Spanish-speaking
persons of Mexican descent.
Vega (1980a) reported preliminary findings from an epidemiological
survey used to identify high risk groups within a Latino population.
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women
The Mexican origin sample (which inlcuded Mexican born and Mexi<
Americans) was reported to exhibit higher levels of symptoms and
dysfunction than whites. Within this group, Spanish-speaking
in their late teens and early twenties had higher levels of psychi-
atric symptoms and psychosocial dysfunction. Vega surmised that
young Spanish-speaking females may be suffering from stressful con-
ditions related to acculturation, culture shock, racism, and
conflicting values and roles with parents. Further, Spanish-speaking
women between the ages 40 to 49 exhibited very high scores and were
considered extremely at risk on all the dimensions of mental health
assessed. Vega concluded that the Spanish-speaking subject overall
is at greater risk than those of Mexican origin who responded in
English, particularly the women, and that the immigrant is at highest
risk. Further, he pointed to the heterogeneity of Latinos, particu-
larly as demonstrated in this study in terms of age and language.
Vega's findings on high risk age groups support those of Roberts and
of Frerichs, Aneshensel, and Clark. It must be noted that in Vega's
case the results reported were not specific to depression, but related
to psychoneuroticism, anxiety, and psychosocial dysfunction. Never-
theless, the evidence regarding the impact of age and language sup-
ports the argument that there is considerable heterogeneity among
persons of Mexican origin which needs to be examined.
Further evidence of the differential levels of distress among Eng-
lish-speaking and Spanish-speaking persons of Mexican descent has been
found. In a pilot study, Becerra et al., (1981) reported that those who
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>gy
were Spanish speakers were under greater stress than the English
speakers. Women were found to be particularly distressed
sured by the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Seal,
(CES-D)
.
One study examined sex differences in depressive symptomatic,
among Mexican Americans in two sample surveys of Alameda County,
California (Roberts and Roberts, 1982). Their findings indicated
that women report more symptoms of depression than men after con-
trolling for age, education, and income. There was no sex differen-
tial among the employed, a finding which generally differs from that
reported for whites. Further, both the employed men and women had
significantly lower depression scores than the unemployed. Differ-
ences between employed and unemployed women, however, are not found
in both samples: in one, housewives were more depressed, and, in the
other, no difference was found.
In summary, studies that have compared Mexican Americans to other
groups or focused on Mexican Americans solely, have typically been
community based, and have relied on self-report measures of depres-
sive symptomatology. One study (Vernon & Roberts, 1982), however,
was unique in its use of diagnostic criteria, and another study was
unique in focusing on sex differences (Robert and Roberts, 1982).
Overall, the community studies using self-report measures found
Mexican-Americans to score higher on depressive symptomatology al-
though this was not so based on diagnostic criteria or when controll-
ing for socioeconomic variables. In terms of the impact of socio-
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demographic variables a certain pattern emerges. Women tended to
have higher scores, particularly those who were Spanish-speaking and
in their late teens-early twenties and those in their forties. One
study supported higher depression among married Mexican Americans,
the less educated, and the unemployed.
Studies on women
. Studies that focus just on women are very
few in number. An interesting background study examined Mexican
women's social and psychological status though not the prevalence
of depressive symptomatology per se. Langner (1965) investigated
the relationship of psychophysiological symptoms to the social status
of Mexican women in two different Mexican communities. He hypothe-
sized that low status, whether socioeconomic or in relation to the
social hierarchy of men and women, was conducive to stress and symp-
tomatology. In the community where women's status was more similar
to that of men, women reported only slightly more symptoms that men,
whereas women from Mexico City whose status was lower reported con-
siderably more symptoms than men. Generally more symptomatology was
reported for the lower income group. In addition, the high income,
Mexico City women had similar symptomatology to the rural, lower
income women. However, regardless of income or locale, women reported
more psychophysiological symptoms. Langner observed that city resi-
dents tended to report more symptomatology than provincial respondents
who may have been buffered by their traditional customs and language.
This study provides a glimpse at the variation of women's status in
Mexico in relation to stress.
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Quesada, Spears, and Ramos (1978) examined the interracial
epidemiology of depression among Mexican American and black
the Southwest and found black women to have a slightly higher inci-
dence of depressive symptomatology on Zung's self-rating depression
scale. The best predictors of depression for Mexican American women
were alienation and socioeconomic status. For black women, the best
predictors were the combination of socioeconomic status, marital
status and age. For both groups of minority women, socioeconomic
status emerged as the common predictor. Questions this study provoke
are the degree to which the Mexican American sample was Engligh or
Spanish speaking, first or second generation, recent immigrant or
long term resident; such data would allow for examination of differ-
ences related to these factors.
Only one clinical study on Mexican American women was located
for this review although various clinical reports were mentioned
earlier. Stoker, Zurcher, and Fox (1968) examined psychopathological
differences between white and Mexican American female out-patients
in an Arizona mental health center. Data was obtained from clinical
records to ascertain and analyze diagnoses, symptomatology, and other
relevant clinical factors. The authors reported that the white fe-
males had a higher frequency of neurotic disorders, whereas the
Mexican American females reported problems of an affective nature
consistent with the clinical pattern of agitated depression. Although
this study provides further evidence of the prevalence of depression
among Mexican American women, it is fraught with methodological pro-
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blems in its reliance on clinical records for diagnostic information.
This study also suffers from the questions raised regarding the work
of Quesada, Spears, and Ramos.
In conclusion, the available literature on depression among the
study population is meagre although it contains certain trends. More
importantly, it points to the need of differentiating language and
other factors among Mexican descent persons, in order to assess the
experiential variation of this population. Also, the assessment of
depression by self-report and diagnostic criteria is underscored
given the discrepant findings based on these different methods. The
present study attends to these concerns in order to contribute more
meaningfully to the study of depression among women of Mexican descent
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Research Question*
, Hypotheses anH
Areas of Clinical Interest
The preceeding literature review has provided a theoretical
overview of depression and empirical findings on role socialization
and specific sociodemographic variables related to depression among
women. It also described the sociocultural context of and findings
on depression among persons of Mexican descent.
When studying depression among women of Mexican descent, a
confluence of factors pertinent to their social role, cultural heri-
tage, language, and immigration experience can be examined. In addi-
tion, the impact of certain sociodemographic factors such as marital
status, education, and employment situation can be important for
explaining depression in this population.
Research questions
The study's salient research questions emerge from the con-
fluence of the factors stated above. Overall, how does our study
population manifest depression and what are its correlates? How does
their social adjustment relate to depression and what factors mediate
this? More specifically:
1. Are there patterns of symptoms or levels of depression
in this population? Is there a prevalence of somatization
of depression and lesser expression of psychological symptoms
as guilt and self devaluation, as has been reported for less
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educated, low socioeconomic status and ethnic minority
people (Mar sella, 1977; Kleinman, 1978)?
2. What factors mediate depressive symptomalogy? Are
the relationships of marital status, employment status
and educational level to depression similar to that reported
in the general literature on women? Is there an impact of
language, length of United States residency, or place of
birth on depression? For example, are there differences
between English speaking women and Spanish speaking women
of Mexican descent in terms of depression and social adjust-
ment?
3. Given the alleged traditional role socialization of
women in Mexican society, is there a significant effect
of sex-role orientation and depression or social adjustment
Are more traditional women more depressed and socially im-
paired? Is sex-role orientation mediated by a differential
sociocultural variable as indicated by language?
Hypotheses
From these general questions and the preceeding literature re-
view, emerged the study hypotheses and areas of clinical interest
which were examined in this research.
Depression and social adjustment . This hypothesis explored the
purported somatization of depression among certain groups by examin-
ing self-reported symptomatology as measured by the Beck Depression
?
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Inventory (BDI)
.
Hypothesis 1: Low income women of Mexican descent will
report more somatic depressive symptoms
than psychological symptoms.
The second hypothesis examined the relationship between social
adjustment as measured by the Social Adjustment Scale-Self Report
and various measures af depression (BDI, SCL-90D, and the Diagnostic
Interview Schedule). Social role functioning has been found to be
associated to depression (Weissman et al., 1971 and Weissman et al
.
,
1978).
Hypothesis 2: More depressed women will be more socially
Impaired and less depressed women will be
less Impaired in their overall social adjust-
ment .
Impact of sociodemographic variables on depression and social
adjustment
.
The literature on depression among women has found vary-
ing relationships between depression and marital status, education
and employment. This hypothesis examined those relationships among
women of Mexican descent extending them to examining their social
adjustment
.
Hypothesis 3:
A. Divorced and separated women will be more
depressed and socially impaired than currently
married women.
B. Women with a higher level of education will
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exhibit less depression than less educated
women. Further, women with a higher level
of education will be less Impaired in social
adjustment than less educated women.
C Unemployed women and horaemakers will be
more depressed and impaired in social adjust-
ment than employed women.
Impact of sociocultural var iables on depression and soMal
adjustment
.
The impact of sociocultural factors as expressed by
language and sex role orientations was examined. Language, as an
indicator of a differential sociocultural experience for those born
or raised in the United States and for those born and raised in
Mexico who have immigrated to the United States, provided an operation-
al variable for assessing the impact of sociocultural factors on de-
pression and social adjustment. Further, examination of the sex-role
orientation of this population can contribute information regarding
possibly, changing role orientation and its Impact. Underlying this
hypothesis is an exploration of social adjustment among women who
alledgedly are traditionally socialized Into an ethos of endurance
and self-sacrifice.
Hypothesis 4:
A. Spanish- speaking women will display
greater depression and impaired social
adjustment than English-speaking women.
B. Women with more non-traditional views
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were
will be less depressed and impaired in
their social adjustment than those with
a more traditional orientation.
-Areas of clinical interest
Given that this study is exploratory and focused on a small
clinical population, four areas of interest for clinical work
examined, as earlier stated. Briefly, these are:
1. The assessment of depression by objective (DIS) and
subjective (BDI) measures to delineate depressed mood
from clinical depression.
2. The comparison of obtained diagnosis from the DIS
with the clinician's diagnosis to assess diagnostic concor-
dance .
3. The identification of self-reported general psychological
symptomatology to obtain a more complete profile of the study
population and compare it to available norms.
4. The qualitative responses of the study population in terms
of initial presenting complaints; understanding of causal fac-
tors in their emotional distress; and identification of what
has to change for their emotional well-being.
These areas can provide clinicans and mental health practition-
ers insights concerning depression and social adjustment among women
of Mexican descent that may lead to Improved treatment and greater
understanding of this population.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Subj ects
The participants of this study were 52 low income and working
class women of Mexican descent living in the metropolitan Los Angeles
area. Of these women, 61.5% were born in Mexico and 38.5% were born
in the United States. They ranged in age from 18 to 48 years with
a mean age of 33.3 years. Their educational level ranged from no
formal education to two years of college. The mean educational level
was 8.8 years with a standard deviation of 4.27. The income spread
ranged from less than $4,000 a year to a ceiling of $13,200 a year,
with a mean annual income of $8,030.00.
Procedure
Sampling
Subjects were recruited from outpatient department of three
community mental health centers in the Los Angeles area serving large
numbers of Mexican origin persons. Inclusion criteria for the study
were: women ages 18 to 55 years of Mexican descent who presented
themselves either complaining of depression or any of the cluster of
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symptoms associated with depression5 upon initial intake. The
intake records were reviewed by the researcher to exclude women on
non-Mexican descent, age inappropriateness
, or whose complaints and
initial clinical impression indicated psychosis, drug or alcohol
abuse, sociopathy, organic psychiatric disorders, or mental retar-
dation. Further only women who had less than 5 clinical contacts
were considered for the study. Initially, women on psychotropic
medication were to be excluded, but this criteria was re-evaluated
as a significant number of new intakes were given medication. Of the
sample, 60.5% were given either antidepressants or minor tranquilizers.
Research process at community mental health centers
Upon the selection of a potential subject, and as agreed upon
by both the area and particular clinic's Human Subjects Committee
requirements, the researchers proceeded to contact the responsible
clinician, who if agreed to the proposed participation, would intro-
duce the idea of the study to his/her client. 6 The study was pre-
sented as follows:
"A doctoral student is doing a study of women who
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are experiencing depression and other similar feelings
of emotional distress. She is seeking to interview
women from this clinic and I was wondering if you
would be willing to talk to her so that she can des-
cribe the study to you to see if you would be interested
to participating. She will answer any questions you
might have. Can I give her your telephone number sothat she can talk to you about this?"
This statement was a revised version of the initial approved proce-
dure which required that the clinician ask his/her client if she
would be willing to meet with the researcher after their appointment
to describe the study. Given coordination problems, the procedure
was revised. Once the potential participant agreed to be called, the
researcher proceeded to do so, to describe the study, and, conse-
quently, to set up an interview if the client agreed to participate.
The interviews were scheduled at the participants convenience and
initially took place at the mental health facility attended. Given
an initial large rate of no-shows or cancellations, the researcher
obtained permission to interview the participants in their home.
Over half of the participants (30) preferred to be interviewed at
their home, twenty-two women were interviewed at the mental health
center they attended.
Instructions to participants
Upon initiating the interview, the participant was given an
informed consent form to read in her preferred language (Appendix A),
and invited to ask any questions she might have before signing. This
form explained the purpose of the study, the procedures and time in-
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volved, the confidential nature of this activity, the benefits,
risks, and rights during the process. Once the consent form was
signed, the researcher also gave the participant a copy of "Rights
of Human Subjects..." as required (Appendix B) . At this point, the
researcher proceeded to- explain and administer each questionnaire.
Types of administration
The interviewing and the administration of the study instru-
ments occurred in the participants' preferred language. As such, 28
women responded in Spanish and 24 responded in English. Four par-
ticipants were eliminated from the final group of 56 because their
interviews were carried out by research assistants who could not con-
tinue the research process. Thus interrater reliability for one of
the questionnaires could not be established. The questionnaires were
administered in the order described in the next section. Four meas-
ures were self-administered and the final measure was a standardized
interview schedule. The process generally took from 11/2 hours to
3 hours depending on the subject's speed and time availability. During
the self-report administration, the researcher was present to answer
any questions or to clarify any aspect of these measures. Most of
these women had no previous experience with completing questionnaires
and needed help in understanding the instructions. It must be noted
that 15 of the 28 Spanish-speaking women, or 28% of the total sample,
requested that the self-report questionnaires be read to them explain-
ing that they did not read or read very poorly, and four stating they
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did not feel up to the task. Given that 17 or 32.6% of the total
sample had less than a 6th grade education, this situation was un-
derstandable. Four of the English speaking women requested this,
also providing similar reasons as the Spanish- speaking women.
Instruments
Four self-rating questionnaires and one extensive standardized
diagnostic schedule were used. All of the measures were available in
both Spanish and English. Discussion of Spanish version is included
under each instrument described below. All translations followed
guidelines suggested in the literature (Brislin et al., 1973; Brislin,
1980; and Child, 1968).
The Personal Data Questionnaire (PDQ)
This instrument was developed by the author especially for this
study in order to obtain demographic and personal history data on
each participant (See Appendix c) . Further, it was organized to pro-
vide specific sociodemographic and sociocultural data pertinent to
the study's main questions. As such, the following areas were ad-
dressed :
a. Sociodemographic variables: age, marital status, education,
employment status, income.
b. Sociocultural variables: language, place of birth, length
of United States residency, ethnic identification, and sex-role
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orientation.
c. Familial and other factors: family size, birth order,
number of children, religion, health problems, confidant
relationships, hospitalizations for emotional problems,
medication, causal perceptions of emotional difficulties,
description of depression, past family history, and marital
situation, and what was identified as having to change in
their lives for emotional well-being.
d. Space for the clinician's diagnosis and the initial
presenting complaints was provided by a nondescript blank
which was filled in after the interview.
Three-fourths of the items were structured fixed-choice ques-
tions, and the remainder were open-ended items. For the open-ended
questions coding categories were made from the range of obtained
responses in order to perform frequency analysis.
A sex-role orientation scale was included as a subsection of
the Personal Data Questionnaire (item 30) . The eight-item sex-role
orientation scale consisted of a combination of items selected by
the author from the short version of the Attitudes Toward Women
Scale (AWS) (Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp, 1973), and the Sex-Role
Orientation Scale (Brogan and Kutner, 1976). The study's sex-role
scale consisted of 4 items from each scale combining an equal number
of traditional and non-traditional items. The selected items for
each were considered more appropriate for the study population. The
response categories were on a five-point Likert-type scale which
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ranged from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." It was scored
from 1 to 5, 1 being the most traditional response and 5 the most non-
traditional view. The sums of the responses were totaled and a mean
obtained. To assess the scale for internal consistency, Cronbach's
alpha (Cronbach, 1951) was calculated and .79 was obtained for the
eight-item scale. The rationale, reliability, and validity of the
original scales from which the study scale was derived are described
by the original authors. The Spanish version of this scale was ob-
tained by means of a back translation by the author who is bilingual
and another biligual woman with a Master's in Spanish. The intel-
ligibility of the short scale was pretested on a group of Mexican
community women who had not more than an 8th grade education. After
minor revisions, this Spanish version was compared to the Spanish
version of the AWS used by Kranau, Green, and Valencia-Weber (1982)
and considered an improvement.
The overall translation of the Personal Data Questionnaire fol-
lowed the similar procedures with a back to back translation by two
persons and pre-testing with community women. After this process and
some revisions, the final form was obtained.
The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
This is a standardized measure to identify self-reported target
areas of depression (Beck et al., 1961; Beck and Beamesderf er
,
1974).
It is designed to incorporate symptoms which form the constellation
of depression, providing for a grading of intensity for each symptom
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ranging in severity from none to severe. Each category describes
a specific manifestation of depression which is self-evaluated on
a scale from 0-3 according to how the respondent is actually feeling.
The sum of the self-ratings provide the depression score, which is
classified as follows: 0 to 9, no depression or minimal; 10 to 14,
borderline depression; 15 to 20, mild depression; 21 to 30, moderate
depression; 31 to 40, severe; 41 to 63, very severe depression.
There is a short and long version, which was the one used in the
study. A few Spanish versions are available. (Comas-Diaz, 1981;
Conde Lopez, Chamorro, and Useros Serrano, 1976; and Torres-Matrullo
,
1981). These works have for the most part also used the long version.
The Spanish version used in this study was obtained by comparing
the available Spanish language versions, and deriving a final com-
posite measure. This was reviewed by two researchers not involved
in the study, and pre-tested on the community women described ear-
lier.
The internal consistency and overall validity of the BDI have
been established and described by Beck and Beaumesderfer (1974).
For the sample, Cronbach's alpha for the BDI was .87.
The BDI was used in this study to assess mood depression given
that it is not validated as a measure of a differential diagnosis of
clinical depression. Mood depression which has also been referred to
as depressed affect, implies the presence of depressive symptoms but
not of sufficient persistence or intensity to be associated with a
depressive syndrome like major depression of dysthymia.
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Both language versions of the BDI are shown in Appendix D.
The SCL-90
The Symptom Checklist-90 (Derogatis, 1977; Derogatis and Cleary,
1977; Derogatis, Lipman, and Covi, 1973) is a general measure of
psychological symptomatology for use among psychiatric and medical
patients derived from the Hopkins Symptom Checklist (Derogatis et al.
,
1974)
.
The SCL-90 is a 90- item self-report symptom measure where
each item is rated on a five-point scale of distress (0-4) ranging
from "not at all" to "extremely." The subject was asked to rate how
much discomfort was experienced during the past week for each item.
The SCL-90 is scored and interpreted according to nine symptoms
dimensions and three global indices of distress. The nine dimensions
are: Somatization, Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal Sensitivity,
Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid Ideation,
and Psychoticism. The three indices are: the Global Severity Index
(GSI)
,
the Positive Symptom Distress Index (PSDI)
,
and the Positive
Symptom Total (PST) . The results will provide a profile of the sub-
jects on all dimensions of the SCL-90 but will focus specifically on
the Depression Subscale for its analysis (SCL-90D)
.
The SCL-90 is a widely used instrument in clinical research.
Examination of its construct validity by Derogatis and Cleary (1977)
revealed high validity for the symptom constructs. The SCL-90 pro-
vides three major normative samples and clinical samples for which
normative data is available. The SCL-90 was scored by a computer
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scoring program developed at UCLA by Dr. Lynn Fairbanks which provided
terminal T-scores for analysis.
The Spanish translation of the SCL-90 was facilitated by the
availability of a Spanish version copyrighted by Derogatis in 1979,.
Only minor modifications to this prior version were made. Neverthe-
less, phrasing of some of the items proved confusing to some of the
study's participants and will be discussed in the final chapter.
Both language versions are shown in Appendix E .
The Diagnostic Interview Schedule (PIS)
The DIS is a highly structured interview schedule developed by
the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) (Robins et al., 1981).
It is projected to be used in a series of large-scale epidemiological
studies of mental disorders in five cities in the United States. It
was designed to assess diagnoses according to DSM-111 criteria
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980), Feighner criteria (Feighner,
Robins, and Guze, 1972), and the Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC)
(Spitzer et al., 1978). This is done by grouping obj ective symptoms
according to minimum requirements for a specific diagnoses and meeting
a minimum standard of severity which is not explainable by physical
illness or another psychiatric illness (Robins et al., 1981). As
such, the DIS probes into past and current symptoms, age of onset,
number of episodes, length of longest episode, and age at last epi-
sode. As part of its design, the DIS can determine lifetime diagnoses,
and also current diagnoses for the past year, six months, one month
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and two weeks. It was designed to be administered both by lay
interviewers and clinicians, and is scored by an especially developed
computer program. Reports of test-retest reliability of the DIS
(Robins et al., 1981) of an earlier version of this instrument
(Helzer, Clayton, and Pambakian, 1977), and of interrater reliability
on the DIS (k = .95) (Hesselbrock et al., 1982) are good.
For this study, the third version of the DIS was used as refined
and reproduced by the NIMH Los Angeles site of the Epidemiological
Catchment Area (ECA)
.
Further, for the purposes of this investigation,
a reduced version of the DIS was administered focusing on the subsec-
tions of Depression, Somatization, Panic Disorder, Obsessive-Compul-
sive, questions on sexual history and functioning, and the Organic
Brain Syndrome. This last section was included in order to exclude
subjects who exhibited this set of symptoms. The decision to use a
reduced version was based on the extensive overall nature of the DIS,
the estimated length of time to administer it, and in consultation
with NIMH personnel (Dr. Burnam, personal communication, Summer, 1982)
and a UCLA researcher (St. Stineberg, personal communication, Summer,
1982)
.
The DIS computer program currently available scores two de-
pression diagnoses: major depression and dysthmic disorder. Major
depression refers to clinical depression marked by the prominence
and persistence for a period of at least two weeks of any form of
the following symptoms: a dysphoric mood, loss of interest, poor
appetite, sleep disturbance, psychomotor agitation or retardation,
loss of energy, feelings of worthlessness or self-reproach or of
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guilt, complaints of cognitive difficulties, and thoughts of death
or suicide. Dysthymic disorder is characterized by a chronic and
intermittent disturbance or mood of at least two years duration
with similar symptoms as those of major depression, but of less
severity and persistence. Dysthymia has often been also called
chronic mild depression.
-These two diagnoses will be reported
both for lifetime and two week criteria and they are identified,
respectively, as DIS, LT and DIS,2. Both language versions are
shown in Appendix F.
The availability of a Spanish version of the DIS was facilitated
by the fact that the Los Angeles site (ECA) was finalizing its Spanish
version at the time this researcher was beginning the research project
Reports on the development of the Spanish Language Version and its
reliability suggested an adequate Spanish version (Karno et al., 1983;
and Burnam et al., 1983).
The Social-Adjustment Scale-Self Report (SAS-SiQ
This scale is a self-administered version of the Social Adjust-
ment Scale (Weissman and Paykel, 1974). Weissman and Bothwell (1976)
in their discussion of the derivation of the SAS-SR, noted that the
primary distinction was in method of administration. The self-report
scale measures affective and instrumental performance in occupational
role, social and leisure activities, relationships with the extended
family, marital and parental roles, and economic well being. The
scale contains 42 questions assessing a period of two weeks prior to
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interview to enhance recall and precise recording of behavior. The
questionnaire is precoded and scored on a five-point scale from which
role-area means and an overall adjustment score can be obtained.
Higher scores indicate greater Impairment and, conversely, lower
scores less Impairment. The self-report measure purportedly takes
15 to 20 minutes to complete although about 50% of the respondents
completed it in 30 to 40 minutes. High internal consistency (r=.74)
has been demonstrated (Edwards et al. 1978), as well as concurrent
validity (Weissman and Bothwell, 1976). Norms for community and
patient samples, particularly among depressed patients, are available.
Further, a Spanish version was obtained from the Depression Research
Unit of the Department of Psychiatry of Yale University, whose Direc-
tor, Dr. Myrna Weissman, facilitated obtaining a copy from Dr. Bruce
Rounsaville of the Connecticut Mental Health Center (Personal commu-
nication, 1982). No information as to its translation was made
available or specifics of its current use. The Spanish version
obtained was studied and found to contain some errors in translation.
Given that the researcher had already translated one initial version,
both of these were given to a consultant to review and comment. The
final version used portions of both translations. Cronbach's alpha
on this scale with the sample was .77. See Appendix G for both lan-
guage versions.
Variables of Interest
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Dependent variables
The dependent variables in this study were depression and social
adjustment which were measured as follows:
Depress ion aj-—
— bocial Adjustment
BDI SAS-SR
SCL-90.D
DIS, LF - DIS, 2
Mean scores for these measures were used for statistical analy-
sis. For the DIS,LT the obtained diagnoses were recoded into three
categories: Ono or other diagnoses (non-depressive), l=Dysthymia,
and 2=Major Depression. Two scales were created from the items of
the BDI: somatic and psychological. The individual items composing
each scale reflect types of depressive symptomatology identified in
the literature and as related to the BDI. The somatic scale con-
sisted of 5 items associated with somatic symptomatology: sleep dis-
turbance, fatigability, loss of appetite, weight loss, somatic pre-
occupation. The psychological scale also consisted of 5 items: sense
of failure, lack of satisfaction, guilty feeling, self-hate, inde-
cisiveness. Each scale mean for the sample was derived by averaging
across individual responses. To test the internal consistency reli-
ability of these created scales, Cronbach's alphas were obtained as
follows: Somatic .62 and Psychological .74.
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Independent variables
The hypothesized independent variables were divided in two
sets: sociodemographic factors and sociocultural factors. The
sociodemographic variables were marital status, education, and
employment. Marital status was treated as a dichotomous variable
in correlational analysis (0=not currently married, ie. divorced/
separated or single; l=married) and as a categorical variable for
the t-test (l=married, 2=separated or divorced, 3=single)
. Em-
ployment was treated as a dichotomous variable (0=unemployed and
homemakers, l=employed full or part-time). Education was operational-
ized as a continuous variable.
The sociocultural variables were sex-role orientation, which
was treated as a continuous variable, and language, which was ordered
OSpanish, 2=Bilingual, 3=English)
. Language was chosen as an indi-
cator of a differential sociocultural experience after examining
other related sociocultural variables such as place of birth and
length of United States residency. Place of birth or generational
status would separate the sample based on those born in Mexixo
(n»32) versus those born in the United States (n=20). However,
this split could confound the differential experience of those
women born in Mexico but who came to the United Stated at an early
age. Age at arrival, therefore, was examined by looking at the
differences between the subjects' age and length of United States
residency of those born in Mexico. A cut off point of arrival prior
to 12 years to differentiate locale of childhood experience allowed
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for a new grouping. A new variable derived from age at arrival
was then created: born/raised. Examining those born or raised in
the United States (25) or in Mexico (27) created a final distinction
of two potentially different sociocuitural groups. Correlation be-
tween born/raised and language was very strong (r=.906, £ <.001).
Primary language, therefore, more correctly distinguished two groups
of women whose sociocuitural experiences may vary, and was the
variable used in analysis.
Statistical Analyses
Upon gathering all the necessary data on the sample of 52
women, a series of statistical analyses were conducted:
1. Computerized scoring of two measures were first carried
out. The DIS reduced version was analyzed using the
Los Angeles ECA DIS Version III Computer Program. The
SCL-90 was scored by a computer program prepared by
a UCLA researcher.
2. Descriptive statistics were obtained for all the depen-
dent and independent variables. Frequency distribution
on all the other personal data variables were also ob-
tained which permitted additional analyses of non-hypo-
thesized relationships relevant to the study.
3. Internal Consistency or Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951)
were carried out for the BDI and created scales, the sex-
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role orientation scale, and the SAS-SR.
4. Multiple Regression Analysis and Pearsonian Correlation
Coefficients were computed. The bivariate analysis pri-
marily focused on the relationships among the dependent
variables and between the dependent and independent
variables to test the proposed hypotheses.
5. T-test to compare the difference bewteen two means
for hypothesis testing were also performed.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the study and is divided
into four major sections. The first section presents the demographic
profile of the study population. The second section presents the
interrelation among the dependent measures of depression (BDI, DM.
SCL-90) and social adjustment, and the specific results for all the
measures. The third section contains the correlations among the
independent variables and between these and the dependent measures.
This section also presents the results related to the main hypotheses,
as well as unhypothesized findings relevant to the study. The fourth
section examines the areas of clinical interest.
Demographic Profile
The major demographic characteristics of the sample are listed
in Table 1. Sixty-one percent of the sample was born in Mexico and
of these, 56% have lived over 10 years in the United States. Of the
total sample, 48.1% are Spanish-speaking, 32.7 are English-speaking,
and 19.2% consider themselves bilingual. The mean age of this sam-
ple was 33.3 years, 51.7% being between 31 and 39 years. Married
women form 32.7% whereas the separated or divorced constitute 42.3%
of the sample. Forty-three women (82.5%) have children and the mean
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Characteristic.
(N=52)
Demographic Variable Percent Mean Standard Deviation
Age
18
31
40
29
39
48
Place of Birth
Mexico
United States
Marital Status
Never married
Married
S eparat ed/D ivorced
Widowed
Number of Children
None
1 to 2
3 to 4
5 to 6
8 to 9
Education
0-6
7 - 11
12
12 +
15
27
10
32
20
Length of US Residency (32)
Less than 5 years 6
5 to 10 years 8
11 to 15 years 10
Over 15 years 8
10
17
22
3
9
23
11
6
3
17
13
13
9
28.7
51.7
19.0
61,
38,
18.9
25.1
31.3
25.1
19.2
32.7
42.3
5.8
17.3
44.2
21.1
11.5
5.7
32.6
25.0
25.0
17.3
X=33.3 7.49
X=12.6 7.65
X=2.5 2.21
X=8.8 4.27
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Table 1 Continued
Demographic Variable N Percent Mean Standard Deviation
Employment status
Employed full time 12 23.1
Employed part time 9 17.3
Unemployed 13 25.0
Hornemakpr 1 o 23 .1
Student 2 3.8
Disabled 4 7.7
Family income spread
Under $4000 8 15.4
$4000 - $6999 12 23.1
$7000 - $9999 19 36.5
$10000 - $13200 13 25.0
Primary Language
Spanish 25 48.1
Bilingual 10 19.2
English 17 32.7
Current religion
None 25 48.1
Catholic 21 40.4
"Born Again" Christian 3 5.8
Other 3 5.8
X=$8030 $281
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number of children i<? 2 Ss 2.5. The mean educational level of the sample
was 8.8 years, although 32.6% had less than an rm,x n 8th grade education,
25% had completed high school, and 17.3% (n=9) had vocational training
or up to 2 years of college. A total of 21 women (40.4%) were ^
Ployed full or part-time, 48.1% were unemployed or homemakers, 2
women were students, and 4 were disabled. The mean income for the
sample was $8,030.00 and 10 women had family incomes of $13,200.
Comparative statistics for women of Mexican descent in Califor-
nia and the United States reveals the following. Of the total popu-
lation in California, 19.2% are Latinos, of which 80% are persons of
Mexican descent. Women comprised slightly over half of this popu-
lation (55.6%) (1980 Census of Population, PC80-1B6, July 1982).
More specifically, the median age for women of Mexican descent in
California is 22 years in comparison to 33 years for white women,
and 26.5 for Black women. The median number of school years in 1978
was 11.6 compared to 12.7 for other women, and 46.5% had high school
education in comparison to 76% of all other women. In 1979, the un-
employment of women of Mexican descent was 11.8% and the median income
for female headed households was $7,187.00 and the income for male
headed homes was $13,243 (California Employment Development Dept.,
1980). In contrast to these figures, our study population is older,
less educated, has higher rates of unemployment, yet subsists on
about the same income.
Correlations among dependent- mgagures
This study assessed depression by using two self-report scales
the BDI and SCL-90D,. and one structured diagnostic interview sche-
dule, the DXS. Oiven the use of different raethods and instruments
to measure depression, concurrent validity was examined by corre-
lations. Table 2 shows these correlations. Highly significant and
strong correlations between the BDI and the SCL-90D ( r = .707,
J> <.001) appear to be related to the similar methodology of self-
report. Similar high correlations among the same and other depres-
sion self-rating scales have been reported (Weissman et al
. ,
1977;
Carroll, et al., 1973). The DIS, 2 correlated to both the BDI
(r = .302
, j> <t05) and the SCL-90 (r = .308, £ ^05) signifi-
cantly but less strongly so, whereas no relationship between the
DIS,LT and the self-report scales was found. The fact that the
DIS,
2 was significantly correlated to the self-report measures and
not the DIS,LT may be attributable to the fact thattheDIS,2 assesses
the two week period prior to interview, and the self-report measures
also assess a similar recent period. Our results, however, are not
at variance with studies involving self-reported measures of de-
pression and measures based on diagnostic criteria (Myers and
Weissman, 1980, and Boydetal., 1982), where only modest correlations
have been found. Specific presentation of our results are included
under clinical areas of Interest.
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Table 2
Correlations Among Measures of Depression
and Social Adjustment
m SCL-90D DIS.LT DIS.2
BDI
SCL-90D
.707***
DIS,LT
.177
.213
DIS.2
.302*
.308*
. 735***
SAS-SR
.415** .453***
.212
.349*
SAS-SR
Two tailed significance levels:
* p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < . 001
measures
The measure of social adjustment was correlated to the
of depression. Table 3 indicates th» te significant yet modest corre-
lations between the SAS-SR and the BDI (r«.4l5 D < on fcv hid,
_p_ <.01), the SCL-90E
(t •*».*<•«««.
-*.h.Di,
I2(t ..M9iJl< . (B)i Although
these measures assess a different content, they use similar metho-
dology (self-report and recencv nf moy o measurement). Modest and strong
significant correlations among self
-rati™ting scales of depression and
social adjustment have been reported (Weissman, et al., 1978
, . How-
ever, the relationship of social adjustment to diagnostic criteria
has not been established.
in conclusion, it is not surprising that the self-report mea-
ses are strongly correlated with each other and less so or not at
all with measures based on diagnostic criteria. The concurrent vali-
dity overall, however, of the measures of depression appears adequate.
Findings of the dependent measurp fi
Beck Depression Inventory. Results on the BDI Indicate an
overall mildly depressed group according to Beck's criteria. The
sample mean of 18.3 with a standard deivation of 9.07 falls in the
high end of mild depression (scores 15 to 20). Table 3 shows the
percentages for each depression range. Approximately 1/3 of the
sample scores in the moderate to severe range and, likewise, 34.4%
score in the none to minimal range. Reporting hereafter of BDI re-
sults will use the terms mood depression or depressed affect as
described in the preceding chapter.
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Table 3
Percentage Distribution of Depth of Depressionm the BDI
0**52)
Depth of Depression N %
None-minimal
^8(scores 0 to 14) 3**^
Mild
/ 16 w 7(scores 15 to 20)
Moderate no
(scores 21 to 29)
Severe <
(scores 30+) °
SCL-90. The overall results of this measure are shown in Table 4
by mean T scores for each dimension. This taM« i , ,in ble also includes a com-
parison of the means of two negative groups and a non-normative clinical
.-Pie of outpatient depressive* described ln the SCL.9Q^
tls, 1977). Ihe study sample overall tended to be sllghtly more
-tic than the norm sample of psychiatric outpatient, and non-patients.
However, In comparison to the clinical profile of outpatient depres-
slves, the study sample, overall, was less symptomatic. Comparison of
the Depression Subscale mean T scores of 63.98 for the study sample,
48 for the normative psychiatric outpatients, and 68 for the depressed
outpatients, suggests similar scores «ong the study sample and de-
pressed outpatients given that the standard deviation of the study sam-
ple was 6.15. The normative outpatient sample was comprised by a
large group of hetrogenous psychiatric outpatients with varying diag-
noses, both males and females, and no Spanish-speaking patients.
Diagnostic Interview Schedule
. Results of the DIS are shown in
Table 5. As previously stated, the subsections of the DIS used and
scored were Depression, Somatization, Panic Disorder, Obsessive-
Compulsive, and Organic Brain Syndrome. Diagnoses for the subsec-
tions were obtained on a lifetime basis (DIS.LT) or on a two week
basis (DIS, 2). From Table 6 a few findings need explanation. The
finding for life-time diagnoses of organic brain syndrome (OBS) for
4 women was unexpected and prompted an examination of their protocols.
As such, it was discovered that these four women could not read or
write, therefore they received ratings which when scored put them in
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Table 4
p^r., , " iNOn Patients, and ClinicalProfile of Outpatient Depressives
u w
•H u wC
Outpatient
DepressivesSymptom
Dimension Study GrouD
Female
Psychiati
Outpatier
Female
Non-Patie
Somatization
X
54
SD*
9.78
X
51
x
51
X
OJ
Obsessive-Compulsive 57 8.28 50 52 DO
Interpersonal-
Sensitivity 56 10.22 50 52 62
Depression 64 6.15 48 51 68
Anxiety 57 9.79 50 52 68
Ho<?t i lifvlAwOL l l_ y 55 11.01 51 52 59
Phobic Anxiety 53 11.66 52 53 67
Paranoid Ideation 58 9.55 51 54 59
Psychoticism 61 9.40 51 55 65
GSI 60 7.62 49 52 68
PSDI 58 7.68 48 66 66
PST 59 7.10 48 51 65
til 1 t
deVlatlo"s were available for mean raw scores but not fothe mean T scores for the other groups. This information for thestudy group was available and valuable, therefore, it was included.
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Table 5
Percentage Distribution of DIS Results
(N=52)
Diagnosis
Lifetime*
N %
No Diagnosis
9 17.3
Somatization
0
Panic Disorder 7 13.5
Obsessive Compulsive 8 15.4
Organic Brain Syndrome 4 7.7
Dysthymic Disorder 9 17.3
Major Depression 29 55.8
Two week
N %
27 51.9
3.8
23 44.2
^Lifetime diagnoses totaled over 52 as each »ih4o^ u
more than one diagnosis.
subject could receive
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the OBS category. It was decldeQ ^ ^ ^ ^
I-dsverk of the Los^ Natl0Ml Insutute Qf Mentai
MS Project personal communication, ^ ^ ^^
did no t reflect a true diagnostic classification, but . llmitation
of the rating system; therefore, they were not excluded from the
sample. Also, it must be noted that a subject conld receive more
than one diagnosis, which was the case for the life-time classi-
fications. Life-time diagnoses examined if ever in the subject's
life she had particular symptoms to a degree that merited a
diagnosis. The two week category explored whether the subject was
symptomatic in a given diagnostic area within the prior two weeks,
therefore assessing a more recent clinical phenomena. It is not
surprising to observe in Table 5 the large proportion with no diag-
nosis, and the smaller percentage of those with clinical depression
when comparing DIS, LF and DIS, 2. Examination of the depression
diagnostic categories as shown in Table 6 makes this point more
clearly. It can be observed that for life-time, 26.9% received
no or another diagnosis, 17.3% received the diagnosis of dysthmic
disorder, and 55.8% were classified under major depression. How-
ever, under the two week category, 55.8% were classified under no
or another diagnosis, none for dysthymia, and 44.2% for major
depression. Although these results may appear confusing, they
can be exaplined. Part of the problem resides in the computer
program which has been found to underdiagnose dysthmic disorder as it
tends to score, particularly in the two week category, the pre-
Table 6
' er"nta8e D1"'ib"*» « «. Depression Dlagnosls
Diagnosis T . - . .Lifetime tw
—
-
Two week
N v "
~~
'° N %
None or Other u 7ft Q14 26.9 29 55.8
Dysthymic Disorder 9 17 3 0
Major Depression 29 p^ DXB 23 44.2
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sence of depressive symptooatology^^ ^ ^bl- was noted to a recent report on reiiabiuty ^ ms w^
an Hispanic population:
ti;
t
W,h"nitS
e
™
rell,b
'
ility
°
f with
No res^tff
DI ™8
J
no than chance...
reported iZ t^dla8nosls <* -iysthymta wereSCudy by Roblns « al. of the
• &2J'iT^JirST whether"
Spanish trLia^iorSor°
f * «"
DSM-III criteria, or Inadequate operationaltransformation of the criteria in'thfEnglish
"IS. (Burnam et al., 1983, p. 1195)
In conclusion, results of the DIS focusing on a two week recency
period, suggest that approximately half of the sample either had no
diagnosis, other diagnosis, or were dysthymic (possibly 17.3%), which
implies a long-standing chronic depression. Further, 44.2% had acute
symptoms of a Major Depressive Disorder. Both DIS.LF and DIS,2 are
reported in further analysis, although the DIS,LT was focused upon
in cross tabulations as it provided more variability than the dicho-
tomous groupings of the DIS.2. Also, to distinguish the depression
results of different measures, the DIS findings are referred to as
clinical or syndrome depression.
Social Adjustment Scale-Self Results for thls measure
are illustrated in Table 7 along with comparative means of acute de-
pressives and a community sample (Weissman et al., 1978).
Table 7 reveals that the role means of the study sample are very
similar to those reported for the female acute depressives, and higher
than the normal community sample except in one case. This was to be
Table 7
Social Adjustment Role Means and Overall Adjustment*
Role Atpa Study Samplp Acute Depressivpc Commun it
N* X S.D N X S.D N X
y Sample
S.D
Work 46 2.07 .67 149 2.47
.74 272 1.46
. jO
Social & T O-loiira 51 2.84
.67 155 2.83
.65 277 1.83
. JJ
Pvt- on A r^A T7 «™ -? 1^ALtaiQea r amiXy 51 2.08 .60 155 2.15
.69 274 1.34
.35
Marital 18 2.72 .75 93 2.46
.58 191 1.77
.49
Parental 38 2.18 .61 101 2.25
.82 175 1.43
.43
Family Unit 44 1.86 .63 140 2.86
.91 270 1.54
.62
Economic** 51 3.71 1.22 not available not available
Overall Adjustment 51 2.43 .60 155 2.53 .46 277 1.61
.34
*N»s vary if the role area items were not applicable, further onlythe means for the females are tabled for the norm groups
7
**Economic is reported for study sample although the norm groupsdid not have this data available.
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expected given that higher means imply greater WHw±y impairment which
Has heen postulated as the relationship betueen Mciai
and depression. However, the unaipecCed^ ^ ^^^
role mean for the study population <^ Rfil •P P x l CI. 86) la considerably lower than
that of the acute depressive.: O Rti jressives (2.86), and approximates the role mean
of the co.unity sample (1.54). PamUy unlt ^
with the nuclear family group on dimensions of guilt, worry and re-
s^tment. From our findings, the study sample does not report an
undue level of worry, guilt, or resentment towards their nuclear
families as did the acute depressives and as did the depressed women
in an earlier study (Weissman et al. 197n rh < c f . A .T is finding of minimal
impairment related to the nuclear family suggests that depressed wo-
men of Mexican descent in this area of affective related role func-
tioning may derive satisfaction from their close significant others.
On the other land, those married (n=17) reported moderate impairment
in their spouse role (2.72). The role area which obtained the highest
mean score (2.84) for the study sample was that of Social and Leisure
which assesses social participation and relationships with the larger
community. Although it was very similar to that of the acute depres-
sives (2.84), being the highest of the study sample indicates little
involvement and participation in social or leisure activities suggest-
ing a moderate degree of social isolation which may also explain the
minimal findings for Family Unit.
The most striking result, however, is the mean for the Economic
area which simply asked if the subject thought she had enough money
for her own and her family's financial needs. The mean of 3 71
siesta that, overall, the atnd y sample did not have enough money
and considered themselves in financial difficulty. This, however
is explainable hy the fact that the group was composed of low income
and working class women.
Overall, the results of these measures indicate a mildly de-
pressed group as measured hy tha BDI yet hased on diagnostic criteria,
about one-half of the sample was clinically depressed. The SCL-90
profile was comparable to SCL-90 norm and clinical scores. And social
adjustment means indicated moderate impairment in social role func-
tioning. These findings provide an initial background for the main
hypothesis and are later referred to.
Correlations and Tests of Hypotheses
Correlations among independent variables
Correlational analysis among the primary variables were carried
out to examine the relationship of hypothesized independent variables
to each other. These correlations are shown in Table 8. The primary
variables of interest were Marital Status, Employment, Education,
Language, and Sex Role Orientation. Marital Status is significantly
negatively correlated to language (r-0.296, £ < .05) which indicates
that the married group was more likely to be Spanish speaking than
English speaking. Language is highly significantly related to edu-
cation (r=.631, £ < .001) whereby the higher the educational attain-
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merit, the greater the probability of beins ifa.n uy r g Englxsh-speaking. Edu-
catio „ also had
. strong correlation Kith sex_roie
J> < -01) indicate that the more educatiQn> ^^
the proheMlit. of mmen reportlng more non.tradiUonal views
Lan8uage and sex.role orientation
_ however
_
were significantiy
correlated, which suggests that q„o • uSpanish-speaking women with higher
educational attainment may be non-traditional Emnluxc i. p oyment was not
sign«ica„tly related t0 any othfir variabie
_
in«y , the intercorrelatlons among indepMdent
variables revealed that the carried women were llkely tQ be Spanish_
speaking, and chat those ^ „^ ^^^
were English-speaking and more non. tradltional
.
end sex-role orientation were not signif
i
cantly correlated.
Tests of hypotheses
Data from this study were submitted to multiple regression
analysis by three groups of variables: sociodemographic variables,
sociocultural variables, and then all variables together. The stan-
dardized regression coefficients are shown in Appendix H and the T-
ratios are shown in Appendix I. These relationships were further
analyzed by correlational methods as presented in Table 9. Where
applicable, t-tests were performed as well as cross tabulations.
Hypothesis 1
: Low income women of Mexican descent will
report more somatic depressive symptoms than
psychological symptoms.
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Table 9
Interrelations Between Independent and
Dependent Variables
Primary Independent
Variables
Currently Married
Education
Employment
Primary Language
Sex Role
Secondary Independent
Variables
Age
Rel igious
Negative Parenting
Intact Family
Number of children
Income
Two tailed significance levels:
* £ < .05
** £ < . 01
***
2. < -001
BDI SCL-90 D DIS.LF DIS,2 SAS-SR
.230
.110
-.043
-.042
.044
-.317*
-.280*
-.058
-.016
-.394**
-.179
-.177
-.139
-.023
-.343*
• J 1? J"
-.263
-.143
-.109
.111
-.146
.103
.089
.078
-.060
-.021
.164
.129
.199
.031
.069
.114
-.016
-.214
-.306*
-.184
.211
.194 .388**
.403**
.018
-.139
-.098
.074
.164
-.280*
.014
.169
.012
.087
.187
-.258
-.300*
.085
.098
-.208
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This hypothesis was tested by within group t_£ests comparing
(x - 4.8) scales. Results were slgnificant ^ ^^^^ ^
-on, therefore thi8 hypothesls
_ ^^^^^ ^^
cant resulta were ±n th£ opposlte Qireccion Qf ^
1*. the revealed a significant finning for the pyschological
scale, t
= 2.26, £ < .05. Low income „„«„ of Mexican descent
contrary to the literature, did not express depression more in soma-
tic than in psychological term-? tn,« • ^x i ms. They, in fact, expressed signifi-
cantly greater psychological symptoms.
Hypothesis 2
: More depressed women will be more
socially impaired and less depressed
women will be less impaired in their
overall adjustment.
This hypothesis was supported by correlations. As shown in
Table 3, the measure of social adjustment (SAS-SR) had significant
positive moderate associations with the depression measures (BDI,
P < .01; the SCL-90D
,
r=.453. p < .001; DIS,2, 4=.349,
P < .05. Higher depression scores, therefore, related to higher
scores in social adjustment. More depressed women were more likely
to be more impaired in their social adjustment.
Hypothesis 3a: Divorced and separated women will be
more depressed and socially impaired
than currently married women.
From the correlations of the currently married (and the pool
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of non-married, i.e. divorced, separated, widowed, and single) ob-
served in Table 9 no significant relationships were found. As we
were interested in sparing the married only with the divorced and
separated, a between group t-test was conducted to test the hypothesis
For depressed mood, the BDI means for the divorced/separated (17)
and the married (21.3) were spared. The t-test on the BDI means
yielded t = 1.49, n.s., therefore the hypothesis was not supported.
Divorced and separated women were not more depressed than married
women. The trend in the means in the BID, in fact, was in the oppo-
site direction. Married women exhibit more depressed affect than the
divorced-separated or the single women (5-16.8) although the differ-
ences are not significant. When the measure of clinical depression
(DIS) is examined, however, an interesting reversal occurs. A higher
percentage of divorced and separated women (38.5%) in comparison to
the married (23.1%) and single (11.5%) were classified as clinically
depressed (major depression and dysthymia)
. Whereas, the married
tend to exhibit more mood depression, the divorced and separated tend
to be more clinical depressed, although these relationships are not
significant.
Regarding social adjustment, between group t-test for the divorc-
ed/separated (x=2.25) and the married (x=2
. 52) yielded
,
t=1.43, n.s.
The divorced/separated were not significantly more socially impaired
than the married or the single (x=2.7), although the later higher
mean score was unexpected.
Hl££thesl^3b: Women with a higher level of educatlon
will exhibit less depression than less
educated women. Further, women with
a higher level of education will be less
impaired in social adjustment than less
educated women.
This hypothesis, overall, was supported. Based on regression
analysis, education is the best predictor of clinical depression
Ct-2.02. df-45, £ < .05) and of social adjustment (t-2.70, df-45,
£ < .01). The correlations between education and two measures of
depression and the social adjustment scale as shown in Table 9 also
exhibit significant negative relationships. The findings for de-
pressed mood (r=-.317,
p_ < .05), for the SCL-90D (r=-.280, p < .05),
and for social adjustment <r-.394, p < .01) indicate an inverse
relationship. Less educated women significantly display more mood
and clinical depression and impaired social adjustment than women
with a higher educational level.
Hypothesis 3c: Homemakers and unemployed women will
be more depressed and impaired in social
adjustment than employed women.
Correlational analysis do not support the first part of the
hypothesis for the depression measures (BDI, r—
.179, n.s.; SCL-90D,
P— .177, n.s.; DIS.LT, r— .139, n.s.). That is, homemakers and
unemployed women (n-31) did not differ significantly on depression
from employed women (n-21). But the homemakers and the unemployed
were significantly more impaired in sod,! aal ci al adjustment based on
session analysis (t-2.07, df-45, p < . 05) and on
(--343, p <. 05) than the employed women, which supports the
^
second part of this hypothesis.
H^Hesi^a: Spanish-speaking women will display
greater depression and impaired
social adjustment than English-
speaking women.
This hypothesis was tested by correlations as shown in Table 9.
It was not supported. Language was not significantly correlated to
any of the depression measures or to social adjustment. There is a
language trend for depression, however. Based on regression analysis
this relationship approaches significance for a measure of clinical
depression (t=1.87, df=45, p < .06) suggesting that English-speaking
women exhibit more clinical depression. This is also seen in the
correlations, as well as the trend for Spanish-speaking women to
exhibit more depressed affect on the Beck Depression Inventory.
Hypothesis 4b: Women with more non-traditional
views will be less depressed and im-
paired in their social adjustment than
those with a more traditional orientation.
This hypothesis proposed a link between sex role orientation and
depression and social adjustment. It was not supported as shown by
the nonsignificant correlation coefficients in Table 9. Sex-role
orientation (SRO) does not appear to impact upon depression or social
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advent. However, thla may be du£ „ ^ ^ ^
all overall trend to . „on-tradltional orlentatim^
little variance for hypothesis £estlng overan group sRfl^
was 3.8, which on a scale o£ x t0 5 lndlcated ^ ^.^^ ^
aency. Further
, blvariate analysls Qf ^ ^
that the mean for the Spanish-speaking women (3.84) was almost iden-
tical to the mean for English-speaking women (3.88). This was to be
expected given the low correlation between SRO and Language (r-.163,
n.s.) presented in Table 8.
Other findings
Upon examining the results of the primary variables, it was
evident that other variables needed to be examined for their poten-
tial impact on depression and social adjustment. These are referred
to as secondary variables and included: age, current religiosity,
negative parenting, intact family, number of children, and income.
Current religiosity identified women who were or were not currently
involved in any religious practice (0=no involvement, l=religious
involvement). Negative parenting referred to the subject's classi-
fication of the parents childrearing styles. These were grouped
into two categories: 0=a range of positively described styles, 1=
negatively described styles (indifferent, strict, authoritarian,
severe, abusive). Intact family referred to having been raised by
both parents. All other secondary variables are self-explanatory.
Intercorrelations of secondary variables . These relationships
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are shown ln Iable ,. Age „„ slgnl£icantly ^ ^
education (r-0.299, £ < .05) and to language
p < ^
The older the woman, the less educatlon ms ukeiy ^ ^
the less Engllsh she was likely to speak. Intact £amily was
nificantly correlated to employment (r-.338, £ < .01) lndlcatlng
that women raised hy both parents were more Ukely to be employed.
Number of children was significantly associated with a n^ber of
variables: education (r-0.507. £ < .001), language (=-0.344, p <
•05), age (r=.455, p < .001), and sex role (r-0.295. £ < .05).
As such wo.cn with more children tended to be less educated, Spanish-
speaking, older and more traditional. income related significantly
to marital status (r-.283, £ < .05), employment (r-.288, p < .05),
and language (r-.277, £ <.05). These relationships implied that
those with higher incomes were more likely to be married or employed,
or English-speaking. Given that it was earlier reported that married
women were likely to be Spanish-speaking, when income is associated,
it appears that the English speaking married women have the higher
incomes in the sample.
Secondary variables and the dependent variaM^. The impact of
the secondary variables on depression and social adjustment was exa-
mined (see Table 9). Religiosity was significantly negatively corre-
lated to the DIS.2 (r=-.306, p < .05). Clinically and acutely de-
pressed women were more likely to not be involved in religious prac-
tice. Negative parenting very significantly related to the diagnos-
tic measures of clinical depression (DIS,LT, r= .388, p < .01; DIS,2,
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' - -«03. P < .01). Ihe significa„t and moderately^^
upon depression of negatlve chndreartng prac£ices
_
ana „U1 be dlscussed „ ^ ^^ ^^ ^
lated significantly with both categories of th» tv•-egori e Diagnostic Interview
Schedule. Intact family was a±onlfi7 S S1§ i lcantly negatively associated
with social adjustment (r=-.280, p < ns^ tt
' £
-
05)
-
Women who were not raised
by both parents were more likely to be socially impaired.
The significant findings on religiosity, negative parenting, and
intact family highlight the impact of Supportive structures ^ q£
familial experiences on adult depressive symptomatology or social
functioning.
Areas of Clinical Interest
Four areas of clinical interst were examined in this study. They
were:
1. The assessment of depression by objective and subjective
measures to differentiate mood from clinical depression.
2. A comparison of obtained diagnosis by an
objective measure with clinicians' diagnoses
to assess diagnostic concordance.
3. The overall psychological symptomatology profile of
the sample.
4. Subjects self-presentation and expression in terms of
presenting complaints, understanding of factors contri-
buting to their emotional distress
-aQl , and identification
of what had to change in their lives for Pm • ,-Lxve r emotional well-
being.
The findings related to each of these arMficn eas are presented in
this section.
Assessment of degression
The assessment of depression by two different methods (self-
report and diagnostic criteria) provided the opportunity to differen-
tiate mood from clinical depression. Further, it allowed for exa-
mination of the relationships between self-ratings of depression and
diagnosis of depression, it has been pointed out that the correla-
tion between self-report scales and diagnostic criteria measure has
been modest, as was also true of this study. Here, these relation-
ships are specifically examined. Table 10 illustrates the distribu-
tion of CIS depression diagnosis according to DDI ratings. In order
to analyze these results, levels of each scale are collapsed into
the categories of depressed and not depressed. For the BDI the not
depressed are those rated under no or minimal depression, and the
depressed are those rated under mild, moderate, and severe. For the
DIS, not depressed are those with no or other diagnosis, and the de-
pressed are those with dysthymia or major depression. Table 11 more
clearly presents these groupings. The false positive cases are those
considered depressed on the BDI but not on the DIS. False negative
cases are those incorrectly classified as negative on the BDI but not
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Table 10
Distribution of DIS Diagnosis
by BDI Rating
DIS>LT
-
None /Minimal
roi_Rating_
Mild Moderate Severe
No/other diagnosis 7 13
%
5 ? J\ N % N %y,b 1 1-9 1 1.9
Dysthymia a 7 7 _ 00, 2 3 ' 8 2 3.8 l 1.9
Major depression 7 13.5 9 17.3 9 17.3 4 7.7
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Table 11
Relationship Between DIS,LT Diagnosis
and BDI Self-Rating Scores
BDI Rating
PIS Diagnosis
Depressed Not Depressed
Depressed (N=38)
N % N %
27 71.0 11 28.9
14) 7 5.0 7 50
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rate was Agr„ Qn depression
_ m ^ ^
agreement was 50x . The BDI
, therefore mlssed u_
which the DIS assessed as dinicaUy depressed and overbed 7 of
«h«. It may be eh« the BDI cut-off point of „ u t00 low to ^
tect clinical depression, and the cut-off fn-r jcn o moderate (20) may pro-
vide more concordance with the DIS Tfc-i* • ccn n . This, m fact, reduced the false
positive rate to 14.2% but increases t-hp fa ithe false negative rate to 57.8%.
.Diagnostic concords. between_cll^^
The diasnoses given to subjects by their clinicians were obtained
from the clinical charts. These diagnosis are based on the same
criteria as the DIS (DSM-III) and allows for examining diagnostic
concordance between the clinicians' and the DIS diagnosis. The fre-
quency distribution of these diagnoses are shown in Table 12. A
diagnostic category which is included under the clinicians' diagnoses
but for which the DIS does not score is adjustment disorder with
depressed mood, or with mixed emotional features. This diagnostic
category is described as:
a maladaptive reaction to an identifiable psychosocial
stressor, that occurs within three months of the onset
of the stressor... indicated by either impairment in
social or occupational functioning or, symptoms that
are in excess of a normal and expectable reaction to
a stressor. (APA, 1980, p. 299)
Further, the type of adjustment disorder is specified according to the
predominant symptoms. In order to analyze diagnostic concordance,
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Table 12
Distribution of Clinicians' Diagnoses
by DIS Diagnoses
(N=51)
DIS
Clinicians' Diagnosis
Np
(^8fg§i ^T 1* tothymia MajorN- ) D sorder(N=l9)
^2oT~*npn^~T,(N=20) *Depr7slion
N % N 7 N ' » <
N=4 )
None/other (N-14 ) 3 ? ^ ; ?- j J
Dysth^ia (H-9)
, 2„ , ^ 4 ^ ^ ^
Major depression (N=29) 4 7.8 9 17 A i, „ c^ x/ .o 23.5 4 7 s
* One clinician's diagnosis is missing data
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levels of both clinicians' and DIS di.on™ ag oses are collapsed as pre-
sented ta 13 . For the cllniclMS; Mne/other catego^
-eludes adjustment disorder wlth depressed ^^^ ^
txonal features, and clinically depressed in.! Ay cludes dysthymia and major
dSPVeSSi0n (Sa"e MUh the DIS
'- "gnostic concordance on clinical
depression ls only 5,M aIthough ^^^^ m cunicai
is higher, 71.4%. Disagreement on the clinical acu cally depressed is rela-tMy high (44 - n)
-
A"°rdl
- -
«- ». «*—*.. the cllnlcians
underdiagnose clinical depression and incorrectly diagnosed tt by
28.5%. This disagreement was to be expected from the data on Table 12
where it is illustrated that the clinicians tend to more fluently
diagnose adjustment disorder (36% of the total sampie) and only diag-
nose 4 women with major depression.
The SCL-90 profile
This measure was included in order to obtain a more complete pro-
file of psychological symptomatology among the study population, and
to compare it with available norms and clinical data. Given the
paucity of studies on the mental health of Latina women in general,
and women of Mexican descent in particular, more data is necessary.
Table 4 presented the results of the SCL-90 in comparison to two norm-
ative female groups (patients and non-patient normals) and a clinical
sample of outpatient depressives. It was reported earlier that, over-
all, the depressed women in this study were relatively less symptoma-
tic than the outpatient depressives, and were more symptomatic than
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Table 13
Diagnostic Concordance between
Clinicians' and DIS Diagnoses
(N=51)
None/other n • •
DIS Diagnoses
~
^H12£al_p^p£e^sion
5* M a/
LCc
N
None/other (N-14) 1Q n
Clinical depression (N=38) 17 44>7
4 28.5
20 52.6
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the normative group of female psychiatric outpMieMs ^^
n0""PatlentS
-
U 1S W8hly
—« «« - normative sanple of
outpatient depresses are quite distressed Wl£h peaks (hishUl P g scores)
on depression, anxiety and phobic anxiptvn x le y, and on the PSDI which pro-
vxdes an intensity measure of their response style T„"c x . in comparison,
the study group scores high in depression n. u •r , psychoticism and in the
GSI, which indicates overall level of distress ^., However, their PSDI
score does not particularly suggest that the subjects' response
style agents their distress level. Interpretation of the meaning
of these peaks will be discussed in the next chapter.
Speaking for yourse lf: subiects' self „,» . •°] self-presentati on and exp 1an af^„.
Subjective responses on specific items of the Personal Data
Questionnaire provided the opportunity to examine initial presenting
complaints, the subjects understanding of factors contributing to
their emotional distress, and their perceptions of what has to change
in their lives for their emotional well-being.
Initial presenting complaints. The complaints that the subjects
articulated upon their initial intake at the clinic they attended
were recorded on the Personal Data Questionnaire (Item PC, see Appen-
dix C) after the women were interviewed. Two complaints were recorded
for each subject. This was facilitated by the fact that two com-
plaints were often recorded. From the range of complaints, coding
categories were created for frequency analysis. Table 14 presents
the distribution of these complaints either as verbalized ("I feel sad,
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Table 14
Cn^nl
tribUtl
r ° f Initial Presentingomp axnts of Women of Mexican Descent*
Present ing Complaint-
Sad, depressed
Tense, anxious, nervous
Crying, tearfulness
Insomnia
Pessimistic, loss of interest
Somatic complaints
Loss of appetite, weight
Fearful, apprehensive
Suicidal thoughts, threats
Guilt feelings, self-reproach
Cognitive difficulty
(can't think, concentrate)
Decreased sexual interest
Angry, irritable
Fatigued, tired all the time
N's equal to more than 52 as two complaints were recorded
N
Percenta
31 59.6
14 lb
. 9
13
25.5
11 21.1
7
- 13.7
5 9.8
4 7.7
4 7.7
4 7.7
4 7.7
3 5.9
2 3.8
2 3.8
1 1.9
per subject
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depressed" etc.) or as observed (tearful . * -a ,.tearful, suicidal gestures).
Upon initial presentation at a clinic, these women largely ex-
Pressed that they were feeling depressed, sad, low (59 . 6%)
, ^ they
were tense, anxious or nervous (26.9%), were crying and tearful
(25.5%), or complained of not being able to sleep (21.1%). To a
lesser degree, they expressed pessimism and loss of interest (13.7%)
or complained of headaches or various physical discomforts (9.8%). A
smaller group of women (7.7%) had complaints of loss of weight, being
fearful, of suicidal gestures or ideation, or expressed feelings of
guilt, self-devaluation, or self-reproach.
^-^^^ Item 31c of the
Personal Data Questionnaire asked the subjects to identify the two
factors from a list of 19 (including an "other" category) which they
considered had impacted most on their current emotional difficulties.
Table 15 summarizes the results to this question. Over one-third of
the women attributed their emotional difficulties to an unsatisfying
intimate relationship and about one-third to their economic situation.
Low self-esteem ("I do not think much of myself as a person) was re-
ported by 23% of the women. Having had an unhappy childhood was iden-
tified by 19.2% of them. Feelings of not being loved or cared about
were reported by 17.3% and upset over children's behavior by 15.3%.
Feelings of powerlessness to effect life changes and having difficulty
expressing anger or asserting themselves were identified by 13.4% of
the women. The other perceived causal factors were identified by only
one or two women.
Table 15
Distribution of Perceived Causal Factors inSubjects' Emotional Difficult::ies
Causal Factor
N
19
12
10
9
8
7
7
2
2
2
2
Percentage
36.5
Unsatisfying intimate relationship
Worrisome economic situation
Low self-esteem 32,6
Unhappy childhood
No one cares or loves me
Children's behavior unsatisfactory
Have no power to change my life
Can't express my anger/assert myself
Poor relationship with family of origin
No social support or friends
Society is unjust to poor /women/minorities
Can't provide for self or children
Have had medical problems
Emotional problems in family
Other
23.0
19.2
17.3
15.3
13.4
13.4
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
2 3.8
1 1.9
4
N's equal to more than 52 as each subject listed two factors
.
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The relationship of these causal attrlbuttons ^ theoretiMi
PSrSPeCtiVeS
°"
de—0n
-
«~ ^-ions tor cUnical „ork
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Wh^ha^h^.
33 ^ persoMi
better, Xhis „as an cpen-ended question and the selects' res-
ponses were grouped into categories N„„. Most women gave two answers.
Table 16 presents the major response categories give„.
Over half of the subjects (59.6.) perceived that what had to
change was themselves, their attitudes, their impaired self-esteem
their self-depreciation. Slightly over a third (34. «, thought that
the relationship with their partners, particularly his attitudes, had
to change. Their economic situation was what has to change for 30.77
of the women. Better employment, job satisfaction, and higher salar-
ies was identified by 19.27. Six women wanted improved family rela-
tionships (this category excluded the spouse)
, 4 wanted their chil-
dren' s behaviors to change, and six felt they needed friends and so-
cial supports. An improved educational status was identified by 4
"omen. A series of other responses were given which were not coded:
to keep busy, to change the undocumented worker status, to learn
English, and some had no hope that anything could change (3 women).
Overall, these findings provide information about women's aspi-
rations, and perceptions of situations to change. Most notably, how-
ever, they indicate a high percentage of women who believe that what
has to change is their impaired self-concept and deficient attitudes.
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Table 16
Distribution of Subjects' Perceptions
of What Has to Change
Change Response CatPpnrv
I have to change
(attitude, increased self-esteem)
Relationship with partner/his attitudes
Economic situation
Work situation (better employment, salary)
Relationship with family/household members
Obtain support from others, friends
Educational improvement
Children's behavior
Other: Keep myself busy at home, distracted (2)No hope things can change (3)
Undocumented worker status (3)
Learn Engligh(2)
N Percentage
31 59.6
18 34.6
16 30.7
10 19.2
6 11.5
6 11.5
* 7.6
* 7.6
!0 19.2
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Introduction
The present study was an examination of depression and social ad-
justment among women of Mexican descent. It was an investigation of
the i.pact of sociodemographlc and sociocultural factors, and an ex-
ploration of the subjective perceptions of subjects that were of clin-
ical interest
.
Further, this study was concerned with differentiating
-cod from clinical depression and comparing these affective states on
different measures of depression.
The discussion of the results of the study is presented in three
sections. The first section interprets and elaborates on the hypothe-
sized and unhypothesized findings. The second section discusses the
results and implications of the clinical areas of interest. The third
and final section points out the limitations of the study, makes recom-
mendations for future respamh anH ^i-,- • iearcn d for clinical practice, and states
the conclusions of the study.
Interpretation of Findings
Significant relationships
Somatic Versus psychological. The symptomatological manifesta-
tions of depression as self-reported was explored in Hypothesis 1 by
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testlng the differences b~ «» -Mtlc and che psychologlcal
complaints. The results indicated slgnlflcant findings ^ oppQ_
site lection of the prediction. Somatic complaints were not more
frequently reported than psychological ones, on the contrary
, psycho-
logic.1 complaints were signif
i
cantly more prevalent. These findings
ere not consistent with previous research and need to be further
investigated end replicated. Numerous reseerchers have pointed out
Chat among lower class, less educated, end ethnic minorities depres-
sion is somatized (Merselle, 1977; Crandell and Dohrenwend, 1967;
Derogatis et al., 1971). what is not clear from these reports is
the degree that somatic complaints form an integral part of depres-
sive symptomatology. The tendency to uncritically ascribe somatic
symptomatology to lesser educated, poorer groups may function to
minimize underlying psychological distress and perpetuate a clinical
stereotype that may need re-examination. Findings from this current
study suggest that there may be minority persons, both lower class
and less educated, who do not report somatic symptoms over and above
psychological ones. It also is plausible, that initial presenting
complaints have prevalent somatic features, whereas structured prob-
ing of a series of complaints (as in BDI) does not substantiate undue
somatic symptoms. These findings challenge previous work and caution
against developing clinical stereotypes which may result in inade-
quate treatment.
Correlates of depression. The results of the present study
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related to the correlates of depression «r suggest that depressed af-
r
and
«
—
tly Predlcted by education
_The major unexpected findings of rh.mg t e current study „ere the sl _
cant relationships of current non-religiositv andt r y negative parenting
to the measures of clinical depression.
The signifies fi„dlngs on ^^ ^
eCucation and depression are consistent ^ most of the Hterature
w-re the least educated have heen found to ohtain higher depressing
scores. However, the only^^^^^ftom clinical depression (Craig and Van Natta, 1979) £ound tha£ ^
less educated were sig„ificantly more^ t<>^ ^
Passion hut not depressive affect. Education was found to impact
significantly on clinical depression and on depressed affect in this
study. Why education has heen found to he inversely related to depres-
sion, however, is a crucial question. From a self-esteem perspective,
it may he that less educated people living in a society that values
educational attainment as a mark of a successful person feel devalued
and develop an impaired sense of self-worth. Further, they may blame
themselves for not being better educated when in fact, the societal
structure may be victimizing the*. From a more sociological perspec-
tive, this contention is supported in studies of well educated de-
pressed persons who do not obtain qualified employment (Linsky, 1969)
or for upperly mobile depressed blacks (Steel, 1978). It may also be
that higher levels of education increase a person's repertoire of cop-
ing skills to attenuate depressive feelings be these skills cognitive,
affective, behavioral, or structural Th« i. e less educated person is
more vulnerable, therefore m aLn r , to depression due to a 1W- a
....
limited range of
8
^
US
~°—
•
- ~T. * coMistent find_
-gs 0f the lnverse relatlonshlp between education ^
The major unexpected findings ln relatlQn ^ ^
the impact of „on-religiosity and negative ^^^^
Both of these significantly predlcted cUnlcai depression
_ ^ ^
current sample, 40.47 nf i-hzn „~*U % o the women were practicing Catholics, 11 6Z
-re of another affiliation, ana 48.1, had no current religious in-
volvement. Given the significant findings of the impact of non
-ligiosity on clinical depression, it appears that the non-religious
nay be experiencing multiple sources of stress. Of the sample, 73.1*
of the women were raised as Catholics. Catholicism, in fact, has heen
a historical and ideological force in the socialization of Mexican
descent persons (Acosta, Yamamoto and Evans, 1982; and Bach-y-Rita,
1982)
.
tt teaches that suffering and self denial are to be endured
and structures ways of suffering which are legitimized by religious
practices. Further, religion provides for social and personal adap-
tation not only by its ideological tenents, but by the support net-
works it establishes in a community. Women who do not adhere to
religious ideology, therefore, face the difficult situation of not
only experiencing a certain alienation from a socioculturally valued
activity, but also of not benefiting from the social support network
church involvement may provide. From both of these perspectives, the
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implication ls that clinically depressed^ ^^
who are not involved in religious activities need alternative systems
of support. Further, given that they may have rejected the ideology
of suffering and self-denial, they need to obtain alternative coping
strategies
.
As earlier stated, the childhood experience of negative parenting
was found to very significantly predict clinical depression. These
results are consistent with the findings of Jacobson et al. (1975)
who reported negative child-rearing experiences among depressed
women. Lamont and Gottlieb (1975) also found that depression scores
correlated with subjects' recall of negative parental behaviors. In
the current study, mothers were reported to have been indifferent,
strict, or authoritarian by 32.7% of the women. Fathers were reported
to be indifferent, strict, authoritarian or abusive by 42.3% of the
women. Given the levels of significance obtained, negative child-
rearing experiences appear to have the greatest impact on clinical
depression of any other factor examined. Some words of caution,
however, are in order. Women were asked to recall their parent's
childrearing styles. The validity of this recollection and method
are in question. Further, from our findings it is not clear whether
negative parenting has the most deleterious effect or the overall
circumstances of poverty. Nevertheless, this finding points to the
need for further investigation of past childhood experiences on de-
pression among this population vis a vis other factors which are often
more emphasized such as social class and environmental factors. Also,
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-ts as
se ques-
8lVen that thlrd
°
f «»
-ported their mothe]
being indifferent
, 8trlct> or authoricMian) these
;
ons about the focus
°
n
-
—«.~-an— of M;xican
often portrayed „ „. ^^
scientists have examlneQ thls stereotype> iit£ie ^^
about the authoritarian mother wong thls popuUtion> resuus
suggest that £uture studles may ^ ^ ass£ss naterMi
styles „ith an eye for an apparenc cultural and
tlon:
.others ere not supposed to be indifferent or authoritarian.
Further, glve
„ our findings, olinioians may need to probe for possible
negative parental experiences of women with similar charaoteristics
.
Psychodynamically oriented olinioians would, in fact
, attend tQ such
ohildhood experiences, however clinicians with other orientations may
ignore or neglect exmaining these themes among depressed women.
In conclusion, the significant correlates of depression, parti-
cularly of clinical depression, involve both sociodemographic and
sociocultural characteristics. The impact of education reflects the
importance of social and structural dimensions on depression. Greater
educational opportunities as associated with enhanced self-esteem,
employment, and economic well-being, appear to be necessary societal
goals for the psychological health of this population. The impact
of non-religiosity on clinical depression reflects the significance
of a sociocultural dimension. The disruption with a culturally sanc-
tioned belief system which has not been replaced with viable suppor-
tive alternatives appear to put women of Mexican descent at greater
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Psychological risk . The inpact of negative parenttng on cunicai
depression emphasizes the residual effect, of childhood experlences
and pol„ts t0 a partlcular ^ ^ ^
attend to.
^^-^^^ The results of this study
suggest that the hest predictors of social adjustment are education,
employment, and not being raised by both parents.
Significant inverse relationship between education and social
adjustment was predicted although this relationship has not been
clarified in the literature. Studies on the social adjustment of
depressed women have focused on socioeconomic class wherein educat
is only one dimension. These studies have not found significant dif-
ferences between socioeconomic status and social adjustment (Weissman
and Bothwell, 1976, Weissman et al.
, 1978). Nevertheless, the speci-
fic impact of education on social adjustment has been seen in this
study. It appears that less educated women's functioning in areas
that assess affective and instrumental roles needs to be further exa-
mined. Less educated depressed women may need to learn new social
and coping skills in order to function optimally. Clinicians, on
the other hand, need to be aware of these implications so that they
may integrate the development of these skills into their therapeutic
interventions.
Another finding related to impaired social functioning was that
the unemployed women and homemakers, although not more depressed
than the employed women, were more impaired in social adjustment.
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verall, th. flndings ^ ^ ^
_ ^jessed than the employgd m^ ^ ^^
-e. while see studies found homemakers ^ ^^ ^
working women (Rosenfield, 1980)
, others dld ^ ^
differences (Comstock and Helsine 1Q7*. a u« i g, 1976; Aneshensel, Frerichs, and
Clark, 1981; and Ensel 1Q«cm o, 1982). Some studies reported that the unem-
ployed women were more significantly depressed than the empdoyed
(Sayetta and Johnson, 1980), while others reported no differences
(Pearlln, 1975; and Radloff, 1975). it Is not clear, therefore,
"hat the relationship of employment status to depression is from
these contradictory fi„dlngs
. Ihe study ^^
this inconclusive situation. Ic may be that other intervening va-
riables need to be considered, such as Job satisfaction, homemaker
satisfaction, family support of unemployed, and the significance of
these for individual women. It is also possible that no significant
differences In depression relates to the employed women being under-
paid and possibly not deriving some of the protective benefits of work.
On the other hand, work requires certain level of adaptation which
employed women may meet. The fact that the unemployed and homemakers
were more socially Impaired is more consistent with previous studies.
Mostow and Newberry (1975) and Newberry, Welssman, and Myers, (1979)
reported similar results. The working women and housewives did not
differ significantly on depression, but some significant differences
were found in social functioning as related specifically to the work
role. Housewives were more impaired in housework related activities
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psychological protect. Working women, on the other hand
, seemed t0
benefit from the environmental and ^ ^^^
This appears to be confined
b
y this study's findings except that u u
unclear which group, the honkers or the unemP loyed, were the most
impaired as they both responded to the housework section. Analysiswas
further restricted, due to the saall cell size of the categories (un-
employed=13;
_kers=12; employed=21; other-6)
. To resolve who in
fact may be .ore paired win require a larger sample and methods of
analysis which will differentiate the unemployed fro, the holers.
An unexpected finding in terms of social adjustment was the sig-
nificant correlation with an intact family background. This variable
explored who had been raised by both parents versus those raised by
one parent or another person. Women who were not raised by both par-
ents either due to separation, death of a parent, or cared for by other
family or non-family persons, were significantly more impaired in their
social functioning. These findings corroborate the literature that
has examined the impact of loss or of separation from parental figures
on adult mental health. However, this literature, which is often
grounded in psychoanalytic concepts of object loss during early child-
hood, has reported a vulnerability to depression (White, 1977; Brown
and Harris, 1978; and Foley Reese, 1982) but has not associated ob-
ject loss with impaired social functioning. Yet in this study the
intact family variable did not correlate significantly with
depression whereas it did with social adjustment. To this au-
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thor's knowledge the relationship between loss and soclal adjustment
has not been assessed by measures of soclal adjusts similar to
those utili2 ed in this study. However, studies on the impact of
hro.en homes, eternal deprivation, or father absence on tbe bebavlor
and adjustment of chUdren bas suggested potential deleterious consc-
iences (McCord
, McCord and Thurber> w62; Sutton_Smith> Rosenberg>and
Undy, 1968; and Langner et al.
, 1970)
. In the cu„ent^ ^
not raised by botb parents (43.2.) were raised either by their others
(25.8%), their fathers (5.9%), grandparents (3.9%), step-parents
(4.0%), or another person (3.9%). The results suggest that not being
raised by both parents exerts an impact, although not strong (r=-.280,
£ < .05) on social adjustment and points to deleterious impact of
family separation, marital dissolution, and limited role models.
This may be an area that needs to be attended to by researchers and
clinicians. These findings also raise questions about the role of
extended family systems, which have been described as providing sup-
portive functions among Latinos (Escobar and Randolph, 1982; Miranda,
1980; and Sena-Rivera, 1980). Did these women, in face of parental
absence, loss or separation, have an extended family system available
to them? If not
,
Khy weren , c they avaUable
_
and lf they were ava ._
lable, why do they have impaired social adjustment? And under what
circumstances is the impact of this support system advercive? These
questions may help to guide future research toward clarifying the
actual status and functions of extended family support systems among
Latinos and its impact on social adjustment.
- ng
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in conclusion, the major correlates o£ social adjustment ^
ween of Mexican descent are education, employment, and not ^
-iseo by both parents which hlghllght ^ role Qf^^
and neg.tiv. filial experiences. Given that data on social adjust-
ment ana its correlates as assured i„ this study is lifted for the
general Latino population rhCOQ f-j a*P i l , t ese findings provide a contribution to
future research efforts.
Trends and non significant relationship .
Marital status, language, and trends for denr„ c< „„ Although
the above are the significant findings of the present study, a tew
trends that did not reach significance seem important. These trends
suggest that this group of women do vary on some dimensions which were
not significant possibly related to a small sample size, but which
suggest two profiles that can be differentiated by language. Speci-
fically, the trend for mood depression among married and Spanish- speak-
ing women and fnr „ i -.• • „ -, ,to clinical depression among the divorced/separated
and English-speaking women is noteworthy. In terms of marital status,
the present findings, overall, are consistent with the literature
which points to higher depression scores among the divorced and the
separated. However, the one study which differentiated mood from
clinical depression (Craig and Van Natta, 1979), found that the di-
vorced and separated women had a higher prevalence of depressed affect
than other marital groupings and found no relationship between marital
status and clinical depression. Though our findings are in the oppo-
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site direction and not statistically sig„iflcant .J x nxr e , some tentativ
speculations can be made in association with 110 Wl language and other
trends
.
The tendency for the carried and the Spanish-speakers to exhibit
-pressed affect points to Spanish-speaking married
_ belng more
Ukely to experience depressed affect ^ depressiQn
_ ^
tention is supported by the sig„i flcant correlation between marital
status and ianguage where the married were more likel y Spanish-speaking
Likewise, the divorced and separated „omen were more like ly to he
English-speaking and clinically depressed, and there was a strong
trend for the English speaking to exhibit clinical depression. Fur-
ther, other correlations delineate these two profiies. Spanish-speak-
ing wenen were more likely to be older, religious, with more children
snd less income than the English-speakers, who tended to be younger,
non-religlous> more educated, and have higher incomes.
The above associations suggest some interesting points. First,
they point to language and marital status differences in this sample,
and second, they suggest differences on types of depression based
on language and marital status. Previous studies among this popu-
lation which did not differentiate types of depression have reported
higher depression scores for Spanish-speaking women explaining their
findings in relation to the adverse effects of immigration, language
difference, limited economic opportunities, and associated stress
factors. These effects may well impact on depression, but of a more
transient nature. English-speaking women of Mexican descent who in
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Previous research have not been £ound tQ fce nore ^ ^
fact, among low-income and Morking cUss womfin ^ ciinicai^ ^
Pressed. Furt ner, the non religious who Me re sig„if iCantly clini-
cally depressed tended t0 be English-speaking. These associations
Pose important issues and questious for future research
. ^ ^
begin to dispei a tendency t0 consider Spanish-speaking women as being
at .ore psychological risk than English-speaking women and suggeat
examining the possihie adverse psychological effects for Latina women
°f being born or raised in the United States. It may be that the
disadvantages of minority status and low income prevail notwithstan-
ing language compatibility (Mirowsky and Ross, 1980). Uomen bom and
raised in the United States may have had to compromise dimensions of
their mental health in the process of adaptation and growing up. They
have lost their language, a culturally accepted coping structure
(religion)
,
and as they are more represented among the divorced and
separated, they may have rejected the all suffering enduring role.
However, they have not developed alternative supportive structures.
Further, they may also be more frustrated by not having attained the
benefits and rewards from their higher education. This profile sug-
gests that the English speaking women may be at greater risk for clin-
ical depression. If the theory of the impact of loss on depression is
extended, then these women appear to psychologically experience a
sociocultural loss.
Sex-role orientation. A last non-significant result may elu-
cidate some of the above points even further. It was hypothesized
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that women with more traditional t-«ia x sex-role orientations would be more
depressed and socially imD^iroH *-v,pax ed than women with more non-traditional
sex- role orientations. This was not supported due to thP^ L u a e unexpected
finding of no statistically significant differences on sex role ori-
entation among the subjects. The mean sex-role orientation scores
for the Spanish and English speakers was almost the same which worked
against finding statistical significance on depression or social ad-
'
justment. Sex-role, in fact, was only significantly positively asso-
ciated with education whereby more educated women were less tradition-
al, although more educated meant only high school or two years beyond
high school. Nevertheless, what this relationship suggests is that
sex-role orientation in terms of traditionality may not relate to
length of United States residency or exposure to North American soci-
ety as has been indicated from an acculturation perspective (Torres-
Matrullo, 1976), but may relate more to structural factors like edu-
cation, which has been suggested by Baca Zinn (1982), among others.
Alternative explanations for the lack of significant differences
between sex- role orientation and depression or social adjustment can
be made. It may be that sex-role orientation as measured may not re-
flect a sociocultural differential in this group and a more behavioral
approach versus an attitudinal one could detect group differences.
But it is also plausible that what impacts on depression is not more
or less traditional sex-role orientations, but an intermediary tran-
sition state of changing role values. Given the limited variability
in the results this could not be assessed. But it may be that a
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«-t«i~i process in sex role orientation c^id ^ ^for these women versus providing them^ psychological
88 r°le
—
— ™tionS suggest. Further
, lt y be
that the concept of traditional^ in terms of sex. role
for women of Mexican descent needs to also be examined ln relati
to changing cultural dimensions and broader social factors. Rol
of women of Mexican descent are changing as suggested by some research
(Melville, 1978; Senour, 1981; and Gonz ,le2>^ ^ ^^
unclear how these changes are affecting »„,en, psychological health
Fabrega and Wallace (1968) and Fabrega, Swartz and Wallace (1968, have
reported that those who retain their cultural values or wholly as-
cribe to the value system of the dominant culture show less psycho-
pathology than those in a transitional state. If this implies a
sex-role dimension, then the author speculates that sex-role orien-
tations among women of Mexican descent are in flux, possibly more
for English-speaking women. The conflict that this situation produces
may contribute to depressive outcomes. Certainly, this is a worthy
issue for future research to pursue and such an effort is supported
by recent research on Latino males' changing role orientations (De
La Cancela, 1981)
.
As such sex-role orientations could be measured
behaviorally to assess a transitional process and a scale of cultural
orientation could be used to assess the relationship of sex-role ori-
entation to cultural orientation and their consequent impact on
Latina women's mental health.
Concluding comments on trends. The trends in this study point to
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two te„tative profiles of women of Mexican descent „hlch ate dif-
ferentiated by la„gUage, although language was not significantXy
associated to depression. it may be that language is not the best
indicator of differentia! sociocultural experiences in this popoiation
or that sociocultural factors do not impac t on depression to the
degree that objective conditions do llke education or familial fac-
tors such as negative parenting . However, though the study found no
significant sociocultural differences on depression, this does not
-an that there are no differences in sociocultural experiences. The
trends discussed suggest that, in fact, there are differences but not
of sufficient magnitude to impact on depression. This may relate to
small sample size and given the two profiles that emerge, further in-
vestigation in this area is promising. Likewise, further work is
needed to clarify the status and function of sex-role orientation and
its relation to the psychological health of Latina women.
Areas of Clinical Interest Interpreted
This section will highlight the results related to the clinical
areas examined with the goal of providing insights for increased
understanding and improved treatment of Mexican descent women.
Assessing depression
Self-reported symptomatology may not adequately reveal an under-
lying clinical depression. Comparison of self-ratings and diagnostic
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Diagnostic concordance
The results of diagnostic concordance between the clinicians'
and the DIS diagnosis were lifted. They agreed on who was clin-
ically depressed only half the* uY e time, but agreed on non-clinically
depressed 71%. According to the DT<! nn « 4>g c IS, clinicians tended to under-
diagnose clinical depression. According to the clinicians, however,
the DIS overdiagnoses clinical depression. The clinicians more fre-
quently diagnosed adjustment disorders with depressed mood and dys-
thymia. It appears that clinicians tend to focus more on reactions
to environmental and psychosocial stressors and milder depressive
states either due to their theoretical orientations or training.
It's also possible that the minimization of more serious syndrome de-
pression may reflect "shared ethnic scotoma" (Shapiro and Pinsker,
1973), where shared ethnic background may lead to blind spots which
limit a clinician from seeing certain aspects of a client's behavior
or attitudes. On the other hand, the DIS does not have the advantage
of the bilingual and bicultural sensitivity of a Latino clinician.
Further, subjects may respond differentially to a structured inter-
view than to a clinician's unstructured inquiries. It may be that
clinicians may need to use a more structured format to ascertain
diagnoses. Similar discrepancies and possible explanations have been
noted by Burnam et al. (1983), who point to the need for further re-
search of the Diagnostic Interview Schedule, particularly the Spanish
version. Indeed, some of these alternative explanations may be con-
troversial; however, the importance of this issue is that adequate
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treatment be provided based on a thorough dlagnostlc &
conclusion, recognition o £ these underlying issues in the assessment
of depression can alert future researchers *nH n^earcn a d practioners to them.
The symptomatological profilp
The SCL-90 was used in order to obtain a more thorough profile of
Psychological symptomatology among the study population and to
pare it to normative data Tn r-v,~. I the previous chapter, the overall
suits of the different dimensions of the SCL-90 were presented. Here,
it is crucial to examine and interprete those scores. The relative
peak on the dimension of psychoticism needs to be clarified. This
scale includes items on a "graduated continuum from mild interper-
sonal alienation to dramatic evidence of psychosis" (Derogatis, 1977).
It investigates whether a person is hearing voices others don't hear,
whether they are having thoughts not their own; whether they feel lone-
ly even in the company of others; whether they are bothered by
thoughts about sex; whether they think they should be punished for
their sins; and whether they think something is wrong with their body
or with their mind. During the administration of the scale, numerous
women either asked for some of these items to be clarified to them
or tended to answer that they were frequently bothered by many of
these items. These women, however, were not psychotic. What a high
peak on this scale does seem to suggest is that some educational and
cultural factors are related to their responses. For example, the
more religious women would say that they should be punished for their
sins. others report that they ofte„ ^^ ^^ ^
feel close, particnl ariv i» cij. Lxcux y to male partnprc;P ners. Others openly admitted
did think somethlng
_^ th£ir bodieS) ^^
self-depreciatory remarks . And _ ^ ^ ^
dent that hoM women understood ^ answered ^ ^
a function of education and cultorai socialistic. Hlghe .r^
in this sense, therefore, do not indicate psychotic pathology. It
is suggested that relative pea.s on this scale for a similar popu.
latlon be interpreted cautiously.
The relatively moderate scores for the somatiZation dimension
which asks how much a person is bothered by headaches, pain, and
related bodily concerns, are consonant with the findings of Hypothe-
sis 1. Somatic complaints were not found to be reported more fre-
quently than other depressive symptomatology. With the SCL-90, in
fact, aside from the higher depression and psychoticism dimensions,
the paranoid and anxiety dimensions are the next highest. High
anxiety in this population is to be expected as associated with de-
pression, m the profile of outpatient depressives (See Table 4),
the anxiety dimension was as high as the depression score.
The dimension of paranoid ideation, however, also appears
situational^, culturally, and educationally related. The items
in this scale ask how much a person is bothered by feeling that others
are to blame for their troubles; by feeling that others can't be
trusted; that others talk about them; of having ideas others don't
share; of not receiving credit for ,k.
•
S their achievements; and feeling
others wiU take advantage of th«. Some^ ^^ _
their trouhies although it hothered them to fee! this way. They
on some things were different than those of others of their family
and friends. Some women even elaborated that their ideas were in
fact in conflict wlth others
. Glven ^ ^
orientation towards non-traditionality among these women, it can
be expected for them to feel that their ideas are not shared by those
in their mileu. Als0
,
many of these women have had negative life
experiences wherein they were not rewarded for their efforts or
accomplishments, so it is not surprising that they would feel hothered
by not receiving credit for their achievements. Further, they did
feel they were being taken advantage of as women, as workers, and as
a minority group.
It was interesting how women would associate the sparse wording
of many of the items of the SCL-90 to their specific concrete social
experiences and provide unelicited examples. The point of this dis-
cussion on interpreting the higher scores on the SCL-90, however, is
that they need to be framed within the appropriate context of the
respondents' lives in order to sort out evidence of psychopathological
disturbance from situational, cultural, and educational factors. Also,
the wording on the Spanish version may need to be revised to clarify
some potentially confusing statements.
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In su-ary, the profile that emerges of the study population
interpreted within a relevant context appears to adequately convey
the psychological distress of these women. Further, in comparison
to the available norm groups, the study group falls at an interme-
diate level between the general psychiatric outpatients and the
clinical depressives. These findings suggest that the SCL-90, pro-
vided some Spanish language revisions, is a useful instrument for
assessing psychological symptomatology of Spanish-speaking persons.
Speaking for yourself
The subjective responses of the sample are potentially rich
data for better understanding this population.
Initial complaints. The frequency distribution of the initial
presenting complaints showed that over half of the subjects reported
mood disturbance (sadness, depressed) as the prevalent complaint.
Approximately less than a third were tense or anxious and one-fourth
were tearful. To a lesser degree they were bothered by not sleeping,
loss of interest and pessimism. Physical complaints of headaches,
somatic discomforts, loss of weight were minimal, as were the ex-
pression of guilt and self-devaluation. The more frequently re-
ported symptoms are quite similar to the "core" depressive symptoms
reported in a cross-cultural study (WHO, 1983).
In contrast to the results of structured self-report (BDI), the
data reveal that these women upon initial presentation at a clinic
are overwhelmed by affective distress and do not articulate any under-
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lying more psycholoei rai ^Fo mux g c l concerns. These rpQi,u 0es"lts suggest that
tial presenting symptoms only tap ^^ ^ ^^ ^~
assessed for their perslst£nce ^ ^ ^
order to differentiate mood from cW depression. Mso o g
clinical contact will revp3 i j -,eal the underlying psychological facto
and sources of stress.
Perceived causal fart-nrs j-_ c pr . Findings on the subjects' understand-
ing of causal factors suggest th*t m,ma these women can identify sources
of stress which can be helpful in therapeutic intervention. When
women are asked to identify what they consider has most impacted
on their current emotional distress ,-»,„.,<u a , they are given an opportunity
to refiect on their experiences. Their consequent responses legi-
timize an area which can be contractually agreed upon as one focus of
intervention. Women may feel more engaged in the therapeutic pro-
cess if they are encouraged to identify causal factors from the onset.
This is an issue in Latino Mental Health given the reported shorter
stay and high drop-out rate in therapy for low income and minority
persons (Baekeland and Lundwall 1Q7S- a™ o1-o vu ii
»
-Lyo, Acosta, Yamamoto and Evans,
1982; and Acosta, 1980).
Examination of the subjects' identification of major factors
contributing to their distress reveals that many of these relate to
a particular theory of depression. Over one third of the women iden-
tified an unsatisfying intimate relationship as being at the root of
their distress. From a sociological perspective, the work of Brown
and Harris (1978) identified lack of an intimate relationship with
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their partners as one of four vulnerability factors for working class
women at risk for depression. Similarly, the importance of the inter-
personal dimension and interaction with a spouse was highlighted by
the work of Hinchliffe, Hooper, and Roberts (1978). Further, em-
pirical findings on depressed married women and their greater impair-
ments within the marital role have been previously cited throughout
this study. About one third of the women thought their problems
stemmed from their difficult economic situation. Indeed, the impact
of low socioeconomic status and poverty on depression and other forms
of psychological distress has been documented by many studies, one of
which focuses on low- income women (Belle, 1982). Slightly less than
one-fourth of the women (23%) reported that the cause of their pro-
blems was their low self-esteem and self-devaluation. This factor
has been associated with depression from numerous perspectives. Among
the psychoanalytic theorists, Jacobson (1975) and Bibring (1953) con-
sidered loss of self-esteem as central to depression. From a psycho-
social orientation, Becker (1964) argued that threats to self-esteem
could lead to depressive outcomes. For Becker, self-esteem developed
from people feeling in control over their individual actions in the
real world thus when individuals do not control their actions, their
self-esteem is compromised. Freden (1982) described the social and
psychological situations that are most likely to increase threats to
self-esteem. Among these are restrictive circumstances extrinsic to
the person over which they have no control such as class and past
childhood trauma; rigid patterns of behavior, and a limited range of
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alternative actions. FredeVs crucial point is how self-esteem as
an inner psychological phenomena is affected by social relations in
the family, by societal conditions Qr expectationS) and by ^ Qf
control of external situations. It appears that women who identify
their problems as related to low self-esteem and negative self-eva-
luation are, in fact, correctly identifying one major feature of de-
pression. Further, from a role socialization perspective, the,
feelings of low self-worth and poor self-esteem are postulated
related to the restricted roles and possibilities and disadvantaged
status that women have in society. Those women who related their
depression to feelings of powerlessness and difficulty in expressing
anger or in asserting themselves also support the role socialization
prepositions. Another feature this perspective has highlighted pre-
cisely relates to how women are socialized into roles that generate
feelings of powerlessness. Also, among the norms held out to women,
the overt expression of anger is inhibited for as Freden notes, such
an expression is associated with power, which women are denied. In-
deed, Chesler (1972) argued that depressive symptomatology was an
intensification of the prominent aspects of women's socialization.
And Kerman and Weissman (1980) have pointed out that societal expecta-
tions for women work against their assertiveness and induce a state
of learned helplessness. In essence, women who attribute their de-
pression to feelings of low-self esteem, powerlessness, and having dif-
ficulty expressing anger or being assertive, have well identified the
dilemma.
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Some women identified haiHr,™ u jving had an unhappy childhood as related
to their current emotional difficulties ChilHh axcx . d ood trauma has long
been considered among followers ofnowe the psychoanalytic school to
,
dispose individuals to depression tr . Loss or separation from a loved
one, unmet childhood longings, disturbed parental relationships or
similar stressful events appear to he reactivated in adult life such
that the person feels helpless n„„n i , threatened, angry, confused, resulting
in depression (Foley Reese, 1,82). Women who identify unhappy child-
hood as a causal factor in their depression may unknowingly be re-
questing a particular focus to therapeutic intervention.
In sugary, some key points emerge from this discussion. Women
in this sample have identified causal factors that relate to the
theoretical literature. This is important to highlight as theories
can become reified when in fact they emerge from people's behavior
and experience in the real world. Also, it has been suggested that
the poor, less educated and ethnic minority people have limited in-
sight, yet these findings challenge this unqualified view. The sub-
jects in this study do have insight into the potential etiology of
their emotional difficulties and this knowledge should be sought out
by clinicians and used in interventions. For example, if a woman
identified that her distress is related to an unsatisfying intimate
relationship, this clues the clinician to determining whether couples
work may be indicated. And if a women identifies feelings of power-
lessness and difficulty in expressing her anger, the clinician is pro-
vided with important information not only about the possible causes of
distress, but also about the person , s overan ^^^^^ ^
intervention approaches that may he more productive.
Although these suggestions seem obvious and reiate to basic
interviewing tenets such as "starting where the person is at,"
they may merit further emphasis. The point being stressed is the
wealth of information and the diversity of experience that these
findings provide for discriminate therapeutic use. Given that average
patient stay in therapy is oniy 4 to 6 sessions (Lotion, 1972), and
the advise of Yamamoto and Goin (1965) to respond and act as if each
session were the last, this information cannot be neglected or mini-
mized. Further, in recognizing the self-identified causes of emo-
tional difficulties, the clinician is legitimating and validating
that woman's social experience. This needs to be stressed because
there may be a tendency to underestimate the understanding ability
of low-income women. To maintain such a view perpetuates the feelings
of powerlessness, low self-esteem, and dependency that these women
may experience in their non-therapeutic interactions. Such an un-
founded bias may generate many clinical errors. On the other hand,
these suggestions do not mean that the clinician's judgement of the
presenting problem is to be dispensed with, for this could also be an
error, what these suggestions, overall, are drawing attention to is
the potential for low income and working class women of Mexican
descent to have greater social insights of their emotionally mani-
fested difficulties than may be recognized.
What has to chan,
.. Assoclated wl£„ Komen , s understanding o£
causa! factors, is their thoughts on what has £o^ ^^
emotional TOll-being. It ls not ^^ ^^
"fy as having to change relates tQ causal ^^
"fled. As such, over half of the women said they had to change,
that their attitudes, poor sense of seif and their way of doing things
had to change. In effect, women tended to blame themselves for their
difficulties, which is not to he unexpected given the previous dis-
cussion on women's role socialization. Further, such self-blame and
self-depreciation is consistent with the psychoanalytic model which
argues that depression is anger turned inward. Others would reframe
this proposition and state that our society in fact structures this
reponse for women and encourages them to search within themselves for
the sources of their difficulty.
Over a third of the women thought the relationship with their
partners had to change, and less than a third thought their economic
situation had to change. Other areas that had to change were also
identified, but the point to draw from this data is that, just as
with the subjects' perception of causal factors, this information is
clinically valuable. Areas or themes identified as needing to change
can provide a clinician with a basis for developing a goal oriented
contract with a client. Or, if the person has expressed negative
self cognitions, this may provide a clue as to what modality may be
more effective, for example, assert iveness training or cognitive
therapy. Both have, in fact, been encouraged for use with Latina wo-
~n CBoulette. 1,76; Comas-Diaz, 19.1, Torres-Matrullo
, 1982)
Further, Komen seen t„ respond tQ speci£ic ^ ^m^
versus generals in,uiries about chelr feeUngs ^ ^ ^ ^
too often the „rong questions are faeing asked ^ opWnai
alternatives are not being utilized. For exanple
, the^^
It does not seen, that given their expressed concerns and characteris-
tics, that individual treatment was so overwhelmingly warranted.
Group treatment, for example, may be a more viable alternative, and
one which is being advocated for Latina women (Hynes and Werbin,
1977; Acosta, 1982).
In summary, by attending to how women speak about themselves,
to what they identify as their problems, and to what they perceive
has to change, clinicians may derive the basic building blocks of
an appropriate intervention.
Limitations and Recommendations of the Study
Limitations of the Study
The present exploratory study has gathered a wealth of data on
women of Mexican descent. The obtained significant findings and
trends may be useful for future theoretical, empirical, and clinical
work. However, some limitations of the study need to be addressed.
Certain aspects of the design of the study pose limitations.
The study, overall, was an exploratory correlational survey project
of a clinical population
. As^ ^ ^ _^ ^ #^
group and for eliminating sailing bias. The data could have been
further analyzed by creating a control group of women who were not
depressed per the scores obtained on the depression measures and by
using the analysis of variance method. Given the design used, it
may be that some conditional relationships or spurious correlations
exist as. artifacts of the model of analysis. Also, characteristics
of the sample, a clinical population of women of Mexican descent,
work against making generalizations of the findings.
Another methodological weakness in this study was the small
sample size which precluded more significant findings and stronger
effects. Restricted variability in various categories could explain
the lack of statistically significant differences particularly as
seen in the major trends obtained for the impact of language on
depression.
Recommendations of the study
The results derived from the present study have implications
both for future research and for clinical practice. Taking into
considerations the limitations of the present study, as well as the
significant findings, the trends observed, and the clinical informa-
tion obtained, some recommendations are important.
In terms of future research studies on depression among Latina
women, the following could be investigated to expand on and enrich
the findings of this study.
rith a
l. This study could be replicated on . fcroader scaie ^
larger sample size to include a greater representation of
'
women of Mexican descent varying on socioeconomic status,
education, clinical versus a non-clinical status, or of dif-
ferent geographic communities. Such a study could clarify
the impact on depression of a differential sociocultural ex-
perience as indicated by language, or the effects of marital
status and employment. Another similar study could involve
a comparison of depression among women of different ethnic
groups
.
2. A future study could pursue further examination of some
of the unexpected findings of this study. For example, the
impact of past familial experiences on depression, particular-
ly negative parenting could be investigated with more precise
methods than subject's recall. Also, the impact of not being
currently religiously involved on clinical depression needs
to be further examined to answer questions like: are there
other particular characteristics of the non-religious which
create a vulnerability to depression? In terms of social adjust-
ment, the finding of the impact of not being raised by both
parents in worthy of continued investigation. In fact, further
analysis of the present study's data on social adjustment is
warranted to answer questions beyond the scope of this study.
For example, do the more socially impaired women have less ex-
tended family contacts?
measures
3- In studying depression, the use of both self-report
and diagnostic criteria is highly recommended. Furt her, con-
tinued examination of depressive symptomatology is necessary to
clarify the issue of whether certain groups somatize depression
versus experiencing a more psychological phenomena.
4. Another important area for future research involves studying
sex-role orientation in relation to depression or overall psycho-
logical health either among women of Mexican descent or other
Latina women. The findings of the present study elicited more
questions than provided answers. Among a population in the
throes of change
- economic, sociocultural
, situational - it is
not clear what sex-role changes are occurring nor how they impact
on Latinas' mental health. Studies that pursue this research
direction need to use a measure of sex-role orientation that
assesses both an attitudinal and behavioral dimension. Further,
this effort needs to be accompanied by an assessment of cultural
orientation in order to illuminate the relationship between sex-
role and cultural orientation among Latinas. It also seems im-
portant that sex-role orientations be examined in relation to
structural factors such as work history and education.
5. One final relevant area for further research on depression
among a Spanish-speaking population involves the study of the
influence of biological factors. Investigation of clinical
depression should include physiological and biochemical measures.
Given the current research interest in this area, such data on
Latinos may be illuminating.
in terms of therapeutic interventlonS; the £lndings ^ this
StUdy
'
PartlCUUrly
°
f
—
-
«- « interest, polnt to the
following recommendations.
i- ciiniclans are cautioned regarding expectatiQn of
tization of psyehological distress among women of Mexican des-
cent. Whereas somatic complaints may be present, structured
Probing into various static domains of depression does not
support tbe contention of more somatic concerns tban psychologi-
cal ones a^ong this popuiation. This cilnlcal stereotype needs
to be questioned and further investigated so that underlying
Psychological dynamics not be minimized or overlooked.
2. individual treatment may not be the best intervention moda-
lity for depressed low income women. Given how the study parti-
cipants described contributing causal factors to their distress
and what had to change for their emotional well-being, other
approaches may be more appropriate. Specifically, group and
couples therapy, assertiveness training, and social-cognitive
interventions could be considered. As numerous women expressed
that it is themselves that have to change and that they do not
think much of themselves, it may be a revelatory experience to
share these perceptions among themselves in a group.
3. Clinicians may need to explore further into the past child-
hood experiences of this or a similar population alongside a
focus on environmental and social factors. Stressful current
life situations both socioeconomic and i„terpersonally
«y reactivate past childhood trauma which warrants therapeuUc
attention.
4- Changing sex-role orientations may be creating conflicts
among this population that contribute to their distress. The
issue may not be whether women are more or less sex-role tradi-
tional, but that they are experiencing a transition process
which may be conflictive. Clinicians may need to explore this
possibility in order to obtain a .ore complete assessment of
the factors contributing to depression.
5. Social and environmental supports are highly recommended,
such as support networks for divorced and separated women, and
for homemakers and the unemployed. Also, educational and em-
ployment opportunities need to be provided. To the extent that
the current social system can or cannot provide such structural
needs may influence the degree to which these factors contribute
to depression and social adjustment.
Conclusions
The task of this study was to uncover the salient features of
the social worlds and of the behavioral manifestations of depressed
women of Mexican descent. As such, this study has attempted to shar-
pen a critical understanding of the phenomenon of depression and
social adjustment. Further, the underlying exploratory intent of this
147
effort was geared towards contribute to the literature on and
clinical practice with depressed women of Mexican descent or another
Latina population. The Hndlngs o£ thu^ ^ ^ ^
conclusive, nor do they purport to make definitive statements. Ihey
do point to areas worthy or further examination given the trends in
the data and the statistically significant results.
If, in fact, we live in an "age of melancholy," it 1, an age
marked for some hy the deleterious emotional consequences of adverse
social, historical, economic, and developmental factors. Depression
-ong these women, as examined in the relevant context of their lives,
appears to he a metaphor for a web of interacting factors. The find-
ings of this study suggest that what impacts most on emotional and
social well-being are a limited education, unemployment or being a
homemaker, loss of religious support systems, and past familial ex-
periences. Also, a differential sociocultural experience as indi-
cated by language may relate in some way to depressive outcomes.
Future research will need to clarify the particular socioemotional
situation of women of Mexican descent born and raised in the United
States.
Women in this study tended to blame themselves for their distress,
although they recognized the import of their limited economic situation
or of poor interpersonal male relationships. Depression, therefore,
may be both a response and unsuccessful attempt to cope with the com-
pounded effects of a host of interacting factors. It would seem,
as Belle and Salasin (1980) contend, that "to the extent that depres-
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sic is a disease of poweriessness and hopeiessness," then to a cri-
tical degree the experience of these women implicates the social
forces and processes that structure this poweriessness and hopeless-
ness
.
It is hoped that the findings and recommendations of this study
can advance research on depression among Latinas, as well as provide
clinicians with therapeutic insights towards improving their treat-
ment efforts. Should this be the case, then there is hope and the
possibilities of empowerment for women who have for too long lived
the ethos of endurance, self-sacrifice, and silent suffering.
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FOOTNOTES
Latina wo.en refers to wo„en of Latin American decendency and in-
cludes ween of Central and South Africa and the Caribbean Spantsh-
speaking countries. Hereafter, the use of Latina or Latinas without
the ensuing use of the word Wn" refers to this feoale population.
The tenn "Latinos" refers to both ne„ and wo„en of Latin American
descent
.
2
Women of Mexican descent refers to women born and raised in Mexico
who have immigrated to the United States, and to women born or raised
in the United States of Mexican parentage. The terms Mexican, Chi-
cana, and Mexican American are often used to refer to this population.
For the purpose of this study the term "women of Mexican descent" will
be used and the sub-groups of these women will be identified by lan-
guage usage, i.e. Spanish or English speaking women. However, when
making reference to the literature, the terms Mexican, Mexican-Ameri-
can or Chicana will be used in accordance with the term used by the
authors.
3
One notable exception is the National Institute of Mental Health's
current study of Affective Disorders which includes a subsampling of
the Latino population.
4
The genetic and biochemical theories were not included in this sur-
vey as the study did not involve examination of any of these factors.
Reviews of these approaches are found in Depue and Monroe (1979),
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Akis.al and McKinney (1975), and in Klennan and Weissnan (1980).
'Presence of at least two of the following syupto.s which the lltera-
tute descrlhes as hest characterizing depression (Nelson and Chatney,
1981; APA, 1980):
ofts r^LtalrairorlLT8!?' 1-
MH*. cl„ v y c stlii » Pacing, handwringing , irrita-
A total of 160 new intakes were requested. Clinicians reported that
30 did not return to therapy, 10 were not considered appropriate for
the study, and for 40 women the clinicians simply did not respond to
the research request. Of the remaining 80 women, 10 refused to par-
ticipate, 14 could not be reached by telephone or had moved, and 56
became subjects, 4 of which were later eliminated.
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RIGHTS OF HUMAN SUBJECTS
IN
MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
Any person who is requested to consent to participate as a subiect , „•.
1. Be informed of the nature and purpose of the experiment.
2. Be given an explanation of the procedures to be followed in the medical experimentand any drug or device to be utilized.
t,
3. Be given a description of any attendant discomforts and risks reasonably to be
expected from the experiment.
4. Be given an explanation of any benefits to the subject reasonably to be expectedfrom the experiment, if applicable.
5. Be given a disclosure of any appropriate alternative procedures, drugs or devices
that might be advantageous to the subject, and their relative risks and benefits.
6. Be informed of the avenues of medical treatment, if any, available to the subject
after the experiment if complications should arise.
7. Be given an opportunity to ask any questions concerning the experiment or the
procedure involved.
8. Be instructed that consent to participate in the medical experiment may be with-
drawn at any time and the subject may discontinue participation in the medical
experiment without prejudice.
9. Be given a copy of any signed and dated written consent form used in relation to
the experiment.
10. Be given the opportunity to decide to consent or not to consent to a medical ex-
periment without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
coercion, or undue influence on the subject's decision.
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5. Ser informada acerca de cualquier alternativa apropiada de procedimientosdrogas o aparatos que puedan ser.e de mayor provecho, junto con «
nesgos y beneficios relativos.
6. Ser informada como obtener tratamiento medico, si existe alguno ad,spos.c,on de los sujetos en caso de complicacion depues del experimento.
7. Tener la oportunidad de hacer cualquier pregunta sobre el experimento oprocedimientos que son parte de el
8. Ser informada que su consentimiento para participar en el experimento
medico puede ser retirado en qualquier momento y que el sujeto podri
suspender su participacidn en el experimento medico, si asi' lo desea sin
prejuicio alguno.
9. Recibir una copia de todo formulario de consentimiento escrito, fechado
y firmado, que est* relacionado con el experimento.
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cliarit # Studv I.D. Ethnic Code
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/ 0
A
T.
MS (11)
Currant Age:
Place of Birth:
your mother
your father
. (12.13)
State
(14)
Vara you born In a (Please chacfcli. -
1 rural araa
2 mall town
3 mall city
4 l«ro» city
Ware you.raised (to age 16) in a:
1 rural araa
_snail town
_«aiall city
"large city
U«a the following Codas
for country:
0-us
1-Mexico
2-E1 Salvador
3-Gu»t--niala
4»Puexto Rico
5-Cuba
S-Chlle
7- Nicaragua
8-Colombia
0 .Other
Specify
18
19
3.
b.
6.
7.
^you war. not born in the United Stat.., how many year, have you b^ in the
20
21
How Many yaar. have you been in the Los Angeles araa?
Plaaaa use the following coda.: 0-doe. not apply
1-lea« than 1 yaar
2-1 to 3 year.
3- 3 to S year.
4-5 to 7 years
For which of the following reason, did you come to the United State.
7
Plaaaa circle your main nuon for coming:
0-does not apply
1-my family brought ma here
2-to join my family which was living here
3-to find work
4-becau.e of the political situation in my country
5-7 to 9 yaar.
6-9 to 11 years
7-11 to 15 years
8-15 to 20 years
9
-over 20 years
22
5-to become independent of my family
6-to separate from my spouse
7-to study for a career
8-to seek new experiences
9-other
Specify '
How many brothers and sisters do you have?0123456789or mora Please circles
What is your birth order in your family of origen?123456789 0-child 10 or mora
How many children do you have? Please circle:0123456 789or mora
Plea., circle:
23
24
25
26,27
What la the highest grade in school you completed? Please circle0123456789 10 11 12
¥j<S£*Z C°mPletad mor" *» 12th 9"d«. P1"" =ircle the appropriate number anddescribe in what area you studladt
13-vocational school
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?• 14-Associats of Arts
15-Bachelor of Arta .
16-Othar -
b.
B
10.
11.
3-un.mploy.d but looking for wor* 7^^^4-unemployad but not looking for
-or* S.sSent
If you are working, what do you do? Pleas, describe below:
Where do you work (factory, store, house, hospital, etc.)?
13.
14.
If you are married or live with someone as if vou
working, what does that parson do?
x y were married who is
U
^J^^ "7 °* **" follo-ln9. P1*— clrda the appropriate one-0-do not receive any of these 5-AFDC ^
1
-unemployment condensation 6-Food Stamps
1'%** 5??? Disability 7.APDC Tood Stamp,
llSneral^Ief 8-Refugee benefit4-Ge eral Reli f 9-Combination of these
16. How many persons (adults and children) are supported on this income?Include yourself and please circle the appropriate number:123456789or more
26,27
28
29
30
SOT CSfXy *» ' ^» « *» Pooling?
If yas, what are you studying?
If you ware ral^d undar-TpTrHculZ
i j 1 1 g a gaSES; what was it,
—
— 0-does not apply 33,
?
* ^f^^ fS°S2 appU" - P1— «
2-worleing part time sldi^9 °f houje/chHclren
33
34
12. What was your father's occupation?
what was your mother's occupation? — ——_. 35
36
37
38
IS. Circle your or your household's total monthly income-0-less than $200. a month 5-J1M0 to eiaao 39
1- $200. to $399. a month c S'nSS* I * m°nth
2- $400. to $S99. a monS £ J:™
0 £ »
3- $600. to $799. a month £ g£2* * "'"9 ' a
4- $800. to $999. a month £ JJJJJ" " m m0ntn
Please continue on next page
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C
***** VWMUf
-ttalMlly? P1.M. clxcl. on.:
WMM, Jewish "2?"
k. 4
2-Amerlcan, European (specify
,
™*can 2
4aBlade 13-LatUna
5-Blaclc American 14-Latin American (specify )
6-Negro 15-Puerto Rlcan
"
1
TWHspanic 16-Puerto Rlcan American
8-Hlspanic American SSXSS
20-other
2 1-Nicaraguan
18. What is your primary language? 22-Cuban
0-English Uothe*
43
1-lpanj ih
2-Mostly English
3-Mostiy Spanish
4»Bilingual Spanish-English.
5-Bilingual English -
19. If you are Latina, in what language do you speak: n
«f,«»J* ^
apply drcla 0 and contlnu. with #21, DtKES*™.^^ th.following cod., 1-Engllsh 2-Spani«h 3-Mo.tly EngUsh 4->to.tly Spanish
5-Both Spanish and English 6-Doas not apply to ma)
a. 'to your chlldran
b. to your spousa/companlon
c to your parents ————— 45
d. at worlc ————- 46
a. with most of your frlands -———. 47
48
If you are Latina, in what languaga do youi Cum codas from above)
a. watch TV
b. listan to tha radio
5
'
c. raad tha nawspapar ~~~~~m ™
d. raad for pleasure ~~ j2
20.
D
Tl. Do you hava any physical illness or health problem?
1-No 2-Yes 53
If yes, please specify 54
22. Do your children have any health or medical problems?
1-No 2-Yes =5
If yes, please specify 56
23. Does anyone else in your household have an illness or medical problem?
1-NO 2-Yes 5-
If yea, please specify
(who and what) ' ——
58
59
Please continue on the next page
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24. Has someone vary lappctMt .to .you died?
l«No 2-Yes Mho How long ago
-
0
O-does not f*' 62
apply «.S«W
* 65,66
E
25. How would you describe your mother's childrearing style? 67
'
~ ~ 68
• i iij i CO
Cwdoes not apply ~~~~——————
—
26.
- i — » 1
1
— i">» »~wmt » tf ixacearm 7How would you describe your father's childrearing style ?
How would you describe your own method of childrearing 7
—
Do you presently have someone whom you turn to, trust, and confide in when you need to?
70
Please circle appropriate choice:
0-no one S-a woman friend
1-eiy mother
.
6-a male friend Doe, this person live with
2-my father 7-my husband/companion you? 1-No 2-Yes 7"1
3-a sister S-a minister, my therapist
4«a brother 9-other
27. If you are involved in an intimate relationship with someone you are living with,
how would you describe this relationship? ' 72
"does not apply, not living with someone 5-not good at all
1-very good 6-very bad and 1 want to do something
2-fairly good about it
3-okay but wish were better 7-very bad and I don't Know what to do
4-not too good about it
8-we are getting professional help for
our problems
9-other
28. What aspects of your intimate relationship are you most bothered by? Choose two: 73 -
0-does not apply 5-that our sex life is unsatisfying
'
1-that I am not understood 6-that we don't enjoy things together
2
-
that Z do not feel Z can express my feelings 7- that Z am often criticized
3- that Z do not feel appreciated or praised 8-that I get no emotional support
4-that Z am not treated warmly or affectionately 9-other
29. If you are not living with anyone intimately, do any of the above apply to you
anyway? Which? Choose one 75
30. The following statements describe different ways in which men and women are viewed
in society. We would like your opinion on these statements. Please indicate your
choice using the appropriate number:
1-strongly agree 2«agree 3-neither agree nor disagree 4-disagree 5-strongly disagt
Women should worry less about their rights and more about becoming good wives & mothers.
Given economic conditions today where women work outside the home, men should ^76
share in household tasks. 77
Women should be more concerned about childrearing and tending the home than in
seeking a professional career. 78
In general, women should be regarded as less capable of contributing to economic
production than men. 79
In marriage the wife and husband should share the economic responsibility of
supporting the family. 80
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30. Continued: l^trongly agree 2-agree 3-neither agree nor dHagrw
-disagree 5-«trongly disagreT
«^«9r*e
" « all right for women to hold leadership or nolitieai ~o.. .w
— 5r.2r" ? • ™ — ,or )ob* »— «!>-"» >»cutM
13
F 12
31. In term, of the emotional difficulties you have been experiencing in the recent nMf
••• Have you ever been hospitalized for them? l-No^2.£T^
b. Are you currenUy taking any medication a. part of your therapeutic treats**?
l«No 2-Yes 14
c. Which of the following do you think have affected your emotional difficulties?Chooae 2 if appropriatai 1. 2.
"""o uei
0-doe« not apply ""~^~^™~ " — "» 16
1- I do not think much of myself as a person 17 » ia
2-1 feel I have no one that cares or loves me
3-My economic situation is a constant worry
4-The relationship with my spouse/companion is unsatisfying
5-My family and I do not get along
6-1 have had physical/medical problems
7*2 can not find a Job that satisfies me
3-1 am unhappy with the work I do
9-1 can not express my anger or assert myself
10-My children do not behave as I would like them to
11-Z have no power to change my life situation
12-1 had a very unhappy childhood
13-Emotional problems run In my family
14-1 have no social support or friends
15-1 feel discriminated against
16- 1 can not provide for myself or my children
17-1 had losses of loved ones as a child
18-This society is unjust .to the poor, to women, to minority people
19-other
« JL'J*^!
y°U g°ne 5 See a Handera (rolkhealer ) , spiritista, or santera? l',Zs "S32. What two words do you think best describe your experience of depression?
*• (20,21)
2.
33. What do you think needs to change In your life so that you can feel better?
c?)
;i4)
Thank you for answering this questionnaire.
PC
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CLIENT #
ADDENDUM TO onn
FILIAL INFORMflTION/IMFriPMarTnM
FAMXI TTJ4. Who raised you?-Quien la crio? ( Ud tomy mother/mi madre P 0 age 15 )
ii no, what happened/si no, que paso?my father/mi padre P
if no, what happened/si no, que oascmy grandparents/mis abuelos P«o._
Page 6
Card 02
N° =1 YES/SI.2 (27)
(28)
- —
' ow ci a —
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
who/Quie'n? '
,
,
^rsurPT«i
o
i ievs^ave emotionaia. Who/Quieh? ^ Cr;L0 algun P"*lema. emocional?
»• problem did he or she ha.e, 53 prooXe.a tenSn,
Looking back at your childhood, do vou feM„i,
Do you think that your parents wer*(often v»ii~h H e emotionally abusive'
rentes, trios, la ignoraban)
Were you ever sexually molested as a child'
De haber sido. inrfi™,. i. . 7
- '=.""u.unsnip to you
.Por cuantos afios ha estado sola7
P W
'
d.Does or did your husband or partner have emotional problem'
SSo^S? su esposo 0 compaHe*° p*°bi-« — —
If so, what problems does or did he have?Si los tiene o si los tenia,* que eran? '
e. Was or is your husband physically abusive?
-Ss o era su marido fisicamente abusive?
Do you think he was or is emotionally abusive?
<cS usted^ lnSUltS y°U ' ^ «itLS^2. cold;
Slta fLT£
SU marid
° SS ° 81:3 ^cionalmen^e a^usivo?Cgrita, insulta, muy critico, frio, indiferente, de mal genio)
40. .Does your child's (or your children's) •
11* preocupa la conducta de SifiL* ^ V°U2a. What are you particularly concerned about?
-
Que es lo que le preocupa en particular?
N/A
3*
"Z.
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(3 4 )
(35)
(36)
(3 '
3fl>
US
40)
( 41)
(42)
(43.)
(44)
(45)
(4 6 )
(4 7)
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N/A.O NO»l YES=2
40. b
.
Do/does your child/children have problems at school-
^iene/tienen su hijo/hijos problemas en la escuela?' 148
c. If they have problems" at school, what are they'
Si tienen problemas en la escuela, cuales son? ' {V
41. If you are not currently working, but used to work-
f
1
"I
<="b»J«*>.«» la actualidad, pero traba^aba ante"
on to # 42) (50)
a. What did you do? iQue hacfa?
tes.
b. Why did you stop worlcing? ' "
_______
(51)
'-Por que -de jo' de trabajar?
c. How long have you been unemployed? ~' —
iHace cuanto tiempo esta' desempleada7
.
' 1 ~
.
Are ^you presently taJcing any medication? 54)
lEsta tomando medicamento en la actualidad? —— — (55)
a. What? 4 Que"?
42.
(56)
1Client ft Studv I.D. Ethnic Code 1
! 1 ' 1
1 | Card ft12 3 4 5 6 7 5
INFORMACION PERSONAL
MS f.A
A
Edad
4.
Lugar De Nacimiento:
mted
su madre
su padre
Estado/Provincia
±0 ZD
Pais Use la siguiente clave para
.('Vel pais :
N °=US 5=Cuba
(i) l=Mexico 6=Chile
2=E1 Salvador 7=Nicaraaua
3=Guatemala 3=Colombia
4=Puerto Rico :
.Other
a. Nacio usted en: (Marque uno)
1 acea rural en el campo
2 un pueblo pequeno
3 una cuidad pequeha
4 una cuidad grande
o. Se crio' usted (hasta los 16 anos) en
1 una area rural, en el campo
2 un pueblo pequeno
3 una cuidad pequeha
4 una cuidad grande
t&iSLS'Sfcf *2 l0S Estados Unidos, hace cua^tos an"os ha vivido aquf'iCuantos anos ha vivido en la area de Los Angeles?
a i.
Favor de usar la siguiente clave para est* prequnta^
O.No aplica
_ s. 7 a "afo!!
1-menos de un ano 6= 9 a 11 anos
2- 1 a 3 anos 7 = n a 15 anos
3- 3 a 5 anos 8» 15 a 20 &os
4= 5 a 7 anos 9, mis de 2Q ^
'Por cual de las siguientes razones vino usted a los Estados Unidos ?M vSf 3lreded0r nUmer° *» «««P«* a la razon principal por
0=No aplica
l=mi familia me trajo aqui
2=para unirme con mi familia que vivia aqui'
3=para trabajar
4=dado a la situecion polftica en mi pais
Especifique
15
19
20
21
22
iCuantos hermanos
0 1 2 3 4 5
y hermanas tiene usted?
6 7 8 9 o mas
(En cotal;
,5=para independizarme de mi familia
6=para separarme de mi marido
7=para estudiar una carrera
S=para avsnturar, hallar nuevas
experiencias
9=otra
Especifique
Circule el numero correspondiente.
5. -.En su familia, cual es01234567 "sicion de nacimiento?9 o mas
6. ICuantos ninos tiene usted?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 o mas
7.1 Cuantos anos de escuela complete?0123456789 10 11
a. Si ha terminado mas de 12 anos (o sea, terminado la escuela secundaria),
circule el numero apropiado e indique que' estudio:
13»escuela vocacional
23
24
25
12
26,27
186
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14= 2 anos de universidad
15» 4 arios de universidad ' 26,27
16« otro
.
b.M Ud. actuate estudiando o en algun programa de adiestram^ento (vocacional o
Sv lo ?sta\ iq/ie' estudia? °cupacional )
?
si tiene.icual es su religion ?
-"-giosa/
fo-no^puc:]
0 al9Una
"Ugiosa^cual fue?J
1-No 2=Si
28
29
3C
31
10.
11.
*Cual de las siguientes situaciones le aDlica? u.„.l=trabajando tiempo complete < 9* ^ Clrcul° a^ededor de una: 32
2«trabajando mitad del tiempo 5=cuidando mi casa o mis hijos
3>desempleada pero buscando Arabaio 7 ^ff*^'*1*4-desempleada pero no estoy buscando trabajo 8-esS^te
Si trabaja, <que' hace?
Si trabaja,<en que lugar trabaja (fa'brica, taller, tienda, hospital, casa...,;
12. ^Qial fue el trabajo principal de su padre?'
-
Cual fue el trabajo principal de su madre ? . 35
13.
.WllaHaceV^ Si *» ~ta trabajando,
' " 37
14. Si usted recibe alguno de los siguientes beneficios favor h. , , 'corresponde: l S| de circular el numero que
0«no recibo ninguno de estos s.Apnr t* 36
1-compensacion por desempleo I ~,ZZ
lAvuda P3" familias con dependientei
2=Seguro Social por incapacidad £ Ali "!ent03=Seguro Social general '*™C y ^P00" de Alimento
4-General Relief (Asistencia Public ^SSac^TesS^3
o^st^oorirsr del Ti^-v^r mruai suyo ° - -
: as- 1 s - : :
:
-
-»iuu. a ssyy. al mes 7= S3, 000. a $3.9°° al nwe
I SO
0
?'
a
3 S' ^ 8= S4 '°00 - ° ~ 2
65
4- $aoo. $999. al mes 9» Otro
16. ^Oiantas personas (adultos y niHos) viven de este ingreso?1234 56789oma^de nueve
40
15
Favor de continuar en la proxima pagina.
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Pa'gina 3
17.
18.
IS.
20.
jrupos etnicos^co'mo se identifies
En terminos de
0*Americana
1»Americana, Judia
<i»Americana, European (especifique
3»Afro-Americana
4»Negra
5»Negra Americana
6»De Color
7-Hispana
8«;: Lspanoamericana
9»Spanish American
10=Mexicana
ll=Mexicana Americana
• Cual es su idioma principal?
0=lngles
l»Espanol
2«Mayormente Ingles
3=Mayormente Espanol
usted?
12»Chicana
13»Latina
14-Latinoamericana (especifique
15=Puertorriquena
16-Puertorriquena Americana
17=Niyorican
18»Salvadorena
19»Gualtemalteca
20=otxo
41,42
2 l=Nicaraguense
22=Cubana
4=Bilingue, Espanol e Ingle's
5-Bilingue, Ingles y
6=otro "
Si usted es tatina,. en que idioma habla: n(use la siquiente clave- i.Tnni.'c -> c- - , , u=no aplicag r i . 1-Ingles 2=Espanol 3»Mayormente en Ingles
4-Kayormente en Espanol 5>En Ingles y en Espanol
o«no me aplica)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
a sus hijos
a su esposo o
companero
a sus padres
en su trabajo
con sus amistades"
lEn que idioma (use la clave de la pregunta anterior)
a. ve television
b. escucha la radio
c. lee el periodico
d. lee por placer
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
21. :Tiene usted algun problema medico, padecimiento fisico o enfermedad?
l=No 2=Si
Si tiene, especifique por favor
22. ^Tienen sus hijos algun problema medico, padecimiento ffsico o enfermedad?l=No 2=Si 0=no aplica
Si tienen algun problema medico, especifique
23. iHay alguien mas en su hogar que Uene un problema medico o enfermedad?l»No 2«Sf o-no aplica
Si hay, especifique quien y que tiene
,53,5V
55, 56
57
58,59
Favor de continuar en la proxima pagina.
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24.
25,
lHa muerto alguien
Quien
Pagina 4
querido de UD?
Cuando
l»No 2=Sl
l£z SEEKS ,u"!? *a manera de de «. 7r~; — ......a. = uc urianza a su mama?iComo describiria usted la manera de crianza de su papaTtComo describiria su propia manera de criar ninos;
26.
27.
5»una amiga
6«un amigo
7»mi esposo/companero
3-un ministro, mi terapista
9-otro
60
61,62
63,64
65,66
67
68
69
Alguien
0-nadie
l«mi madre
2»mi padre
3»una hermana
70
71
72
4-un hermano
«Vive Ud. con esta persona? l.No 2»sl
d^cr^L^Ud:is^^el^;aTOrOSa, algUie" ™ **« "tS .
O.no aplica, no vivo con alguien intimamente 5-nada de bienl=muy buena :
2-bastante buena * mala y quiero hacer al9° sobre
llTLy'tl^T
0 qUi*iera fUCra mej °r 7»muy°mala y no se que hacer
8-estamos obteniendo ayuda profesional
para nuestros problemas
9-otro
2S
*
*Sno
e
aolicT
tOS
^
SU
"laCi0
'
n fntima 16 m°leStan raaa? Esc°*a do, por favor0»n plica
l»que no Tie entienden
2
-que siento que no puedo expresar mis sentimientos
3=que no me siento apreciada
4«que no me tratan con carino ni afecto
5-que nuestra relaciones sexuales
no me satisfacen
6-que no disfrutamos de las cosas
juntos
7-que me critican a menudo
8-que no recibo apoyo emocional
S-otro
73,74
Si no esta viviendo con alguien intimamente,-: aplica una de esta* .i-feu-^^^. ^modos a su vida cotidiana? Use la clave de la pregunfe 28:
s tuaciones de todos
75
30. Las siguientes oraciones describen diferente maneras * COmo el hombre y la mujerfuncionan en la sociedad. Nosgustarfa tener su opinion acerca de estas diferentes
nociones. Favor de indicar su preferencia usando el numero apropriado.1-muy de acuerdo 2=de acuerdo 3-nl de acuerdo ni en desacuerdo 4-no estoy de acuerdo,
en desacuerdo
5« muy en desacuerdo
La mujer debe preocuparse menos sobre sus derechos y mas sobre hacerse una buena
esposa y madre.
Dado a la situacion economica de hoy^ue la mujer trabaja fuera del hogar
el hombre debe compartir las tareas de la casa. 77
76
. Pa'aina 51-nuy de acuerd0 2^e u« J»m de acuerdo ni *n h„5-muy en desacuerdo ^ e desa=^rdo 4
-en desacuerdo
-jrra^Ts?'=ss' ™*—^ - 1 «•
—aisi^S-— *—
^
la comunidad. J °
bt ^ w Pue«o de llder o un pUesto ,<No es una buena idea P
u politico
mientras que su espo^LSaTf^° 36 qUede ^ando los hi in, ,
asociado con el hombre .
l0S Por trabajos quTusuai^
se
F.
31.
han
En terminos de las dificultart»c
a. iHa sido hosDitan,-H em°cionales que usted h.
-
r?
-
«savsa SCT~~* •c-^Cual de las siguientes cree Ud oue ' 1="° 2=sf te de - trata.iento?emocionales? Favor q raas Han contribuiH„
3:S^a^e=^
c
a
a
n
m
a
e
dipren " ' -W4-U relacion con £ esLso f^^^^^^ante^te Y
oj-ricuitades emocionales ? i»no
0 santera
2»sf, / -32. tCuales dos palahras cree Ud
esta deprinuda o ansios"0^^^^ ^ - "«t. cuando
33. tQue cree Ud. que tiene que cambiar en su vida para que usted se sienta mejor?
J 13)
-(«••)
GRACEAS POR SU COOPERACION!
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CLIENT #
ADDENDUM Tn onn
my mother/mi madre (Up to a?e IS)
if no, what happened/si . -
"V father/mi padre * *" paso?-
N/A NO
-
_
— ui
if no, what happened/si
*Y grandparents/mis abueios ' PaS° ?-
Page 6
Card C2
11 YES/SI-2 (27)
- (28)
v ^™^H<"ents/m Jxiel ———
—
«no/Quie'n? "
35. Did your parents or whoever-
'Tenfan sus padres o STL^S -clonal problem
a. Who/Quieh? * Proileina emoctonar
b # uru«I . .^
36.
37.
38.
^ P-ble ^^a^^r^^
o^oter^^
Mirando nacia atras a * S1Ve t0 *ou7
0 guien la crio'^^"^^^^^ "
'Cree usted que sus JStJ^SL^JS^ We" ^«««t,(a menudo le gritaban, S S^JSTS^^^
,
* haber sido. JZ1 t0
39.
usted
b. How long were you or h»v
° consens^lmente )
P°r cuahtos anos estuCo o 'IT
married?
= • For how many years hav!
ha
K
eStado casada?
cPor cu^tos^oTha^ adTsot" ""^ 3 Par^ ?
emocionales? companero problems
S S * have,
N/A
tiene o si los teniae que' eranT
Y oatico, few, indiferente, de mal genio)
(29)
(30)
(31)
!32)
(33)
(3 4 )
(35)
(36)
(37
3 S )
(3 :
40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
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7
41.
N/A.O NO»l YES»i
40. b. Do/does your child/children have problems at schooleTiene/tienen su hi jo/hi jo« problemas en la escuela- (48)lIf they have problems at school, what are thev?Si tienen problemas en la escuela, cuales son? (<* >
If you are not currently working, but used to work-
f "whafdi^^rfJ?1 -13 a«uali^. P~° traba^aba anteT^
<G
° °"
t0
*
42) (50)
a. What di you do? iQue hacia? B5,
b. Why did you stop working? ~~~ '- ——
— . (51)
«Por que' dejo de trabajar?
c. How long have you been unemployed?
-Hace cuanto tiempo esta" desempleada?
^^^^^^
a
"""""
~~~ vi
->
.
Are
_you presently taking any medication? 54)
^Esta tomando medicamento en la actualidad? (55)
a. What? 4 Que'?
42.
(52)
192
APPENDIX D
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^ ffl 'is)
ISC!
3
TP
o
77J gj 1 MM ™ «-g KMT IKVFOTCRY
on this questionnaire are grouos o- «'n+~.
statements carefully. bfSS out^ST*-: Plea" recd «a<* 6™* ofbest describes the way you hive bee^ SSiE 2^2? in 6aCh w*ichCircle the nuaber besidi the ZatSaat Su^ff*,^S Trrrmrrn. TODAY,
J* ^ouP to apply equally vS^ ci^^ ^ If "Veral inthe states tw W rh egg w-^*1' fcW« t0 ™*
1. (W) oi do not feel sad
1 I feel sad.
2. (15)
fc. (17) 0
3 J £ It^Jf thC tlae •»* 1 CM,t *°*P out of it3 I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.
1 I T^Tlil^1^"^ ^scour^i about the future.
2 I f!!, J
1"0*^^ abcut the future.
fee. that the future i, hopeless and that things cannot improve.
( 16 ) 0 I do not feel li::o a failure.
2 As i
e
LL^rvfailed n0" than the f-veraSe P««cn.
3^^e-^S LT.fii: a lot of
3 T ™„<
8eL real «»tisfaction ouf of anything anymore,disaatisfied or bored with everything.
5. ( ) 0 I don't feel particularly guilty.
1 I feel guilty a good part of the time.
2 I feel quite guilty most of the time.
3 I feel guilty all of the time.
6. (19) 0 I don't feel I am beins punished.
1 I feel I may be punished.
2 I expect to be punished.
3 I feel I am being punished.
T. (20) 0 1 don't feel disappointed in myself.
1 I am disappointed in myself.
2 I am disgusted with myself.
3 I hate myself
.
3. (21) 0 1 don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
1 I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes.
2 I blame myself all the time for my faults.
3 I blame myself for everything bad that happens.
9- (22 ) 0 I don't have any thoughts of killing myself
1 I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out.
2 I would like to kil l myself.
3 I would kill myself if I had the chance.
10. (23) oi don't cry anymore than usual.
1 I cry more now than I used to.
2 I cry all the time now.
3 I used to be able to cry, but now I can't «ry even though I want to.
(torn ovii?)
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11. (24
)
12. (25)
13. (26)
1U. (27)
15. (28)
16. (29
IT. (30 )
18. (31 )
19. (32 )
20. (33 )
21. C34 )
0 I an no more irritated nov than I ever am.
1 I get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to.
2 I feel irritated all the time now.
3 I don't get irritated at all by the things that used to irritate me.
0 I have not lost interest in other people.
1 I am less interested in other people than I used to be.
2 I have lost most of my interest in other people.
3 I have lost all of my interest in other people.
0 I make decisions about as well as I ever could.
1 1 put off making decisions more than I used to.
2 I have sreater difficulty in making decisions than before.
3 I can't make decisions at all anymore.
0 I don't feel I look any worse than I used to.
1 I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.
2 I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance that make me
look unattractive.
3-1 believe that I look ugly.
0 I can work about as well as before.
1 It takes an extra effort to pet started at doing something.
2 I have to push myself very hard to do anything.
3 I can't do any work at all.
0 I can sleep as well as usual.
1 I don't sleep as well as I used to.
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get back
to sleep.
3 I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get back to
sleep.
0 I don't get more tired than usual.
1 I get tired more easily then I used to.
2 I get tired from doing almost anything.
3 X am too tired to do anything.
0 My appetite is no worse than usual.
1 My appetite is not as good as it used to be.
2 My appetite is much worse now.
3 I have no appetite at all anymore.
0 I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately.
1 I have lost more than 5 pounds.
2 I have lost more then 10 pounds.
3 I havelost more than 15 pounds.
I am purposely trying to lose weight by eating less. Yes Ifo; (35)
2 1
0 I am no more worried about my health than usual.
1 I am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains; or upset
stomach; or constipation.
2 I am very worried about physical problems and it*s hard to think of
much else.
3 I am so worried about my physical problems, that I cannot think about
anything else.
0 I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex.
1 I am less interested in sex than I used to be.
2 I am much less interested in sex ncv.
3 I have lost interest in sex completely.
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0
1 2 \
3
T '
1
c
'
6
10 TT 12 13
DATE
IKSTRUCCIONES
Aba jo hay unos orupos de oraciones. Lea todas las oraciones en cada grupo y haga
un cTrculo alrededor del njmero que mejor describe como us ted se ha sent! do esta
ultina semana, incluyendo como se siente hoy misno. Favor de escoger solo un nu-
mero para cada grupo de oraciones.
Ejemplo A. 0
1
A. 0 No me siento triste.
1 He siento triste o melancolica.
2 Estoy triste todo el tiempo y no me lo puedo quitar de encima. (1 J0
3 Estoy tan triste o infeliz que no puedo soportarlo.
B. 0 No estoy part i cularmente pesinista o desanimada. (15)
1 Me siento desanimada con respecto al future
2 Siento que no tengo nada a que aspirar.
3 Siento que el futuro no ofrece esperanzas y que las cosas
no pueden mejorar.
C. 0 No siento que soy un fracaso. (16)
1 Siento que he fracasado mas que la persona promedio o comun
2 Al mi rar hacia atras en mi vida, todo lo que veo son muchos fracasos.
3. Siento que soy un completo fracaso como persona.
D. 0 Saco igual satisfaction de las cosas como antes. (17)
1 No disfruto de las cosas como antes.
2 Ya no obtengo satisfaction verdadera de nada.
3 Estoy insatisfecha o aburrida de todo.
E. 0 No me siento particularmente culpable. (18)
1 Me siento culpable parte del tiempo.
2. Me siento culpable la mayor parte del tiempo.
3 Me siento culpable todo el tiempo.
F. 0 No me siento como si me estuvieran castigando. (19)
1 Siento que tal vez me castiguen.
2 Tengo la expectativa que sere' castigada.
3 Siento que me estan castigando.
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Paa. 2
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
CLIENT NUI1BER STUDY ID ETHNIC CODE
0 3 1 6
1 2 3 k 5 6 7-
0.
0 No me siento decepcionada (desi lusionada) de mi misma. (20)
1 Estoy decepcionada de mi misma.
2 Estoy disgustada conmigo misma.
3 Me odlo.
0 No siento que soy peor que cualquier otro(a). (21)
1 Me critico por mis debilidades o errores.
2 he culpo por mis faltas.
3 He culpo por todo lo malo que pasa.
0 No tengo ningunos pensamientos de matarme. (22)
1 Tengo pensamientos de matarme pero no los llevaria a cabo.
2 Me gustaria matarme.
3 Me matarfa si tuviera la oportunidad.
0 No lloro ma's de lo usual. (23)
1 Lloro mas ahora que antes.
2 Ahora lloro todo el tiempo.
3 Antes pod fa llorar pero ahora no puedo Uorar aunque quisiera.
0 No estoy mas molesta ahora de lo que usualmente estoy. (24)
1 Me enojo o me molesto ma's faci lmente que antes.
2 Me siento molesta todo el tiempo.
3 Ya no me molestan las cosas que antes me molestaban.
0 No he perdido in teres en las otras personas. (25)
1 Estoy menos interesada en otras personas que antes.
2 He perdido la mayor parte de mi intere*s en otras personas.
3 He perdido todo el interes en las otras personas.
0 Tomo decisiones tan bien comp de costumbre. (26)
1 Pospongo tomar decisiones mas que antes hacfa,
^
2 Tengo ma's dificultades en tomar decisiones que antes tenia.
3 Ya no puedo tomar ninguna decision.
0 No siento que me veo peor que antes. (2?)
1 Me siento preocupada que me este viendo vieja o poco atractiva.
2 Siento que hay cambios permanentes en mi apariencia que me hacen
parecer poco atractiva.
3 Creo que me veo fea.
0 Puedo trabajar tan bien como antes. (28)
1 Necesito hacer un esfuerzo adicional para empezar a hacer algo.
2 Tengo que esforzarme mucho para hacer cualquier cosa.
3 No puedo hacer ninoun trabajo.
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CI-IENT NUI1BER STUDY ID ETHNIC CODE
0
1
3 1 6
R.
S.
u.
(29)
Puedo dormir tan bien como antes.
No puedo dormir tan bien como antes.
Me despierto 1-2 horas ma's temprano qtje de costumbre y se me
hace diffcil volver a dormir.
Me despierto varias horas ma's temprano y no puedo volver a dormirme.
No me canso ma's que de costumbre.
Me canso ma's faci lmente de lo que acostumbraba.
Me canso de hacer cualquier cos a.
Estoy demasiado cansada para hacer cualquier cosa.
Mi apetito no es peor que de costumbre.
Mi aoetito no es tan bueno corofantes
.
Ml apetito es peor ahora.
Ya no tengo ningun apetito.
(30)
(3D
Ultimamente no he perdido mucho peso, si alguno. (32)
He perdido mas de 5 libras.
He perdido mas de 10 libras. Estov <-r-a+*~A~ a
He perdido mis de 15 libras. ^ZSr_^ta"*L* perder Pes° V P°r esocomo menos. N0=1 SI=»2 (35)
No estoy mas preocupada por mi salud que de costumbre. (33)
Estoy preocupada por problemas ffsicos como achaques y dolores,
O indigestion o es t ren i mi en to
.
Estoy muy preocupada por mis problemas ffsicos y se me hace
diffcil pensar en otras cosas.
Estoy tan preocupada por mis problemas ffsicos que no puedo pensar
en nada mas.
No he notado ninaun cambio reciente en mi i mere's por el sexo.
Estoy menos interesada en el .sexo que antes.
Ahora estoy mucho menos interesada en el sexo que antes.
He perdido todo el in teres por el sexo.
(3M
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Brno, n a h,i 0. coo^-., „ elyln)l.,n„
i ana of ttw nu-o-.o »c.<:.. io ma ngm ,„,, „..,
aHMB-EauaE WEEK Ma
*"** **"• »«*" ""•'«• ca<aimiy umg a No 2 panc.i
m.,. cor p,,a.Y p,,.M „„ w m„. >B> BM m#f>> ^
**° **c" w ca.aiuity. All* you nava aon. ao t»..».
BSjw Mtfft. t^t^g,, ^ BBTMfBtB „, ^
_2E*v m„. am, „, m^oa.., ,D.C. ,G, Mc|1 oloow^ >no oo ^ ^ ^
how much went you J A
eot«e"»eD sv -
-ow much we we vou
eoTHcweo e*
2 N*r«ouwwtt e* rtkintu mtM
* Famm**,* Q, a.ri ,n«M
'aa-J^g
can ce--(rr vou- r*oi_,jnt»
1 i*Mii'-g oma»# ara to otam*
'O* W»0»l Ol yOU' "0_Di#Ji
9 ?*OUO)*> i|n*mi*.,ng tftmgt
'0 Wo" •»o about hood -»•.»
O' ca>a*a»»n«aa
11 "saiing aaany antoyao
or I'Maiao
O F*«i-"a «tra*o in oca*
•Men oi or in* atraaia
'< »aa< -.q io* anargy
or HO»M down
'5 TrvjugMt ol »namg you' "'«
'6 Maann-, wotcas that offta*
modi* ao "oi r>aa>
f f
o t
'» ••• -.g mat moai omoo»
cannoi ba iruatad
how Mucr- wene VOU
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r
r r
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At)
20 L.,mg aat»v O t :*:
ai 'aafcitQ w. y ol „^,,y
-l,h i*»a oooomiia •« « *' ^» *
-2 f»,( „i t»,ngt,aooao
t> caugm O ::f; — <«'
23 aya—H acatad lot no .•••or. isU: * ::•
24 Tamoa* ewlDuraia inat
you cowM not conitoi « Mfc:
-t
25 r*aa"ng a<'a.d io o" qui
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-t I •
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26 'aa'.ng oiockad -n gati>nc
Ihinga oon* 0 ::|:: t ::». a
29 Faating lona.y
fl :s|s: ::».
30 naoting oiat 0 ::C t •t: «:
31 Woiiyng loo mMcn about mmgi 0 s:|!i t »: «-
32 Faaong .10 iniafaal in in.nga 0 ::r- < "»
33 Faaiing laarlui
•0: :.|il t I
3a voui ta#i.ng» oarng aaa.iy nutl Q
35 Olnai paoota oo.ng a««a*a of
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•0 "«. ::|: :•:
36 Having 10 00 tnmgi «*iy alowly
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3B Haa'l pounding 01 racing :•» t »
40 Nauaaa oi uoftat nomacr. 0 -* «
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_
„
INSTRUCC I0NI
DE HOY. fUrqu. Jnlc.rn.nt. un num.ro d. c.d. arlsi* T8^ IMCLUYENDO EL 01
A
trfcnlco.
«"P««.r y »| tl.n. alguna dud. por f.vor pr.guntes.l.
.1
SI
Qaa tento le wliilWo '
I. II toner dolor do cuerpo.
.1
11
! i)
¥
J
<Jg
TAMTO H HO HOUtTAOO ;
I. Tonor dolor.. de ceeete
I ienttrae norvloto o teaal
J. •enaaalentoe doteeredeblat eue
n. to borron do tu aento -
4. Tonor aereot o deeaorae -
<. 'order ol Interae o pleear
toaual
-
6. Santlno crftlco do lot deaei •
1 la I dot quo tut eentealentoe
puodon tor doalnedot por olpulan
adt. .
8 tontlr quo lot deae'i ton culpa*
blat por nuchot da tut problaaei-
5. Dlflcultad •« recorder lat cotet-
10. •reocupeclon por al dotculdo o
la detorganl
-eclon -
11. tontlrto Irrltado o -oi.no con
facllldad m
12. Dolor., on ol pocho o coruon -a— -»— -a— -«--
II. Santlr toablor on lugarea ol
alro libra a an 1« caller
I*. Sanllrta can manot onorffo •
decefde
IS. Pentealentot do ponor fin a tu
aalitan.ll
Iti. II etcucher vocot quo lot doaaa
no oyon
17. tontlr tombloraa
1>. tontlr quo no to puodo confler
an la Don to
!1 I
OIK TANT0 If HA KOirSTAto
Toner nal taatlta
10. llarar can facllldod
21. Sanllrta tfaldo o Incoaodo con
oatrot do I tote opuotto.
12. tontlr quo ..<• etrepedo o cap
lurado
2). tanilr alado da un aaaanta a
otro tin nlnpun aotlua.
2*. Perder la- calaa tin podarta
cantralar.
2S. Tanar alado do tollr da tu
cata tala(a)
2*. Culparta a tl altao por cotot
quo paton
27. Dolor., on lo porta bojo do lo
otpaldo.
21. tontlrto atoredo at quoror lie
vor a cabo lat cotot.
2). tontlrto tola.
10. tontlrto molanco'lloo.
31- *roocuparta3o? clonal cotat
32. tontlrto dealnteretedo por t
33. tontlrto taaorata
3*. Tanar tut tentlalantot feel I -
aanta harldoo.
Quo otrat penonei alien ento-
radat da tut pentaalentot per-
•onolot.
l a 3 ^
ii ! i
-i—
34- Sontlr qua otrot no lo coup ren-
dan o quo no tlonon competlon. -a— -»— -a—
37. Sent I r quo lot deaea ton poco
aalttotot o quo ud. let ceo m.i-e— ~*— -a—
31. Tanar qua hacer lat cotat auy
detpeclo para aeoaurer qua attort
blon hochaa
-a— -»—
-t_
«. s*£" r *' aoraidn latlendo
•0. tontlr ne'utee o aal ettoaocol -0— -•— -t—
(Con,
-«-
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I QUI TAWTO IE HA HOLESTAM '
si 11 i ii .1 !
41. SantlrM Infarler a lot dee
al. Santlr lea aueculoe ado Ior
I
4J. Santlr quo lot deaat lo atp Tan
e hob Ien de ud.
.
a*. Tenor dlflcultad para donalr •
a$. Tanar qua ravlaar haata dot
vacaa le qua hasa. •
a*. Dlflcultad an teaar docltlonet-
67. Tanar alado da vlajar an euto-
buaet, conductot tubterreneot
a tranaa.
.
Tanar dlflcultad al tanar la
retpl radon
Inttantaa an qua llanta la—
I
to fr'o e calor. .
Tanar qua avltar eiartat coaea,
lugarai e actlvldadaa porous la
dan alado.
.
Santlr qua au aente aa aona aa
alanes. _
Adoraaclalento u honilquao aa
clartat parta* da I cuarpo.
SJ. Un nudo an la aargente.
5*. Santiraa aln eaparanza an al
future.
55. Dlflcultad para concantrarae 1
56. Santlr dabllldad en clartat
partet da tu cuarpo.
57. Santiraa tenao o narvloee
58. Una teniae I on petada an lea
brazoa o plernee.
5? Peniealentoe tobre la auerte
e de aorir
Comer demailedeto.
(I.
62.
6J.
6a.
Santiraa Incomodo cuando le
eatan vlando o hablando de ud.-e
Tenor penaanlantoe qua reoular-
nante no tlene.
-q
Tenor lapultot de golpear
harlr o hacar la dalfo a elgulenai
Datpertar muy tamprane an la
a-
-a-
i QUE TAWTO {J HA HOLESTAOC -
%!
— a
li
t
i
t
*S. Tenor qua repot I r eleunee cat a.
•"a tocer; cantar, y lever -
16. Toner un eueno Inquleto e
aelette.
_
67. Toner losultot de reaper a
BSlpcar lat coaaa.
_
M. Tanar Idoaa y creenclat qua
lo» aeaee no tenean. -
"*~*J. Santiraa auy contclante de al
aleao con lot daaat. .
70. Santiraa Inconodo antra aul-
tltudet talet coat an clnat
a an tlendae.
_
71. Santlr que to etfuerxa an todo a
72. Tenor aaaantea do terror o
panics. H
73. Sentlrta Incdaodo al caaor o
sober on publics. a
76. Hataraa an dlacutlenet aay
teeuleo. H
7$. Sentlrta narvloee cuande aa
quada tela. •
76. Que otrot no I e dan reconoel-
aianta per tut hazanet. a
77. Santiraa tale aunque aate can
algulen net. m,
"*"7l. Sentlrta ten Inquleto que no
podfa nl alqulera attar tentedo
tin aoveraa. h
•a. 73. Santlr qua no vale nada. H
to. Tanar al pratantlalanto de quo
-4> *'oo aalo le va a tucedar a)
81. Crltar a aventar lat cotat a)
«*- 82 • T"atr deaaayarae an publics H
•J- r«"ar que te aprovacharan do
ud. n te deje. a]
8*. Tenor penaaalentot taauelea qua
lo aoleaten nucha.
-a
85. Tenor le Idea da qua dabe tar
cettlgado pa tut pa
c
adet. at
86. »eniaalentoa a Ineaenei do alas
atpantoaa.
-a
87. Tanar la Idea da qua alge etta
terlaaanta ael can tu cuarpo. at
88. Nunce tentlrae al legado
eon etre pertone.
8a. Sent Ielantoe da culpabllldad- +
JO. U Idee de qua aloe anda aal
•n tu Benta.
"*"
da. "*" a4
"*-
•a
— -a—
-a—
—
-t— at
I—
-a— al
—
-t- -*— Bf
-a- -*—
-a— •»
— -a— •(
—
-a— -*
-«—
-*— •V
•a—
-»
•a— «
-a—
-d— -*- •*
aflaa •»
-a— .1
-«—
-a—
-«— •*
• «:
*>
•a— «l
-•—
-a— id
-a— •*
•*—
aba.
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Client: 8 3cudv I.:. ) Ztnnlc C^iZ
C1J (2) (3) (4) TT1
NIMH DLAQUOSTIC INTERVIEW SCHEDULE - VERSION TTT*
Face Sheet
Card #
Location
1 - E1AMHC (1C)
2 - HMHC
3 - ECMHC
4 - RFMH
5 - KUC
6 - WCTH
7 - STVMH
3 other
Sax
2 • Female < • 3
)
Aoe
(14, IS)
• Adapted for Depression Among Latinas Research Project
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3ECK 0
4^
Art you presently married or ar« you widowed, separated, divorced, or have you never been married''
Married © 22/
Widowed (SKIP TO Q. 8) ©
Separated (SKIP TO Q. 6) ©
Divorced (SKIP TO Q. 6) ©
Never married (SKIP TO Q. 6) ©
5. Are you currently living with your (husband/wife)?
o
NO (SKIP TO Q. 7} © 23/
YM (SKIP TO Q. 7) ©
6. Are you currently living with someone as though you were married?
o
NO © 2«/
Yes ; ©
fir NEVER CARRIED. GO TO C.
7. How marry times have you been legally married?
O
ENTER • OP TIMES: I I I ®©®®©®©©©®
1 1 1 ©©©©©©©©©©
8. (So you've never boon/How many times have you been) divorced? IF NEVER ENTER "00"
O
ENTER # OF TIMES: | *
| j
®O©©0©®O<3>®
25/ -
©©©©©©©©©© 771'J
11. Have you (ever) lived with someone for at least a year as though you were mamed?
O
No (SKIP TO Q. 14) ©
Yes © 31/
34/
14. How many children have you had. not counting any who are yours by adoption or who were born dead?
0
IF ANY, ENTER » & SKIP TO Q. 15: | I I ©©©©©©©©©©
IF NONE. CODE 00 & ASK A & B: i I ©©©©©©©©©©
A. Have you ever acted as a parent for children who were not your own natural children?
NO O
Yes ©
206
CODE
1 ' no 4 med e«p
2 • below cm 5 yes
3 drugs or ale
DECK 01
16.
O
17.
o
18.
o
19.
O
20.
O
21.
O
IE InToK! h2T abOUtKhea,,h <>r°b,e™ «« might have occurred at anyT«:oizr«^ © © © © ©
55/
MD:
— SELF:
Have you ever had a lot of trouble with back pain?
MD:
SELF:
Have you ever had gjaw m the joints ?
MD: SELF:
Have you ever badg^m your armror leos other than in the joints?
SELF:
Have you ever had Sfreyfl?ajna ?
MD:
, SELF:
Have you ever had a lot of trouble with headaches?
INTERVIEWER: IF "2" PROBES NEGATIVE EXCEPT FOR MEDICATION ASKWHAT WAS TAKEN AND HOW OFTEN. IF RESPONSE IS ONLY OVER-
THE-COUNTER PAIN MEDICATION LESS THAN 3 TIMES A WEEK CODE 2
MD: SELF:
© © © © ©
56/
© © © © ©
57/
© © © © ©
58/
© © © ©
59/
© © © © ©
60/
22. FOR WOMEN ONLY: Have you ever had a lot of trouble with excessively painful
INTERVIEWER: If "2" PROBES NEGATIVE EXCEPT FOR MEDICATION ASK
"What did you take?" IF OVER-THE-COUNTER ANALGESICS ONLY: CODE 2
© © © ©
MD: SELF
61/
23. Have you ever had j^SyjWrtybu urinate
,
(that is, pass your water)?
MD: SELF
© ® © ©
62/
24. Have you ever been completely unable to urinate (or pass water) for 24 hours or
O longer, other than after (childbirth or) surgery? 0 © © ©
63/
MD:
. SELF
4
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MO
. SELF . © © © ©
O ab^
ueverhad^^
64/
'N7fo^ybH: V0LUNTEERS PAIN ONLY IN SI I bS MENTIONED IN Qs
EtslwHERE)
R 'NG ,NTERC0URSE: C00E 1 (THESE PaWaRE CODED
© © © © ©
MD:
, SELF: 65/
27. Have ybu ever had a lot of trouble with vomiting (when you were not pregnant)?
MO: SELF . © © © © ©
'
66/
28. ASK ONLY IF FEMALE WITH CHILD (SEE Q. 14): During any pregnancy did you
O have SjamUlDa all through the pregnancy?
ves (CODE 5 AND GO TO 0.29)
NO (ASK A)
A. Were you ever hospitalized during a pregnancy because of vomiting?
No (CODE 1)
Yes (CODE 5)
29. Have you ever had a lot of trouble with nausea—feeling sick to your stomach but not
O actually vomiting? IF VOLUNTEERS MOTION SICKNESS ONLY: CODE 4 © © ® ® ©
MD: SELF:
™
© ©
67/
30. Have there ever been times when you have had a lot of trouble with loose bowels or
O diarrhea? © ® © © ©
69/
MD: SELF:
BEGIN DECK 02
31 Have you ever had a lot of trouble with excessive gas" or bloating of your stomach or
O abdomen? ' © © © © ©
08/
MD: SELF:
5
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CODE
1 ' "° 4 m«J .,p
2 baiow cm 5 , yn
3 * drugs or lie
32. Have you found there were any food* that vou cn„Mn kO ill? " ««2» y ould t eat because they made you
DECK 02
No
Ym (CODE 1)
(ASK A)
A. Name a few of the fooda that bothered you like that. RECORD BELOW
© © ®
MD: SELF
09/
MD:
© ® © ©
SELF 10/
34. H« your vtoion ever become blurred for some period, when it wasn't just due toO needing glasse? or changing glasses? 1 U* 10
MD:
© © © © ©
SELF: 11/
O time?
y0U eV*r bW,
^25LWh#r" you lost your hearing for a period of
MD:
© © © ©
SELF 12/
36. Have you ever had trouble walking?
MD: SELF © © © © ©
13/
37. Have you ever been paralyzed
-that is. completely unable to move a part of yourO body for at least a few minutes? © © © ©
MD: SELF
38. Was there ever a time when you lost your voice for 30 minutes or more and couldn't
O speak above a whisper? © © ©
MD: SELF 15/
39. Have you ever had a seizure or convulsion of any kind since you were 12 where youO were unconscious but your body jerked? q (5) 0 ©
MD SELF
,6/
6
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DECK 02
(CODED
(ASK A)
A. Has that happened more than once?
No. or only once (CODE 1)Yw (BEGIN PROBING)
MD SELF.
© © © ©
17/
41. Have you ever been jWOggWjWj for any (other) reason?O
INTERVIEWER: IF DUE TO CONVULSIONS. AMNESIA OR FAINTING CODE I
IF DUE TO ANESTHESIA: CODE 3.
MD: SELF:
© © © ©
18/
42. Have you ever had a period of«mrteala—that is. a period of several hours or daysO where you couldn't remember anytmng afterwards about what happened durma
that time? © © © ©
MD: SELF
19/
43. Have you ever had any (other) problems which seemed strange, like double visionO or unusual spells 9 © © © © ©
MD: SELF:
20/
44. Have you ever gotten short of ftreatn' when you had not been exerting yourself?
MD: SELF
© © © ©
21/
45. Have you ever been bothered by palpitations, that is. your heart beating so hard that
O you could feel it pound in your chest? '
No (CODE 1)
Yes (ASK A)
© © © © ©
A. Has that happened only when you were exerting yourself or at other times too? 22/
Only on exertion (CODE1)
Othertimestoo (BEGIN PROBING)
MD: SELF
46. Have you ever been bothered by dizziness?
o
MD: SELF:
© © © © ©
23/
7
210
CODE
2 "
00
« > m«d exp
2 > t>*ow cm 5 s y.,3* drugs or ale.
DECK 02
47. Have you ever been bothered by periods ofamakmmmu fha ,O lift or move thing, you could n££Sj SfSlBS ' "^^ n0t
MD
SELF:
£ Have you ever been bother* by a feeling that there was a ,ump-«n WWwM?
No
Yea
A. Waa that only when you felt like crying?
(COOE1)
• • (ASK A)
N° (BEGIN PROBING)W (CODE 1)
MO:
SELF
49. Has your physical health been pretty good or have vou h«*>n .M*. .kO of your life? CODE ONE ONLY. *jcMy °r the maiontv
Pretty good most of life q
Single long-term physical illness
explaina sickly
Sickly most of life
©
© ® © © ©
©
24/
© ©
25/
26/
IMALES SKIP TO Q sal
50. Other than your first year of menstruation, have your menstrual periods ever b~nO i^BUtar? IF VOLUNTEERS: ONLY WHEN En/eR.SnTJpS COdTi © © © © ©
MD: SELF: 27/
51.
O SJ7uMTB«*
r
^^^M*"'' y°«r menstrual periods? IFVOLUNTEERS: ONL^ vVlTHIN TWO YEARS OF MENOPAUSE: CODE 1. © © © @
MD: SELF: 2a/
52. Other than your first year of menstruation, have you ever missed two periods in a© row? IF VOLUNTEERS. ONLY WHEN PREGNANT, NUrtSIRrTOR ENTERINGMENOPAUSE: CODE 1 °
© © © © ©
MD.
, SELF: 29/
8
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53 Have you ever jjjtf^flfv!3itffiKiif%
,
going to school, or other regular activities tor
O it least several weeks because you did not feel well enough to carry on (other than
when you were in the hospital)? 0
MO: SELF:
DECK 02
© ©
30/
54 Have you ever had a sudden ^airi orioss'6lwetgff!. say 15 pounds in two weeks
O or less? © © © ©
MD SELF
31/
55. Have you ever 3ost feeHnd in an arm or a le9 other than when it had |ust fallen
O asleep from being in one position too long?
No (ASK A)
Yes (BEGIN PROBING)
A. Have you lost feeling anywhere else? 32/
No (CODE 1) © © © ©
Yes (BEGIN PROBING)
MD: SELF
56 Have you ever had a lot of trouble with ewstipatfog
'?
O
MD: SELF:
© © © © ©
33/
57. Have you ever been troubled by a period of lots of cr
O easily since you've been an adult?
Is or crying very
© © ©
MD: SELF:
34/
58 Has there ever been a period of time when you felt that life was 'f)2e*«H? ©
O
©
35/
INTERVIEWER: BEGINNING WITH Q. 16 (PG. 4). DID R TELL MD (ENTRY
ON MD LINE) FOR ANY QUESTION CODED "5"?
0 NO
YES
©
BEGINNING WITH Q. 16 HAVE FIVE OR MORE QUESTIONS
BEEN CODED "5"?
NO (SKIP TOO. 61) ..
YES (ASK Q. 59 AND 60)
©
©
36/
37/
a
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COOE
1 no
2 below cm
3 - drugs or a ic
DECK 02
*
: rned e»p
5 yes
B I'm going to mention some of the nrnhi.™.
ENTER AGE » m' 7177! ^^ P^S^
GO TO Q. 60.
INTERVIEWER:
®©®®©©©©$f 38/
Z3 AND R IS UNUbH 30. CODE 01
If PK AND R ..9 30 OR MORE icl
"
A. Do you thin* any o, these probes began before yo 307
J?,
(RECORD "95" ABOVE)
sJ, rii
(RECORD
"Or 1 ABOVE)
Still OK
....(RECORD "98" ABOVE
40/
60.
O
How recently have you had any of these problem,?
CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
Within last 2 weeks n
Within last month
Within last 6 months %
Within last year
.. X
More than i year ago
....
.'
.'
[ [ . (ASK A j [ [ [ ] g
41/
A- IF MORE THAN ONE YEAR: How old were you then?
ENTER AGE: ©©CD©©©©®®®®©©@©©©©®® 42/
61.
O
Have you ever cons.dered yourself a nervous person?
No (GO TO Q. 62).
Yes (ASK A)
.©
.©
A. At what age did this nervousness begin? (IF r SAYS "WHOLE LIFE": CODE 02,
ENTER AGE &
GO TO Q. 62. ©O©©©©©©®®®©©@©®©©®®
44/
45/
I
lr|
'
tHVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R .S UNDER 30. CODE 01
I 'F "DK" AND R IS 30 OR MORE. ASK B
B Do you think it began before or after you were 30?
Before 30 (RECORD "01")
A,ter3° (RECORD "95")
StlllDK (RECORD "98")
47/
213
62.
O
64.
O
MO:
SELF.
not be afraid? DECK 02
© © © © ©
If Q. 62 IS CODED "1," SKIP TO Q 66ALL OTHERS. ASK Qs. 63-67.
48/
48/
63.
O
65.
O
2: sr^sr^^"**--*.! NOdid your heart pound? Wb",n9 /our breath? q
were you dizzy or light-headed? ©
did your fingers or feet tingle? ©
did you have tightness or pain in 'your chest?
©
did you feel like you were choking or smothering?'
®
did you feel faint? * ©
did you sweat? ©
did you tremble or shake? ©
did you feel hot or cold flashes?
'
..... ©
K. did things around you seem unreal? ©
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
were you afraid either that you might die or that ©you might act in a crazy way?
.. ©
YES
.©
©
©
©
©
©
.©
©
©
©
©
©
50/
51/
52/
53/
54/
55/
56/
57/
58/
59/
60/
61/
ENTER AGE &
GO TO Q. 65. ®©©®©©®©®®<5>©©©©©©©®©
I INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND H IS UNDER 40 CODE 01
"
I
,
IP "DK" AND R IS 40 OR MORE: ASK A
A. Would you say it was before or after you were 40?
62/
Before 40 (RECORD 01)
After 40 (RECORD 95)
Still DK (RECORD 98)
64/
Have you ever had 3 spell, like this close together-say within a 3-week period?
No
Yes
©
© 65/
66. Have spells like this occurred during at least 6 different weeks of your life?
No
Yes
©
© 66/
1
1
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CODE
' - no
2 = below cm
3 = drugs or ale.
DECK 02
* - meo exp
5 > yes
How recently have you had a spell like this?
Within last 2 weeks or current n\
Within last monthCODE.MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
Within last 6 months
... S
Within last year 2*
More than 1 year ago
'.
'.
'. [ [ [ ;(ASK A)
'
'
[
'[1
67/A- .F MORE THAN 1 YEAR AGO: How old were you then?
ENTER AGE; j-J-l ©O®®©©©©©©
L_L_J ®0©©®©@©g^
68/
<
1?
215
72. In your lifetime, have you ever had two weeks or more during which you felt sad.
O blue, depressed, or when you lost all interest and pleasure in things that you
usually cared about or enjoyed?
No
.
Yes
©
©
73. Have you had two year* or more in your life when you felt depressed or sad almostO all the time, even if you felt OK sometimes? 0 ©
INTERVIEWER: IN Q. 73. DID R TELL DOCTOR?
m
INTERVIEWER: ASK OS. 74-89. OMIT WORDS IN [ ]. CODE IN COLUMN I
NO .
YES
©
©
DECK 03
32/
©
33/
34/
I II
EVER IN [WORST]
LIFETIME LpERIOdJ
74.
O
75.
O
76.
O
Has there ever been a period of two weeks or longer when youJost TDid
you lose] your appetite ? © © © ©
CAN BE POSITIVE EVEN IF FOOD INTAKE IS NORMAL.
MD: SELF:
Have you ever tort fDid you lose] weight without trying to—as much as
two pounds a week for several weeks [or as much as 10 pounds
altogether]?
© © © ©
MD: SELF:
Have you ever had a period when your eating increased so much [Did
your eating increase so much] that you gained as much as two pounds a © © © ©
week for several weeks [or 10 pounds altogether]?
MD: SELF:
S
L
E
E
77.
O
Have you ever had a period of two weeks or more when you had [Did
vou havel trouble fallina asleep, staying asleep, or with waking up too
early?
© © © © © ©
P
- SELF:
78.
O
Have you ever had a period of two weeks or longer when you were
rwere voul sleeDina too much?
SELF:
© © © © © ©
I*
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CODE
1 = no
2 = batow cnt
3 1 drugs or «ic
mad e«p
DECK 03
I
EVER IN
LIFETIME
II
fwORSTl
LperiodJ
MD:
O © © ©
SELF:
© © 45/
46/
s
L
O
w
R
E
S
T
L
E
S
S
80.
O
81.
O
HM
^
e
;* ever b«*n a period of two weeks or more when you talked or"T0J2d [Did you talk or move] more „ow.Y than i, ZSSfjSf © © © ©
MD: SELF.
Haa there ever been a period of two weeks or more when you had TDid
MD: SELF
© ©
© ©
47/
V
49/
50/
L I
O N
S T
T E
R
E
S
T
W
82.
O
WM there ever a period of several weeks when your interest in sex was[Was your .merest in sex] a lot Igajhan usual? ©©©©©©
MD: SELF:
IF VOLUNTEERS NO INTEREST EVER: CODE 6.
© © 51/
52/
83.
O
Haa there ever been a period of two weeks or more when you felt [Did
you feel] worthkm, sinful, or guilty? © © © ©
54/
T T
R H
O I
U N
B K
L I
E N
G
84.
O
85.
o
Has there ever been a period of two weeks or more when you had [Did
you have] a lot more trouble concun^thft than is normal for you? © ® © ©
MD: SELF
Have you ever had a period of two weeks or more when your thoughts
came [Did your thoughts come] much slower than usual or seemed fi) G) (*) fT>
mixed up? ^ ^
MD: SELF
© ©
© ©
55/
56/
57/
58/
lit
217
DECK 03
EVER IN
LIFETIME
[worst]
LperiodJ
O ,here a period of two weeks or more when you thouoht
L
L
y°U ,hinkl 3 101 abOUt •iWMr your own. someone else's ordeath in general? '
87. Ha» there ever been a period of two weeks or more when you felt [DidO you feel] like you wanted to die?
88. Have you ever felt [Did you feel] so low you thought of committingO suicide? — *
89. Have you ever attempted [Did you attempt] suicide?
© ©
© ©
© ©
© ©
© ©
© ©
© ©
© ©
59/
60/
61/
62/
63/
64/
65/
66/
INTERVIEWER: HAVE Ss BEEN CODED IN 3 OR MORE BOXES SINCE Q. 74?
|G] NO (SKIP TO Q. 100) ©
YES ...(ANSWER A) ©
A. IS Q. 72 CODED T OR '5'?
0 CODED 1 ...(SKIP TO Q. 91) ©CODED 5 . . . (ASK Q. 90) ©
67/
68/
90. You said you've had a period of feeling (depressed or blue/OWN EQUIVALENT) and also said you'veO had some other problems like (LIST ALL "S's IN OS. 74-89). Has there ever been a time when the
feelings of depression and some of these other problems occurred together—that is. within the same
month?
No (ASK A) ©
Yes (SKIP TO Q. 92) © n,
A. IF NO: So there's never been a period when you felt sad. blue, or depressed at the same time you
were having some of these other problems?
Never been a period (SKIP TO Q. 100).. ©
Has been a period (SKIP TO O. 92)... © 70/
17
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BEGIN DECK 04
91. You said you have had periods when (LIST ALL "5 s" IN OS 74-fl9» m..O of these problem, occurred «og.ther-,ha, is. within the «£f rnohth? ' MW«
No (SKIP TO Q. 100) ®
Yes (ASK A)
...!!.'.'."!!! © W
A. When you were having some of these r>mhi«m . .> «K~ .
°kaY (SKIP TO Q. 100) ... . ©Gloomy, low. etc.
. . . (ASK Q. 92) ©
YEARS X 52 * # WEEKS
MONTHS X 4 = # WEEKS ENTER « WEEKS.
©©©©0©©©®©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
|
INTERVIEWER: IF ONE DAY TO 13 DAYS. CODE 001. AND SKIP TnTTl^
Now I'd like to ask about spells when you felt both (deoress«d/Ovvw pdi uuai cmtO these other problems like (LIST 2 OR 3 nFURr.nnen"^?^/^^^?^^ ).. h»d »°™ °'ITEMS CODED "5 IN OS 7a-bq\ in t SOme °f
SP.HS like that have you had that ,„ted L*2£ZmZ^S^oi MORE* En'ter*^'
ENTER # SPELLS: ®©©©©©©®®©
I 1 1 ®©®©©©©©®©
B4. Did you tell a doctor about (that spell/any of those spells)?
No (ASK A) ©
Yes (GO TO Q. 95) ®
A. Did you tell any other professional about (it/any of them)?
No (ASK B) ©
Yes (GO TO Q. 95) ©
B. Did you take medicine more than once because of (that spell/any of those spells)?
No (ASK C) ©
Yes (GO TO Q. 95) ©
C. Did (that spell/those spells) interfere with your life or activities a lot?
N° ©
Y«» ©
13/
15/
16/
17/
18/
95.
0
How old were you the first time you had a spell for two weeks or more where you felt sad and had some
of these other problems (such as )?
ENTER AGE. ©O®®©©©©©®®o®®©©©©®® 19/
219
96. Did (this spell/any of those spells) occur just after someone close to you died? DECK 04
21/
IF VOLUNTEERS BEGAN MORE THAN 2 MONTHS AFTER DEATH CODE 1 AND GO TO O. 97.
A. Have you had any spell of (deprewion/OWN EQUIVALENT) along with these other problems (such« ) at times when it wasn't due to a death? 1
Only due to death ©
Other times or not due to death "!© 321
O nZn
Qyi in
°
f thWe SP*"$ °' ,eeli"9
'
0W
°
r di8in,erested and havi
"9 »orne of these other problems
No (GO TO Q. 97) ©
Yes (ASK A) ©
No (ASK A) ©
Yes (GO TO INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE Q. 98) ©
23/
A. When did your last spell like that end?
CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
Within last 2 weeks ©
Within last month ©
Within last 6 months ©
Within last year ©
More than 1 year ago (ASK B) ©
IF MORE THAN 1 YEAR AGO:
B. How old were you then?
ENTER AGE I I I ®©©®©©©©®®E.
| | | ®©©@©©©©© @
24/
INTERVIEWER: IS MORE THAN ONE SPELL CODED IN Q. 93?
NO (ANSWER A) ©
YES (GO TO O. 98) ©
A. DOES Q. 92 = 52 OR MORE WEEKS?0NO (SKIP TO Q. 99) ©
YES (GO TO Q. 98) ©
25/
27/
28/
98. Now I'd like to know about the time when you were feeling (depressed/OWN EQUIVALENT) for at least
O 2 weeks and had the largest number of these other problems at the same time. How old were you at that
time? (IF CANT CHOOSE: Then pick one bad spell.)
FMTFP iff |®0®®©©©®©© 29/EN ER AGE. |_J | ©©©©©©©©©©
99. During (this/that) spell of (depression/OWN EQUIVALENT) which of these other problems did you
O have? For instance, during that spell (when you were years old) [BEGINNING WITH WORDS
IN [ ], READ EACH Q. CODED "5" IN Os. 74-89].
IF OCCURRED DURING THIS SPELL OF DEPRESSION ^CODE 5 IN COL. II
IF DID NOT OCCUR ^CODE 1 IN COL. II
220
CODE
1 * no 4 i med exp
2 Below cnt. S = yes
3 drugs or ale.
144.
o
145.
o
Now I'd like to ask you about problems you might have had with your weight. Have
you ever thought that you were too fat or in danger of getting too fat? © © ©
60/
Have you ever lost 15 pounds or more, either by dieting or without meaning to (not by having a baby)?
No (SKIP TO Q. 149) ©
VOLUNTEERS only from taking drugs NOT
used for diet ....(SKIP TO Q. 149) ©
Yes (ASK A) © 61/
A. What is the lowest weight that you ever reached after losing 15 pounds or more?
ENTER # LBS. ©O©©©®©©®©®©©®©©©©®®®©©@©®©©©© 62/
221
145. (Continued)
how old were you the first time you lost 15 pounds or more?
I INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R IS UNDER 25: CODE 01
'
L IF "DK" AND R IS 25 OR OLDER: ARK n
0. Do you think you were older or younger than 25?
Younger then 25 . . . (RECORD 01
)
25 or more (RECORD 95)
S,,,,DK (RECORD 98)
69/
71/
BEGIN DECK 06DCUII UfctJK (
No
Yes
©
©
08/
147. Have you ever seen or talked to a doctor because of having lost too much wight?
MD: SELF:
Sri ^ y
°Ur Per'°dS *"^ or **. any tim, you
© © © ©
09/
MO: SELF: © © ©
10/
222
CODE
1 no 4 - med exp
2 " below cm 5 r yes
3 " drugs or tic.
DECK 06
ENTER AGE. T ®©®®©©©©®®©O®®®©®®®©
INTERVIEWER: IF 15 OR OLDER, SKIP TO Q 150
IF LESS THAN 15, ASK B
IF "DK." ASK A.
A. Do you think it was before or after you were 15?
Before 15 (RECORD 01 ABOVE & ASK B)
15 or older (RECORD 95 ABOVE & SKIP TO Q 150)
Still DK (RECORD 98 ABOVE 4 SKIP TOO. 150)
B. Did you get drunk more than once before you were 15?
No
Yes
.0
.©
go. Has your family ever objected because you were drinking too much?
No ©
Yes, but volunteers they object to
moderate drinking by anyone ©
Yes
. ©
IF R VOLUNTEERS HE HAS NEVER HAD A DRINK. SKIP TO Q. 172
13/
14/
15/
'51. Did you ever think that you were an excessive drinker?
223
DECK '
No
.
Yes
A. Was this only for a short time
• (SKIP TO 0. 173) ... ©
(ask a)
or was it over a period of several weeks?
Less than 3 weeks .... (SKIP TO 0. 173) ©Three weeks or more (ASK B)
...fa
B. Did these thoughts keep coming into -
to get rid of them?
59/
60/
your mind no matter how hard you tried
© © ©
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Q. 172B?
0 NO .YES .©
.©
INTERVIEWER: DOES Q. 172B « 5?
m N0 (ASK Q. 173) ©YES (SKIP TO Q. 174) ]®
61/
62/
63/
tSlSSSJSSZ I ^ b°,hering SOme ^P'6 ' even th<* they are silly are
-21 I. Hy °k 6 9em,S °" ,h6m ' "° ma,ter how much ,h*y "«h "wm. or that re.a iveswho are away have been hurt or killed. Have you ever had any kind of unreasonable though? ike Zfl
No
Yes
.(SKIP TO Q. 176) ©
(ASK A) ©
64/
A
M"rSm"iu:°
r 3 short tim*
°
r did ,hese ,hough,s keep coming 10,0 your mind over a period of
Less than 3 weeks .... (SKIP TO Q. 176) . . .©
Three weeks or more (ASK B) ©
B. Did these thoughts keep coming into your mind no matter how hard you tried
to get rid of them?
© ©
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Q. 173B?
NO .
YES
INTERVIEWER: DOES 0. 173B = 5?
.©
.©
NO (SKIP TO Q. 176) ©
YES (ASK Q. 174) ©
65/
©
66/
67/
68/
37
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CODE
1 « no
2 - below cm
3 3 drugs or ale
* rned exp
5 yes
BEGIN DECK 07
O
4
'
^E°?ODeT^ 8 Pf0b,em With ,hiS ki0d °' th°U9ht 0r WOrfV? ,F R SAYS WHOLE
ENTER AGE &
GO TO Q. 175
®©©®©©©©®®©O©®©®©©®® 08/
INTERVIEWER: IF "OK" AND R IS UNDER 40: CODE 01
IF "DK" AND R IS 40 OR OLDER: ASK A.
A. Do you think it was before you were 40 or later than that?
Before 40 (RECORD 01
)
40 or more (RECORD 95)
Still DK (RECORD 98)
10/
(75. How recently have you been bothered by thoughts like this that kept coming back no matter howO ridiculous you thought they were?
CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
Within last 2 weeks or current © n/
Within last month ©
Within last 6 months ©
Within last year
...... <S>
More than 1 year ago (ASK A) ©
IF MORE THAN 1 YEAR AGO:
A. How old were you the last time?
ENTER AGE: | 1
1
®©@®©©©®®© 12/®©©®©©©©®©
176.
O
Some people have problems with feeling that they have to do something over and over again even
though they know it is really foolish—but they can't resist doing it—things like washing their hands
again and again or going back several times to be sure they've locked a door or turned off the stove.
Have you ever had to do something like that over and over?
© © ©
INTERVIEWER: IS "5" CODED IN O. 176 ABOVE?
[DO] NO (ASK A)
YES (SKIP TO Q. 177)
.©
.©
15/
A. Was there a time when you always had to do something—like getting dressed perhaps—in a certain
order, and had to start all over again if you got the order wrong?
© © ©
INTERVIEWER: IS "5" CODED IN Q. 176A ABOVE?
NO (SKIP TO Q. 178)
YES (ASK Q. 177) ..
©
'©
16/
17/
38
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DECK 07
Short time
Severalweeks © ,8/
INTERVIEWER: 010 R TELL MD IN 0. 176. 176A OR 17S?
W\ YES
NO
INTERVIEWER: IF Q. t76. 177 OR 178 CODED "5": ASK O, 179-180ALL OTHERS. SKIP TO Q. 181.
.©
©
© © ©
19/
20/
o nas skts r saM over/check on *
go
t
tSq
g
i8; m ®g©®®®®®®®° ° 1 0
1—i—i ®®®®®®©®®©
INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R IS UNDER 40 COOE 01
[f
"DK" AND R IS 40 OR OVER: ASK A.
A. Do you think it was before you were 40 or later than that?
Before 40 (RECORD 01)
40 or more (RECORD 95)
Still DK (RECORD 98)
Within last 2 weeks or current ©
Within last month
.....!.©
Within last 6 months "©
Within last year ®
More than 1 year ago (ASK A). . . .©
IF MORE THAN 1 YEAR AGO:
A. How old were you the last time?
ENTER AGE. I I I ®©©®©©©©©©
I I I ®0®®®©©©©©
24/
25/
no
226
CODE
1 • no
2 » below cm
3 drugs or ale
* 5 med e«p
5 = yes
DECK 10
Somewhat important qGotten along as well without it ! " ©No sexual experience ©
20/
© © © ©
21/
MD:
SELF: © © © © ©
213. Have you had any (other) kind of sexual difficulties
22/
MO:
SELF: © © © © ©
INSERT SUPPLEMENT HERE
IF NO SUPPLEMENT. CONTINUE WITH INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE Q. 214.
23/
56
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COOE DECK 10
1 no
2 * below cm
3 * drugs or ale
meo e«p
yes
SUPPLEMENT QUESTIONS S1-S24
I
IF YES. CODE 1 AND SKIP TO Q S2
I
IF NO, PRQBE AND CODE 4 OR
g THEN A.
MD:
SELF:
A. Have you tvtf reached orgasm or climax?
© © ©
No
Yes ©©
24/
25/
MO:
SELF: © © © © ®
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Qs. 211. 212. 213. OR S2?
DO NO
YES
S3. How old were you when you first had sexual relations?
ENTER AGE &|
GO TO Q. sit.
©O®®©®©®®®®o®@©©©®®©
26/
27/
28/
INTERVIEWER: IF R SAYS "NEVER": CODE 00 AND SKIP TO Q. S23.
IF R SAYS "DK": ASK A
A. Do you think it was before you were 15 or later than that?
Under 15 ...(RECORD 01 ABOVE)
15 or more ..(RECORD 95 ABOVE)
Still DK (RECORD 98 ABOVE)
30/
57
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g9. Have you ever had occasion ,o talk to a doctor about problems with your memory?
.©
No
Yes
.©
DECK 11
59
240. What is the year? YEAR:
_
241. What season of the year is it? SEASON:
242. What is the date? DATE:
_
243. what is the day of the week? DAY:
244. What is the month? MONTH:
CORRECT
©
.©
.©
.©
.©
ERROR
© 60/
©
©
©
©
61/
62/
63/
64/
245. Can you tell me where we are right
now? For instance, what state are
we in?
246. What county are we in?
247. What (city/town) are we in?
248. A. What floor of the building
J are we on?
STATE.
COUNTY:
CITY:
FLOOR:
B. What is this address (IF
INSTITUTIONALIZED: or name
of this place)? ADDRESS/NAME:
©
,©
©
©
.©
©
©
©
©
©
65/
66/
67/
68/
BEGIN DECK 12
are
i49. I am going to name 3 objects. After I have said them. I want you to repeat them. Remember what they
^ because I am going to ask you to name them again in a few minutes.
"Apple" •Table" "Penny-
Could you repeat the 3 items for me? SCORE FIRST TRIAL
a. Apple
b. Table .
c. Penny
CORRECT
.... ©
©
©
INTERVIEWER: REPEAT OBJECTS UNTIL ALL 3 ARE LEARNED.
ERROR
© 08/
©
©
09/
10/
6?
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O ZpZZZ 7"™ «-— '» >ou 9„ and kMp subtracting 7 untilSS^^V^^^-ST SUB™CT'°« 8UT SUBSEQUENT
*
CORRECT ERROR SAYSCANT
DO
OTHER
REFUSAL
a. ,93. © © © ©
b. MM 0 © © ©
c. (79. © © © ©
<± (72. ©~ © © ©
e. (BS\ . © © © ©
STOP
w
NUMBER OF ERRORS REFUSED©©©©©© © 18/
252
O
Now what were the 3 objects I asked
you to remember?
a. Apple:
b. Table:
c. Penny:
CORRECT
©
©
©
ERROR
©
©
©
17/
18/
19/
253. INTERVIEWER: SHOW WRIST WATCHO A. What is this called?
INTERVIEWER: SHOW PENCIL
B. What is this called?
Watch:
Pencil:
©
©
©
©
20/
21/
254. I'd like you to repeat a phrase after me:O "No if's, and's, or but's"
ALLOW ONLY 1 TRIAL. CODE 1 REQUIRES AN
ACCURATELY ARTICULATED REPETITION.
© © 22/
255.
O
Read the words on this page and then do
what it says.
INTERVIEWER: HAND CARD B.
CODE "1" IF RESPONDENT CLOSES EYES
© © 23/
230
256. INTERVIEWER: READ FULL STi-rcur.., .O OF PAPER. P U. STATEMENT BELOW AND THEN HAND RESPONDENT A ni 12
•
-^T^raSr °R «*»
INDE BLANK PIECE
a. Take8 paper in right-
C0R"ECT E^OR
b. Folds paper in half ^ ® **>
C
-
PuttW down on lap: m 2 25/
257.
;=y co^,.
© „
U P»«ce of paper for me.
SENTENCE SHOULD HAVE A <!imie/~r
SENSE. SPEU1NS ANoTra'm^SI ErSorS^E Ok°
cT suits*"-
0
•
!"
INTERVIEWER: HAND CARD C
28/
RECORD VERBATIM.
231
260. NEOLOGISMS (USE OF MADE-UP OR MEANINGLESS WORDS)
N0 (GO TO Q. 261)
YES
...(RECORD EXAMPLES BELOW)..
©
® 31/
s
1
vssssrzvzK=s=sr oifficult
NO .
YES
(GO TO Q. 262) ©(RECORD EXAMPLES BELOW)... ©
32/
O 2" 2^IvA'25r (LACK °F EM0TI0NAL RESPONSIVENESS SUCH AS SMILING SADNESS IRR.Ta
° ^S^iES^r 0F FAC,AL EXPRESS,0N - SH0ULD SSWS5SSKS?
NO .
YES
©
©
33/
r?' f.o?,™.ASJF HALLUCINATING (BEHAVES AS IF HEARING VOICES OR SEEING VISIONS LIPSO MOVE SOUNDLESSLY. GIGGLES TO SELF-NOT JUST FROM EMBARRASSMENT OR SHYNESSGLANCES OVER SHOULDER. AS IF DISTRACTED BY A VOICE) ESS,
NO .
YES
©
®
34/
ENTER TIME ENDED AM
PM
® ©
® © © © © © ® 0
® © ® © © ©
® © © © © © © ©
0 AM
O PM
35-39/
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CEC< CI
CIlent
_StUdY I."" - Ethnic
IW I2i (3) (4) (f) 767"^ (7)
© O ©© © ©© O (j)
© © ©© O ©
© O (2)
© © ©
ID COOE© 0 © ©© 0 © ©© © © ©© © © ©© © © ©© © © ©©00©
© © ©
© © ©
© © ©
© © ©
O © ©
© ® ©
© © ©
NIMH DIAGNOSTIC INTERVIEW SCHEDULE - VERSION HI-
Face Sheet
VERSION EN ESPANOL
Card * (£,9)
Location
1 - ELAMHC
2 - HMHC
3 . ECMHC
4 - RFMH
S - MLK
6 « WCMH
I m SFVMH
3 - other
Sex
2 - Female
i2£ Edad
(10)
m®©©©®©©©©<2)®0 0 ©®$
(13)
(14.15 5
• Adapted for Depression Among latinas Research ?roj
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D<=c k o i
Married j
Widowed (SKIP T0*Q.'*6) '!!!!! 2Separated (SKIP TO Q. 6) 3
Divorced (SKIP TO Q. 6) i*
Never married. (SKIP TO Q. 5) ... 5
S. iVive con su esposo/a?
No .
Yes
(SKIP TO Q. 7) 1
(SKIP TO Q. 7) 5
22/
23/
iZsxi viviendo con alguier. como si estuviera casado/a?
No .
Yes
IP NEVER MARRIED, GO TO Q. 11
2U/
cwoanras veces se ha casado legalmente?
ENTER § OF TIMES:
U. cHa vivido (alguna vez) con alguien per lo menos un aito
25/
A 7/it
como si estuviera casado/a?
No (SKIP TO Q. It) 1
Yes e 31/
1*. iCuantos nines ha tenido sin contar los adoptivos ni los cue nacieron muertos'
IF ANY, ENTER # £ SKI? TC Q. IS:
IF NONE, CODE 00 5 ASK A 6 3: | 3W/
A. iHa ejercido (St.
-I deber de ( actuado como si fuera U ) con ai-oaque ao eran de su propia sangra? *- «
No 1 36
Yes .s
3L
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CODE
1 s no u. = med. exp.
2 = below crit. 5 = yes
3 a drugs or ale.
16. Ahora le voy a preguntaf sobre problemasfque
uJLi Hatar ocurrido en o»*U*.'«^- Utmf de su vida.
iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas con dolores
de estomago/abdominales (no incluya dolores debidos
a la menstruacion
)
1
NO: SELF:
12 3i+ 5 55/
17. iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas con dolor de
espalda?
MD:
"
SELF:
1 2 3 i* 5 55/
13. iAlguna vez ha do dolor en las coyunturas
(articulaciones )?
MD: SELF:
2 3 i* 5 57/
19. iAlguna vez ha 4mm'Jo . dolor en los brazos o piernas
aparte de las coyunturas (articulaciones)?
MD: SELF: 12 3 4 5 58/
'
. iAlguna vez ha 4*nido dolor . en el pecho?
MD: SELF:
12 l* 5 59/
21. iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas con dolor
de cabeza?
INTERVIEWER: IF "2" PR02ES jrEGATIVE ^XC^PT FOR
MEDICATION, ASK WHAT WAS TAKEN AND HOW OFTEN.
IF RESPONSE IS ONLY OVER-THE -COUNTER PAIN
MEDICATION LESS THAN 3 TIMES A WEEK: CODE 2
MD: SELF:
1 2 3 I* 5 50/
22. FOR WOMEN ONLY : iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas
con perlodos raenstrualas excesivanente dolorosos?
INTERVIEWER: IF "2" PROBES NEGATIVE EXCEPT FOR
MEDICATION ASK: "iQua as lo que tomo?" IF
OVER-THE-COUNTER ANALGESICS ONLY: CODE 2
12 U 5 61/
235
23.
-5-
iAlguna vez ha sentido dolor
. al orinar'
MD: SELF:
iAlguna vez ha estado comoletamente ineanaei-ada «...
SELF:MO:
25.
26.
iAlguna vez ha jfce*/^.
. ardores en la boca o^STB wJs ?a«Dvsrs? ?m only om urimtion '
HD: SELF:
iAlguna vaz ha tenido algun otro dolor apart* de los cueya hemos mencionado?
INTERVIEWER: IF VOLUNTEERS PAIN ONLY IN SITES
MENTIONED IN Qs. 16-25 OR DURING INT"C0URSE:
CODE 1 (THESE PAINS ARE CODED ELSEWHERE) 3
u.
MD: SELF:
DECK 01
5 62/
63/
64/
65/
27. iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas con v6mitos(cuando no estaba embarasada)?
MD: SELF: 12 3 4 66/
28. ASK ONLY IF FEMALE WITH CHILD (SEE Q. HO: iDurante
alguno ae sus embarazos, sufri8 Ud. de vcmitos durante
todo el embarazo?
(CODE 5 AND GO TO Q. 29)
No (ASK A)
A. iAlguna vez fue hospitalizada durante el embarazo
debido a v<5nitcs?
No (CODE 1)
Y«s (CODE 5)
5 57/
29. iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problemas con nlusea—
cono si estuviera mal del estimago pero sin vomitar?
IF VOLUNTEERS MOTION SICKNESS ONLY: CODE <* 1 2 3 u
MD: SELF:
53/
. tuvo30. iAlguna vez
_
muchos problemas con diarrea (Soilwui.
) f <«jp daJL ./.eiOGxc!)^
MD: SELF: 1 2 3 a 69/
236
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CODE
1 8 no
. 4 = med. exp.
= yes2 - below crit. s
3 = drugs or ale.
31. iAlguna vez ha tenido muchos problenas con zases
•xcasivo. o hinchazfin en el .stomago o £IJ^T
ND:
.
SELF:
Mo (CODE 1)
Yea ... (ASK A)
IJTTZSVIEWER: IF LESS THAN 3 FOODS: CODE V :
IF 3 OR MORE FOODS: BESSTfROaiNS
MD: SELF
BEGIN DECK C2
1 2 3 It 5 08/
5 09/
33. iAlguna vez ha oerdido la vista (se ha quedado ciego)de uno o aobos ojos durante unos pocos segundos o mas?
MD: SELF: 1 3 i* 5 10/
iAlguna vez se le ha eroafiado (nublado) la vista por
un tiempo lo cual no rue debido a falta o cambio de
anteojos? (imm, mp4j»*U$)
MD: SELF: 1 2 3 i» 5 11/
:5. iAlguna vez se ha quedado completamente sorda hasta el
"
"
" ' pacida
SELF:
punto que ha perdid'o la ca d de oir~por" :
MD: 3 4 5 12/
36. iAlguna vez ha tenido problenas
7
al caminar ?
MD: SELF: 12 3 4 5 13/
37. iAlguna vez ha estado paralizado. por unos minutos - es
d«cir, completamente incapacitada para mover alguna
parte de su cuerpo?
MD:
. SELF: 1 3 4 5 IV
237
DECK 02
38.
^Alcjurw vez perdio la voz por 30 minutos o m?- \uando
sof- jjodia hablar a media voz (yuy baiito, o.murar)?. '
MD:
;
SELF: !* 5 15/
S9. Despues de los 12 anos, alguna vez
ha tenido un % ataque o"Convulsion
durante el cual perdio1 si conociniento aunqut,
su cuerpo se sacudia?
MD: SELF: 3 4 5 16/
40. iHa "hiA/ido desmayos o "ataques" en los
C '", '*
(priaero) se
_; diaii o mareada.y luego se desmayo»fa* I
Mo (CODE 1)
..,
Yes (ASK A)
A. iHa ocurrido est) mas de una vez?
Mo, or only once (CODE 1)
Yes (BEGIN PROBING)
MD: SELF:
3 4 5 17/
41. iAlguna vez se ha quedado inconciente por cualquier
(otra ) razfin?
INTERVIEWER: IF DUE TO CONVULSIONS, AMNESIA OR
FAINTING: CODE 1
IF DUE TO ANESTHESIA: CODE 3
MD: SELF
3 4 5 18/
^2. <JHa tenido alguna vez un episodio de amnesia, o sea,
un periodo de varias horas o dlas en jque luego no
podia recordar nada de lo que ocurrio durante ese tiempo?
MD: ' SELF:
13/
43. iAlguna vez ha tenido algun (otro) probleroa K c'omo ver
doble o ataaues extraflos?
0 O r-o/i o
MD: SELF:
1 2 3 4 5 20/
iAlguna vez**ha f/tJ^aJ-o (g. iV/io'e^
MD: SELF:
1 2 4 5 21/
238
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DECK 02
CODE
1
~ ™ •* s med. exp.
2 = below crit. 5 = yes
3 = drugs or ale.
M. iAlguna vez le han oolestado las palaitaciones '»'a^0
su corazon le latla tan fuerta*^^ittd po^ "
sentorlo golpeando • an el pecho?
No (CODE 1)
Y«a (ASK A)
A. iEsto le sueede solo cuando hace esfuerzo flsico
o tambiln en otras ocasiones?
Only on exertion ... (CODE 1)
Other times too (BEGIN PROBING)
MD: SELF:
1*6. iAlguna vez ha sufrido de mareos?
MD: SELF:
__
W. i«. A* Jtf/?A*4> c>U*«a**i. *>r Jemao^AtiAi
aU IMAd. .f* t* * f*r**l*m&S&i? moVer cosaiqu.
noraalmente podia hacer?
MD:
____________
SELF:
?8. iAlguna vez*na "«kM»dc a«c k»'« un nudo en la
garganta ? *———
—
No (CODE 1)
Yes (ASK A)
A. £Eso le pas6 sfilo cuando ientla ganas de
llorar?
No (BEGIN PROBING)
Yes (CODE 1)
MD: SELF:
22/
23/
2<*/
25/
£Ha gozado ustsd de buena salud fisica a ha sido
enfernizct la mayor parte de su vida?
CODE ONE ONLY.
Pretty good most of life i 26/
Single long-term physical illness
explains sickly 4
Sickly most of life 5
239
DECK 02
SO. Apart, de su primer alio d. aanstruacicn.^lglt vezperlodos menstruales irrv.gr i Xr vol-jntt^*:ONLY WHO ENTERING MENOPAUSE: COSTT^
0WNTEERS
1 2 3 u 5
52. Apart, da su primar alio da inenstruacion
, iAlguna vez hadaiado de Ber.struar-Bop 2 perlodos seguidoS -> I*"
VOLUNTEERS ONLY W PREGNANT, NURSING OR ENTERING
MENOPAUSE: CODE 1
MD: SELF:
1 2 3 * 29/
iAlguna vez ha tenido que deiar de traba-<«. <}e ^ a i a
escuela, o da hacer sus activiaades normales*
-
IZJ*^"
semanas porque no »v*««i»^ttn psrsiSti.
lizacionaa)?
MD:
(exduyendo las hospita-
ls 5
SELF:
30/
iAlguna v.2 ha subido o oerdido ocso de
repente; digamos li Libras en dos semanas""o menos?
MD: SELF:
1 3 <* 5 31/
55. iAlguna vez ha oerdido L* Saws 1 1». L-A »e(,
en un brazo o una pierna, aparte de cuando
se la han dormido de tanto estar en una misma posicion?
Mo ... (ASK A)
Yes .. ( BEGIN PROBING)
iAlguna vez ha perdido ia.^«n$i b. L, AaA. en
cualquier otra parte de su cueroo?
1 3i+
A.
Mo .
Yes
MD:
. (CODE 1)
.
.
(BEGIN PR03ING)
SELF:
32/
56. iHa rmnido A»ve/»*7 pr^b/**"** . -
de esTrefljjiiento (constiaacicn)? 1 2 3 u 5
MD: SELF
33/
240
.10- DECK 02
CODE
1 * no 4 - raed. exp.
2 3 below crit. 5 = yes
3 a drugs or ale.
57. Siendo adulta, alguna vez se ha sentido molesta con (por)
ataques de llantos o de llorar por nada?
MO: SELF:
4 5 34/
58. iAlguna vez hub* una temporada «n la cual usted
sintifi qua l& vida no tenia espcranza? <•» •"<**
~ eUa v> fit*—
INTERVIEWED: BEGINNING WITH Q. 16 (?G. 4), DID R
TELL MD (ENTRY ON MD LINE) FOR ANY
m qUESTION CODED
"5" ?
BEGINNING WITH Q. 16 HAVE FIVE OR MORE
m
QUESTIONS BEEN CODED "5"?
YES ... (ASK Q. 59 AND 60) 5
35/
36/
37/
r. vov a mancionar algunos da los problemas qua Od. ma
ha contado. Ahora quiero
sab^qua^ad^a Sando tuvo^^^,^^^^^^1
Por ejemolo, usted tuvo on problama con (LIST ALL -TIMS CODED
T-TN Qa. w
iQue edad tanla cuando tuvo cualquiera de estos proolemas
por prxmera v-
ENTER AGE 6
GO TO Q. 60
38/
INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R IS UNDER 30: CODE
1
IF "DK" AND R IS 30 OR MORE: ASK A
iCree que cualquiera d. estos problemas
empezaron antes de la edad de
30 afios?
Ho (RECORD '"35" A3CVE)
v„ (RECORD "CI" ABOVE)
Still DK . (RECORD "9B" ABOVE)
40/
60. iCuindo rue la ultima vez que tuvo
algunos da estos problemas?
weeks 1
2
3CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
IF MORE THAN CNE YEAR :
ENTER AGE
Within last 2
Within last month . .
.
Within last 5 months
Within last year
~
More than 1 year ago .. (ASK A)
Cuantos aftos tenia usted entonces?
41/
42/
241
11-
, CODE
1 = no a - _„j
2 - b«iow crit. 5 a yM3 = drugs or ale.
DECK 02
61. iAlgun, v«
.. ta con.id.rado u.t.d una persona n.rvic,a?
No
Y.s
(GO TO Q. 62) i
(ASK A)
s
^"^iT"" n-i0»"-^ (If'r'sAYS "WHOLE
ENTER AGE: Q *5/
iraWi.^: 1, ;;DK» AND R IS ONDER 30: CODE 01IF AND R IS 3Q-GR Mn,r.-rf~
B. «*. =r.. qu. „« n.rvio.rOTo 1. 0 despu<s d, ^ 3Q ^
B.for« 30 (RECORD "01")
if*" j!0 (RECORD "95")SXlii DK (RECORD "98")
SELF:
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD ( CAUSE WRITTEN ON MD LINE IN Q
E3 no j
INTERVIEWER: IF Q. 62 IS CODED "1", 5xp'to'q.''u
5
ALL OTHER. ASK 63-67.
63. Durante uno de sua peoresJtaate^, en el cual s. sen- 'a asustad^
1. fal» la respiracion o «7 pod*- resoirar bien?le golpeaba (brincaba) el corasSn? A ./A US;0 '. ~<~
Jurar.-e
A.
3.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
s ratio punzadas
pies?
o como un hormigueo en los dedos o en los
s«/ntao el pacho apretado o con dolor?
s»ntia ccno si se estuvi.ra sofocando
s. s.ntii/ a punto de desaayars.?
sudaba?
ahogandose"
temblaba? .o
. ffi. S«<u*fU /
1 S in rid v£*Lor- a fno rtoen lit etc
L pa.rt€.,
€<tan IiLt^coSAi *h:>iej<r~ijn» irreales (cono*
~. ^ Two raiedo de
puciiera morir a que pudiera hacer alguna locura?
un suefio)?
cue se
Yes
5
5
5
S
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
cso^
50/
51/
52/
53/
5*/
55/
56/
57/
53/
53/
50/
51/
242
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DECK 02
CODE
1 8 no u s med>
2 = below crit. 5 s yes
3 » drugs or ale.
JU^rse
,Wm.** 1 & R SAYS "TODA LA VIDA": CODE 02 )
ENTER AGE i
SO TO Q. 65 62/
INTERVIEWER: IF »»DK" AND R IS UNDER i*0 : CODE 01
IF "DK" AND R IS 53 or MORE: ASK A
A. iCree que fue antes o despues de Lot HO aflos?
Before u.0 (RECORD 01)
*t« **0 (RECORD 95)
Still "DK" (RECORD 98)
6U/
65. iAlguna vez le han
tres 3emanas°
dado tres de estos ataques dentro
No .
Yea
65/
66. fa* oc vrr. de estos ataques por lo raanos *&</>a*»4 seis semanas
diferentes da su vida? ~
~
1—
'
Mo .
Yes
66/
67. iCuando rue la ultima vaz qua le diS un ataqua de estos
"
CODE HOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
Within last 2 weeks or current 1
Within last month 2
Within last 5 months 3
Within last year u
More than 1 year ago .... (ASK A) 5
57/
A. IF MORE THAN A YEAR AGO: iCuantos anos tenia usted entonces?
ENTER AGE: 53/
243
72.
EN SU VXDA,
"1S"
cHa tenido per/odos d » . flSU
cosas que normalmente le
No
Yes
sintio
interns y el gusto por'haceT
agradaban??
cHa tenido dos anos o mas
'* ™V«- pWeat/*»*«inqu. a veces se sentla bien?
DECK 03
12 5 33/
p
p
E
T
I
T
Z
INTERVIEWER: IN Q. 73, DID R TELL DOCTOR?
'
HI NO
,
INTERVIEWER: ASK Q. 7U-89. OMIT WORne.'™* ?* J * *
"' 5
—
-
U DS IN [ ]. CODE IN COLUMN I.
76,
s^ d0s llbras P°r s«»na durante variasaemanas [o tanto como 10 libras en total]?
MD: SELF:
m^pV62 ^ t6?id0 Wa «««Porada en que comla mucho
brJdfl
aC0Stumfarad0 C«oni8 mucho mis de lo acostulo aooj y que aumento dos libras oor
semana durante varias semanas [o 10 libras en total]'
MD: SELF:
1 3 »* 5
1 3 it
3t/
77.
78.
cAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas o
mas en la cual tuvo [ituvo] dificultad en donairaaen «*«u«e dormido o en la cual s« despertaba «W*sM«.temprano?
MD:
' SELF:
dTuvo alguna vez una temporada de dos semanas o mas enia cual dormla demasiado? [iEstaba durmiendo demasiado?]
MD: SELF:
1 3 4 5
1 3 it S
244
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DECK 03
CODE
\ * ?° » « med. exp.
2 - below cnt. 5 = yes
3 = drugs o ale.
S
L
0
w
R
E
S
T
L
E
S
s
80.
81.
cAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas omjs en la cual hablaba o se movla [cHablaba o se movla]mas despacic- de lo normal para Ud.?
x j
*>' SELF:
iAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas omis en la cual tenia [iSentia Ud. que tenia] que estarsiempre en movinuento, es decir no podia sentarse yqueaarse quietc, y tenia que andar de un lado para otro'
MD: SELF:
3 4 5
L I
0 N
S T
T E
R
E
S
T
if
0
R
T
H
L
E
S
S
T T
R H
0 I
u N
B K
L I
E
G
iAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de varias semanas
en la cual su interes sexual [iSu interes en el sexo]
era mucho meno$ de lo acostumbrado? 12 3 4
MD: SELF:
S 6
cAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas o
mas cuando sentla [iSe sentla Ud.] que no valla
nada, que era pecadora
, o culpable"
84.
85.
iAlguna. vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas o
mas en que tenia [iTenla Ud.] mucha mas dificultad
en concentrarse de lo^'normal para usted?
—
3 4 5
MD: SELF:
iAlguna vez ha tenido una temporada de dos semanas o
mis en que sus pensamientos venlan (iVenlan sus
pensamientos ]*1fia5 despacio que lo acostumbrado. o le
pareclan confusos? 3 4 5
MD: SELF:
245
•17-
CODE
1 s no
2 below crit.
3 = drugs or ale
= med.
yes
exp.
DECK 03
?
ya sea sobre la suya o sobre la muerxe en
87.
88.
89. olntentfi alguna vaz [ilntentS Ud.] suicidarse?
EVER IN
LIFETIME
INTERVIEWER: HAVE ^ BEEN CODED IN 3 OR MORE BOXES SINCE Q 7U=
A. IS Q. 72 CODED '1' OR '5'?
EI
NO
.
YES
(SKIP TO Q. 100) i
.. (ANSWER A)
.[[[ 5
CODED 1
CODED 5
(SKIP TO Q. 91). .. l
(ASK Q. 90) s
II
WORST
PERIOD
90. Usted ha dicho que tuvo una temoorada cn«Hn J*''."ft*
EQUIVALENT) y tambien dije alT^Z* +^** " n M ( deprimido/OWN
•5's IN Q. 74-89). Hubo aL,n! problemas como (LIST ALL
eron juntos, o sea, dentro del mismo mes?
No .
Yes
(ASK A ) j
(SKIP TO Q. 92) .', s
IFJJO: cDe modo que nunca estuvo depriraida o *»ia±m a ique tuvo algunos de estos otros probLm«?
miSm
° tlemp°
Never been a period
Has been a period
.
.
(SKIP TO Q. 100) ... l
(SKIP TO Q. 92) 5
67/
68/
69/
70/
246
-18-
91. Usted d* "
otbif*
ti«po—
. decir..en ^ ^^V"05 problems le ocurrieron ^J*^ •
BEGIN DECK 04
No
Yes
(SKIP TO Q. ioo)
.. ,(ask a)
;;;;;; \
92.
o dasinteresadol en todo?
Mtla deca^ triste, deprimidq.
°*ay (SKIP TO Q. ioo)gi°°"y. i°w, etc
.
... (AS
q
k5 92 i'::::; I
*Cuai ha sido la temnorada mSs laraa
~~
IF WHOLE LIFE OR MORE THAN 19 YEARS ENTER 99fi
°tr°S
YEARS X 52 = m WEEKS
| MONTHS X 4 = # WEEKS
93.
94.
ENTER * WEEKS: I I I 1
INTERVIEWER: IF ONE DAY Tn 1* n.v«O 13 DAYS
,
CODE 001, AND SKIP TO Q. 100.
Ahora m quisiera preguntara^^ioe • 7~ '
(depriaidcx/oWN EQUIVALENT ) y *f-i2S.
£?«pdios en los cuales se sintiS
problemas corao (LIST 2 OR 3 ITEMS CQDFn ^T^?"108 d* estos otrossu vida, ccuantos
dos seaanas o mas? IF 96 SPEu,s QR^ * *ayan durado
ENTER # SPELLS:
^ j |
iHablS con un doctor ,<,to"?T«. «5m35
'
^ese /cualquiera de esos
A.
B.
iJ°
(ASK A ) !Yes (GO TO Q. 95)
. 5
:uat^e
C
rde
CU
«o\
Ui
^^%°r0feSi0nal—
•
*• (-
No (ASK B) iYes (GO TO Q. 95) ....*] 5— vw i\j y
.
cTom8 medicina mis de una vez a causa da (m»m
cualquiera de «os ""«—•'*), e ese
Mo (ASK C) i
Xnae*. p,n o (,-»4c» r.v««*>«i^ Yes (GO TO Q. 95) ...... 5
con su **, o
No
Yes
95. iQue edad tenia la primera/Ham — -= k* ,vez que tuvodos semanas o mis «•»*«*•/•. \ . . -
tuvo algunos de estos otros prob^^eT^
ENTER AGE:
que le dur6
a la vez
)?
10/
13/
15/
15/
17/
18/
19/
247
despues de ia mUer-
-19-
96. ^urrierop esos episodic* (ocurrio' ese episodic)te de algun ser querido (alguien cercano a usted)?
No (GO TO Q. 97) i
Yes (ASK A) 5
IF VOLUNTEERS BEGAN MORE THAN 2 MONTHS AFTER DEATH, CODEJ, AND GO TO Q 97
A
*
^prob^^^ *-» con estos
debido a la muerte de alguien?
Only due to death 2
Other times or not due to death.. 5
DECK OU
21/
22/
£Cuando
No .
Yes
(ASK A) 5
(GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
Q'i 98) i
termin6 el ultimo episodic como use?
23/
CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE.
Within last 2 weeks j
Within last month !!!!!! ! 2
Within last 6 months [ [ [ 3
Within last year .*.'.'.'. n
More than 1 year ago (ASK B) 5
IF MORE THAN A YEAR AGO :
B. iQue edad tenia entonces?
ENTER AGE:
24/
25/
INTERVIEWER: IS MORE THAN ONE SPELL CODED IN Q. 93?
(ANSWER A)
YES (GO TO Q. 98)
A. DOES Q. 92 = 52 OR MORE WEEKS?
CD NO (SKIP TO Q. 99)
' (GO TO Q. 98) ... 5
27/
28/
98. Ahora quisiera saber de
. cuando se sentio' ( deprimido/OWN EQUIVALENT)
por lo menos 2 semanas y_ tuvo al mismo tiempoei major # de estos otros
problemas? (IF CAN'T CHOOSE: Escoja uno de los peores eBl QnH 4«.' •
)
iQue edad tenia entonces? pisodios
ENTER AGE: 29/
99. Durante (esta/aquella) temporada cuando se sentla (deprimida/OWN EQUIVALENT),
iCuales de estos otros problemas tenia? Por ejemplo, durante ese perlodo
(cuando usted tenia afios) [BEGINNING WITH WORDS IN f ] , READ EACH Q.
CODED '5' IN Qs. 74-69]
IF OCCURRED DURING THIS SPELL OF DEPRESSION
IF DID NOT OCCUR
CODE 5 IN COL. II
-> CODE 1 IN COL. II
248
!«*. Ahora quisiera sobre problems que
usted pudo haber tenido con su peso. dAlguna vez ha
pensado que estaba usted muy gordo. o en peligro de engordar
deraasiado?
5 60/
li*5. cAlguna yez ha perdido 15 libras o mas, ya sea oorque se puso
a dieta (no debido a un parto) o sin iti^tm^oulo 1
No (SKIP TO Q. 149) i
VOLUNTEERS only from taking drugs not used for diet
(SKIP TO Q. 149) ..777 3
Yes (ASK A) 5
A. cCual ha sido su peso mas bajo despuSs de haber perdido 15 libras
o mas?
ENTER # LBS.
61/
62/
INTERVIEWER: IF WOMAN: IS # LBS. ENTERED IN Q. 1U5A 110 LBS. OR MORE?
m IF MAN: IS # LBS. ENTERED IN Q. 1U5A 125 LBS. CR MORE?
No (ASK B) 5
Yes .. (SKIP TO Q. 149) .. 1
65/
249
-31-
DECKS 05-06
, CODE
1 = no
2 = below crit.
3 = drugs or ale.
** = med. exp
.
(Continued)
66/
ENTER AGE 6 p—i 1
G0 T0 Q- W6
I
I j 69/
INTERVIEWER; IF "DK» AMn n « 'l^snms'M^
S"S^.ff. cm*,
Still DK (RECORD 95) ?1/
(RECORD 98)
1*6. iAlguna v-z ha n.M ^ BEGIN DECK °°
No
' SELF:
'
—
1 3 u 5 0Q/
1**8. FOR WOMEN ONLY- ;c- i ' —
antes o mientras JSS^JS^Jt P°C°
MD:
SELF:
250
l"+9. Ahora voy £ .
iQue edad tenia usted la primera vez QTe toml i«
8
°
*el
.
aicoho1 '
emborracharse? F qU 0 6 lo su*i"ente para
(NEVER = 00; BABY, INFANT = 02)
ENTER AGE:
INTERVIEWER: IF 16 OR OLDER, SKIP TO
IF LESS THAN 15, ASK B.
IF "DK," ASK A.
Q. 150
No j
Yes
..i 5
ISO. oAlguna v« su familia se ha qTOdo por que estaba tomando demasiado?
No j
Yes, but volunteers they object
to moderate drinking by
anyone 2
Yes
_ y 5*
I
IF R VOLUNTEERS HE HAS NEVER HAD A DRINK, SKIP TO Q. 172
DECK 06
11/
A. iPiensa usted que fue' antes o despues de los IS anos?
f*
fore " (RECORD 01 ABOVE 6 ASK B)
15 or older
.... (RECORD 95 ABOVE S SKIP TO 0 150)
...
^ "DK" (RECORD 98 ABOVE 6 SKIP TO q! Ill]
B. cSe emborrachS mas de una vez antes de los IS anos?
1"*/
15/
151. iAlguna vez pensS que usted totnaba demasiado? » *c
251
-37-
172.
DECK 06
CODE
1 = no
= med. exp.
yes2 = below crit . 5
3 = drugs or ale.
pensamiento desagradable y persistente?
cuaiquier otro
No ... (SKIP TO Q. 173) i
Yes (ASK A) 5
un tierapo corto, o durante un perlodo de varias
iLe ocurrio esto por
semanas?
Less than 3 weeks
.
.
Three weeks or more
iSeguian'estos pensamientos
usted trataba de
(SKIP TO Q. 173) 1
... (ASK 3 ) 5
a *u muhviit. a pesar de que
1 2
59/
60/
61/
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Q. 172B?
INTERVIEWER: DOES Q. 172B = 5?
fAAl
YES .. .
.
(SKIP TO Q. 174) .. .. 5
62/
63/
173. Otros pensamientos desagradables que siguen molestando a algunas Dersonas aun
cuando ellAs saben que son tontas, 1 mm*
,
que tienen las raanos sucias
0 con nucrobios por mas que se las laven; o que sus parientes que se encuentran
le^os han sido heridos o los han raatado. iAlguna vez ha tenido cualquier tipo
cotno est»s?
No ... (SKIP TO Q. 176) 1
Yes (ASK A) 5
A. £Le ocurri5 esto por un tiempo corto, o le"**1"'** ^esws pensamientos
por un perlodo de varias semanas?
Less than 3 weeks
. .
.
. _ia Three weeks or more .
tSeguaan estos pensamientos a la ^a pesar de que
usted trataba de deshacerse de ellos a toda costa?
(SKIP TO Q. 176). 1
.
. (ASK B) 5
B
6^/
65/
66/
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Q 173B?
mi . 1
. 5
INTERVIEWER: DOES Q. 173B = 5?
NO (SKIP TO Q. 176). . 1
YES .. . (ASK Q. 17U) ... . 5
252
-38-
BEGIN DECK 07
174. cQue edad tenia la primera vez que tuvo un problema con este tipo depensamaento o preocupaci6n? IF R SAYS WHOLE LIFE, CODE 02.
ENTER AGE £
GO TO Q. 175
INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R IS UNDER 40: CODE 01.
IF "DK" AND R IS 40 OR OLDER: ASK A.
08/
A. iCree que fue antes o despuSs de los 40 anos?
Before 40 (RECORD 01)
40 or more (RECORD 95)
Still DK (RECORD 98)
10/
~ ffjpssan
17
5
*
.
fue la ultima vez que le molestaron pensamientos asi comolos que segulan viniendole a la a pesar de lo ridlculo que ellos pareclan?
Within last 2 weeks or current .'
. l
Within last month 2
Within last 6 months 3
Within last year u
More than 1 year ago (ASK A) 5
CODE MOST
RECENT TIME
POSSIBLE
IF MORE THAN A YEAR AGO :
A. dCuantos anos tenia entonces?
ENTER AGE:
11/
12/
176. Algunas personas tienen problemas ^f sentir que tienen que hacer la
misma cosa repetidar-vCS*a pesar de saber^ue em en realidad^na tonteria
perc no pueden resisrir
_
^hacerlo~tal como lavarse las
varias vecesmanos repetidas veces o '
que nan cerrado la puerta o apagado la estufa.
que hacer algo asl repetidas veces?
— •
— asegurarse
iAlguna vez ha tenido Ud.
INTERVIEWER: IS '5' CODED IN Q. 176 ABOVE?
(123
NO ..
YES . .. (SKIP TO Q. 177) . . 5
14/
15/
A. iHubo alguna vez cuando Ud. siempre tenia que hacer algo—como vestirse *f'+(mr*.
~
—en cierto orden, y tenia que empezar de nuevo si se equivocaba
.Jel orden que segula? 12 5 16/
INTERVIEWER: IS '5* CODED IN Q. 176A ABOVE?
C21
NO .. . . . (SKIP TO Q. 178) . . 1
YES . ... (ASK Q. 177) . S
17/
177. dTuvo que. hacer esto por un tiempo corto o sinti6 la necesidad de seguir
haciendolo por un perlodo de varias semanas?
Short time • 1 18/
Several weeks 5
253
178.
-39-
CODE
1
= no 4. = med.
2 = below crit. 5 = yes
3 = drugs or ale.
DECK 07
exp.
oAlguna vez ha pasado por un perlodo de varias semanas en que sentia auetenia que contar algo, como los cuadros de un piso de azuleios v ™ Z%dejar de hacerlo, por mas que trataba' 3 , y no podia
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Q. 176, 176A OR 178?
iff: 5
NO 1
INTERVIEWER: IF--Q. 177 OR 178 CODED 5: ASK Qs. 179-
ALL OTHER, SKIP TO Q. 181.
•180
19/
20/
179. iQue edad tenia Ud. cuando tuvo por primera vez que (repetir las cosas/contar
CODEO^"
31, C°SaS
°
C°SaS
*
n Ci€rta manera)? IF R SAYS WHOLE LIFE,
ENTER AGE 6
GO TO Q. 180
21/
INTERVIEWER: IF "DK" AND R IS UNDER 40: CODE 01.
IF "DK" AND R IS <*0 OR OVER: ASK A.
A. iCree que fue antes o despues de los 40 afios?
Before 40 (RECORD 01)
•0 or more (RECORD 95)
Still DK (RECORD 93)
23/
,
rmm J t t. .
180. cCuando fue* que le moiest6 el tener que hacer
cosas como (hacer algo repetidamente/revisar cosas/contar/hacer las cosas de
un cierto modo)?
Within last 2 weeks or current 1
Within last month 2
Within last 6 months 3
Within last year 4
More than 1 year ago ... (ASK A) S
IF MORE THAN A YEAR AGO :
A. iQuI edad tenia la Ultima vez?
24/
ENTER AGE: 25/
254
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CODE
1 s no med. exp.
2 = below crit. 5 = yes
3 = drugs or ale.
210. Ahora le voy ha hacer unas preguntas sobre su vida sexual -r /sido sus relaciones sexuales . JEn genera/, han
bien su vida ila SlU?
inP°^«es para usted o podrla haber pasado
Somewhat important
^ ^
Gotten along as well without it"! 5
Mo sexual experience a
IF MO SEXUAL EXPERIENCE OR REFUSE TO ANSWER- SKIP TO SUPPLEMENT Q. S23
Q. 216 IF NO
- SUPPLEMENT
20/
211. Durante las relaciones sexuales iAlguna^vez han sido
rasicaraente dolorosas para Ud?
MD: SELF:
212. iAlguna vez ha pasado por una temporada de varios
meses en que no disfrutS sus relaciones sexuales(aun cuando no hubiese tenido dolor)?
MD: SELF:
12 u 5
1 2 3 4 5
21/
22/
.13. £Ha tenido cualquiera (otra) clase de dificultades
sexuale*
MD: SELF:
1 2 3 it 5 23/
INSERT SUPPLEMENT HERE
IF NO SUPPLEMENT
,
CONTINUE WITH INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE Q. 214.
255
si.
-57-
^
SUPPLEMENT QUESTIONS S1-S2U
Muchas personas no
durante las relaciones sexuales. ^canz^^eT
r° CilmaX COn ^encia (es decir, "se
se^alaaT'
CUentem
-
"
e dUrantS SUS relaci°n«
IF YES, CODE 1 AND SKIP TO Q S2
IF NO, PROBE AND CODE MR 3. THEN ASK A.
MD: SELF:
.
^ttM vez ha~ un orgasrao o climax?
No
Yes
52
" !! y!
n
^° *j«UMJ v« ™ P«rlodo de varies meses enque le ha molestado no poder tener ur orgasmo?
SELF:MD:
INTERVIEWER: DID R TELL MD IN Qs. 211, 212, 213, OR S2">
EI
NO
.
YES
cCuantos alios tnU la primera vez que tuvo relaciones sexuales?
ENTER AGE:
INTERVIEWER: IF R SAYS "NEVER": CODE 00 AND SKIP TO 0. R«
IF R SAYS "DK": ASK A
DECK 10
« 5 2U/
25/
26/
27/
28/
Under 15 (RECORD 01 ABOVE)
15 or more ... (RECORD 95 ABOVE)
Still "DK" ... (RECORD 98 ABOVE)
30/
31/
256
-69-
.
239. IHa tenido la ocasi5n de hablar con su doctorcon su memoria? r
sobre
DECK 11
problemas
No
Yes
240. t,En que ano estamos?
241. i£n quS estacion
del aflo estamos?
242. cCual es la fecha?-' (de hoy)
f
243. I Que dla es hoy?
244.
^
En que mes estamos?
245. (dMe puede decir en donde estamos
ahora mismo? Por ejemplo.) oEn
qui estado estamos?
246. iEn qu€ condado estamos?
''W. cEn qu3 ciudad estamos?
248. A. iEn qu« piso de este edificio
estamos?
B. iCual es *! i.ombre de este
lugar?
YEAR:
SEASON:
DATE:
DAY:
MONTH:
STATE:
COUNTY:
CITY:
FLOOR:
CORRECT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ERROR
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
59/
60/
61/
62/
63/
64/
65/
66/
67/
68/
ADDRESS /NAME:
257
-70-
ecu
2*9. Le voy a noisbrar tres cosas. Despues que las «<..
repita. Acuerdese toqUe son, porque 11 Toy J f yo ' a-ul^o que me lasen ur.os momentos. q y pedlr ^ue las repita
"Manzana"
"Mesa""
"Centavo"
iPuede repetir las 3 cosas por favor? SCORE FIRST TRIAL
ERROR
5
5
5
BEGIN DECK 12
a. Manzana
b. Mesa ..
c. Centavo
CORRECT
1
1
1
| INTERVIEWER: REPEAT OBJECTS UNTIL ALL 3 ARE*~LeaRJ1ED*7|
250. Quiero que aa*te (le quite) 7 de 100 " 7~ _ " *»e *>o.<,U
siga quitandole 7 a„ Cada reSDueV<«;/ T I " - v lueS°
08/
09/
10/
CORRECT ERROR
SAYS
CAN'T
DO
OTHER
REFUSAL
a. (93) i 5 7 9
b. (86) j 5
.
7 9
c. (79) J 5 7 9
d. (72) i 5 7 9
e. (65) ! 5 7 9
11/
12/
13/
1*/
15/
STOP
251. Ahora voy a deletrear una palabra y quiero que usted me la deletree* al
revSs. La palabra es MUNDO
, M-U-M-D-0. Deletree' "MUND0" al revSsREPEAT SPELLING IF NECESSARY.
NUMBER OF ERRORS
0 1 2 3 u 5
REFUSED
16/
258
-71-
DECK 12
252. cAhora, que fueron las 3 cosas que le pedl que recordara?
CORRECT ERROR
a. Manzana: i 5
b. Mesa: a 5 18/
5 19/c . Centavo : 1
253. INTERVIEWER: SHOW WRIST WATCH '
'
A. LQ\i& es esto? _
, .Rel°3-- 1 5 20/INTERVIEWER: SHOW PENCIL . '
B. iQai es esto? .« .
Lapiz: 1
25h. Quiero que me repita una frase:
ALLOW ONLY 1 TRIAL. CODE '1' REQUIRES AN
ACCURATELY ARTICULATED REPETITION.
255. Lea las palabras en esta pagina y luego haga lo que dice.
INTERVIEWER: HAND CARD B .
CODE '1' IF RESPONDENT CLOSES EYES.
21/
22/
23/
256
'
^V^WER: READ FULL STATEMENT BELOW AND THEN HAND RESPONDENT A BT.AWK Prrrr
DO NOT REPEAT INSTRUCTIONS OR COACH.
Le voy a dar un papel. Cuando se lo dS, tome el papel en la mano derecha dobleel papel por la mitad con las dos manos, y luego poSga el p.pS"HS^2l!«!
CORRECT ERROR
a. Takes paper in right: 1 5 2u/
b. Folds paper in half: 1 5 25/
c. Puts paper down on lap: 1 5 26/
- 37 tscnba una completa en ese papel por favor.
SENTENCE SHOULD- HAVE A SUBJECT AND A VERB AND MAKE
SNESE. SPELLING AND GRAMMATICAL ERRORS ARE OK. 1 5 27/
258. Aqul estS un dibujo. /avor copiaAel dibujo en el
mismo papel.
INTERVIEWER: HAND CARD C .
CORRECT IF 2 CONVEX FIVE-SIDED FIGURES AND
INTERSECTION MAKES A FOUR-SIDED FIGURE. 1 5 28/
INTERVIEWER: DID YOU SKIP TO THIS SECTION (BEGINNING WITH Q.
Q. 30 OR LATER QUESTIONS?
2<+0) FROM
1
5
A. ARE 12 OR MORE 5's CODED IN Qs. 2<+0 THRU 2U9 AND 252 THRU 258?
Jpp] no ..
YES
.
(RETURN TO p. LAST ASKED BEFORE SKIPPING AND
CONTINUE, BUT NOT MORE THAN 3 HOURS TOTAL)
.. 1
5
29/
30/
259
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DECK 12
259. Como ve, he tratado de
'<~C—
emocionales, problemas de memona, y MbiSTLfJKS d* Problemas?ero, por supuesto, todos somos dlferenxes y TuldTltT ^ Personas -pasado algo que es importante para ZIZ U tenid^H " ^sobre el cual no- le he preguntado? ° alg<in otro P«»bl"«
RECORD VERBATIM.
ENTER TIME ENDED: AM
EE PM
31-35/
260
INTERVIEWER: CODE Qa. 260-283 WITHOUT ASKING.
260. NEOLOGISMS (USE OF MADE-UP OR MEANINGLESS WOROS)
NO (GO TO Q. 261) ©
YES
...(RECORD EXAMPLES BELOW) ©
DECK 12
31/
NO
YES
(GO TO Q. 262) ©(RECORD EXAMPLES BELOW)... ® 32/
NO .
YES
0
33/
r?" S^wc !«,AS«F HAU-UCINATING (BEHAVES AS IF HEARING VOICES OR SEEING VISIONS UPSO MOVE SOUNDLESSLY. GIGGLES TO SELF-NOT JUST FROM EMBARRAS&MENT OR fiuvLeeeGLANCES OVER SHOULDER. AS IF DISTRACTED BY A "ScI) SHYNESS,
NO .
YES
©
®
34/
ENTER TIME ENDED AM
PM
® ©
® © © © © © © ©
® © © ® © ©
® © © ® © © © 0
O AM
O PM
35-39/
261
APPENDIX G
262
t
—
Cli ent tf Q. I.DJ Eth Code SAS-SRPitwnt Eaaalpfj
u 2 3 4 s • 7 DgtMggB Rataarch
Data
rm <-»,
^ . '
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT SELF REPORT QUESTIOMMAIRE ~~
«^'^r^^d'^°.Ut_hr!'.^ doinB in ** ,m* «•«* «• ""Id lika you toanawar torn, quanions about york work, tpart tima and your family lift. Thara ara no right or wronot0Sg """i"™- C»»cfc tn. an-ars that ban dreiba, how you hav. b*n T^X^Ztt.
WORK OUTSIDE THE HOME
a«>
yaw,
I am 1 • workar for pay 4 rttirtd
2 a houawift 5 unamployid
3D inudant
Da yaa ataaHy wark far pay man dun 15 haan par waak?
t G YES 2 NO
DM yaa wark aay haan far pay ia tka Ian twa waaks?
1 G YES 2 G NO
Chock tnt onmmr war but dncrttm how youAm b—n
in ttn itst two wmki
1. Haw maay days did yaa auatra* wark ia ska km twawatkj?
iG Nodtyimuwd. (jyj
2G On* dry.
3 G I mnsad about half tha tima.
4G Mmad mora than half tha tmw but did makt it
loan oim day.
5 G I did not work any days.
8 On vacation all of tha Ian two wiafct
If you horn not workodmy ooyt in ttn lust two wmki, go on
to Quonion 7.
2. Ham yaa baaa abb ta da yaar wark ia tat Ian 2 watki?
1 G I did my work vary wall. ua>
2 G I did my work wall but had soma minor prabltmt.
3 G I naadad halp with work and did not do wall about
half tha timt
4Q I did my work poorly mow of tha tima.
5 G I did my work poorly all tha tima.
1 Havt yaa aatn uhiimd of hew yaa de yaur work ia tka
Ian 2 watks?
1 G I navar fait athamad. o»>
2G Onct or twica I fait a Itttto aahamad.
3G About half tha tima I fait artamid.
4 G I fait aahamad most of tha tima.
SG I fait aahamad all tha tima.
4. Havt yaa had any argamants with aaapia at wark ia tka
latt 2 waaktT
1 G I had no argumants and got along vary wall. <jo>
2 G I usually got along wall but had minor argumants.
3 G I hid mora than ont argumant
4 Q I hid many argumants.
5 G I wai constantly in irgumantt.
(21)
I. Havt yaa fait apart, wamad, ar aataajfanaafa adwai jptaa
yaar wark dariag tka Ian 2 waaktT
1 G I navar fait upstt.
2G Onct or twica I fait upon.
3D Half thi tima I fait upsot
4 G I fait upsat mon of tha timt.
5G I fait upsat all of thttimt.
1 Havi yaa faaad yaar wark iatamt»| thaw Ian twa watki?
1 G My work was almost always intartning. (la)
2 G Onct or twict my work was not intartning.
3G Half tha tima my work was unintaraning.
4 0 Mon of tha tima my work was unintaraning.
SG My work was always untmtrtstmg.
WOHKATHOME - HOUSEWIVESANSWER QUESTIONS
7-12. OTHERWISE, GO ON TO QUESTION IX
7. Haw awry days did yaa da taw
km 2 watki?
IG Evaryday.
<M)
2 0 I did tha housawork almon avtry day.
3 0 I did tha housawork about half tha timt.
4 0 I usually did not do tha housawork.
SO I was complttrly unabw to do housawork.
SG I was away from homt all of ttit Ian two watki.
1 Dariag tht last twa waaks, havt yaa kapt ap with yaar
kaasawark? Thi» mdudti cooking, daaaiag. laundry,
graatry shopping, aad arraads.
1 G I did my work vary wall. (24)
2 G I did my work wall but had somt minor probwmt.
3 Q I naadad halp with my work and did not do it wall
about half tha tima.
4 Q I did my work poorly mon of tha tima.
5 G I did my work poorly all of tha tima.
8. Havt yaa baaa atkamad of haw yaa did yaar haastwark
dariag tka Ian 2 waaksT
1 G I navar fait athamad.
2G Onca or twica I fait lltdi i
3 0 About half tha tima I fait ashamad.
4 0 I filt ashamtd mon of tha timt.
SG I filt athimid all tht tima.
(U)
LPM Tlttt f t/7t
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10. H—ymmM my«pnmm tataaaale, mmmwm
er aaigbaan m the Ian 2 weeks?
1 I had no ergumenn end got along vary well. (SO)
2 I usually got tlong wall, but hod minor arguments.
3D I hod mora than ona trgumtnt
* I hod many arguments.
5 I mm constantly in arguments.
How yoa fait upset what dang yaar heastwerk
tan 2 weeks?
1 I nawr fait upset.
2 One* or twice I fait uptat.
3D Half tho timt i fait upon.
4 I Ml upon most of tha timt.
5 D I fait up»t all of tha timt.
12. How yaa found yat ha
2 waakt?
1 My work wat olmoR ahwayi intarasting.
2 Onca or twice my work wot not imanning.
3 Harf tha timt my work woi unintanning.
4 Mon of tho timt my work was unintanning.
5 My work wai alwayi uninteresting.
FOR STUDENTS
Aimmr Qutsnont 13- It if you to to school half aim or mort.
Othtnmt, toon to Outttion 19.
What ban dtstribas your school program? (Choose ona)
1 Full Timt (SO)
2D 3/4 Timt
30 Half Timt
Chtck Dm manor rttr btit dtscnbis horn you Am* boon tht
Ion2 motto.
13. Haw many days af ctasan did yaa mh» hi tat Ian 2 waakt?
ID Nodaytmaaad. <ao>
2 O A tew deyi misted.
3D I mhatd about half tho timt.
4D Minad mon than half timt but did moka at laan
ona day.
5D I did not go to danat at all.
• Dl was on vacation all of tha Ian two waakt.
(SI)
14. Haw yaa beta able ta keep ep with yaar dan work in tht
MM 2 waakt?
1 D I did my work wry wall.
2 I did my work wall but had minor probltmt.
3D I nwdad halp with my work and did not do wall
about half tha timt.
40 I did my work poorly mon of tht timt.
5 I did my work poorly all tht timt.
15. Oaring tht Ian 2 watkt. hurt you ban tditmtd tl hew
yaa da yaar school wan?
1 I nawr fait ashamed.
2 Onca or twict I fait athamtd.
3D About half tht timt I fait ashamed.
4 I fait ashamed mon of tht timt.
50 I fait aenamod all of tht timt.
(S2)
II. How yoa hod oay anjantati with ataptt n school it tht
Ian 2 waakt?
1 D I had no orgumana and got along vary wall. (SS)
2 I usually got along wall but had minor orgumana
3D I had mon than ono argumant.
4D I had many arguments.
SO I wot constantly in trgumtntv
8 Not applicants; I did not tttand school.
17. Haw yaa fart apart n tchaal earns tht Ian 2 watki?
1D I nawr fart upsst. (M>
2D Onca or twict I fait upon.
3D Half tht timt I fait upon.
40 I fait upset mon of tht time.
SO I fait upatt all of tha timt.
SO Not applicable; I did not attend school.
II. How yoa found yaar tchaal wark iauwatliag thaw Ian
2waafes?
ID My work was almost always manning.
20 Onca or twice my work was not intarasting.
3D Half tha timt my work was unmterening.
40 Mon of tht timt my work wot unintanning.
SO My work wat always unintanning.
(St)
t*ii Ttatt
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SPARE TIME - EVERYONE ANSWER QUESTIONS 19-27.
Chtck tht tnmitr thit boa dtxnbn how you new o*tn in
II. How inaaiy trwo* hew yw S.W w ta ee. *e
awapaaaa ill iM IM 2MW
1 Nine or mora friends. ((•>
2D Fiw to tight frionds.
3D Two to four frionds.
4 Om fritnd
5 No fnands
20. Haw ye« own eble to talk abwt vow fMlmes wd problems
with it hast oat friaad daring tat Ian 2 wwlu?
1 D I con always talk about my inntrmoit fotfingi. (S7)
2 I usually can talk about my feelings
3D About half tht timt I fait able to talk about my fitiingt.
4 I utually wh not ablt to talk about my Ioeiings
SO I »« ntvtr ablt to talk about my tattings.
8 Not applicable I nana no fnends.
gone oat21. Haw any Ham m the lest twe wwks km yta
aaaaadeg with ether paaata? for tatnsaio, mrtad
friends to yew haaw?
1 Mora thin 3 timti.
2 Thrtt timts.
3D Twice
4D One*.
5D Nont.
22. Haw mack bow haw yaa saeat oa hebaios or spare daw
wttraits dan«| tht last 2 weeks? Par taampU, beeeteng,
II
(*»)
1 D I spent man of my sport timt on hobbiot almost (N)
owmv day.
2D I spent tomt span timt on hobbits soma of tht days.
3D I tptnt a little spore timt on bobbin.
4D I usually did not tptnd any timt on hobbits but did
watch TV.
5D I did not tptnd any apart timt on hobbits or
watching TV.
23 Haw yaa had bom araunwats with yew friaaas ia tht
Ian2wttfcs?
1D I had no arguments and got along vary wall. (40)
2D I usually got along wail but had minor arguments.
3D I had mora than ont argumtnt.
4D I hid many argumtnts.
5D I was constantly in trgumtntt.
ID Not applicable; I hava no frionds.
(42)
24. If yaar feedings were hart w attended by a friaad darinr
tht last twa waaks. kaw aadry did yea take it?
1 D It did not ifftct mi or it did not happan <4i>
2D I got owr it in t taw hours.
3D I got ottr it in t faw days.
4D I got ovar it in • walk.
5D It will takt ma months to rtcovtr.
8D Not applicablt; I havt no friinds.
25. Ha*t yea toft shy w eacenrfertaate with people ia tha
last 2 waaks?
1 D I always ftlt comfortablt.
2D Sometimes I ftlt uncomfortablt but could relax
aftat i while.
3D About ha« tht timt I ftlt uncomfortablt.
4D I usually fait uncomfortablt.
SD I treaty! tUt uncomfortablt.
8D Not applicablt; I wit never with ptoplt.
21 Ha«a yaa fart laaery aad wiahtd for nan friaaas danae
the last 2 waaks?
1 D I havt not fait lonely (
2D I haw ftlt lonary a few timts.
3D About half tht timt I fait lonary.
4D I utually fait lonely.
SD I always nrit lonely and wished for mora frionds.
27. Haw yaa faft bared ia yaar apart daw
2 waaks?
danae the last
ID inawr teltl
2D I usually did not feal bond.
3D About half tht timt I fait bond.
4 Man of tht timt I fttt bond.
SD I was constantly bond.
Am you $ Singh, Sopontod, or Ohrorctd Ptnon not living with i
prion of opposim mx; plitm mswtr txlo*
1D YES. Answer questions 28 & 29.
2D NO, go to question 30
28. How many Daws kaw y
2 waaks?
1D Mora than 3 times.
2D Three I
3D Twica.
4D Once.
5D Ntwr.
aa keen with i data theea last
(41)
(44)
Lf>« Tlltt ;.I/TI
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M. Hm yM eeoaMmM ia eeows denee the lot 2MkilffMkMNtM
>
«MMyM kM|jMtt?
1 I mm always interested in denno.
2 Men of the tinw I was interested.
3 About half of tin timt I was interested.
4 Men of tht tinw I was not interested
5Q I was completely uninterested.
FAMILY
Anumr Qimtiom 30-37 tbout yourpinna, brothtn. nn»n,
in lorn, mo" childnn not living it horn*. Horn you boon in
contact twin my of thorn in tht lott two wmkt?
1 YES. Answer questions 30-37.
2D NO. Go to question 36
30. Hew yee ka4 mam wpowsass with year rewrJvot a the
lest 2 weeks?
(«7)
1 Ws erweys got along wiry well. <«e>
2 we usually got along very well but hed some minor
arguments.
3D I had mora than one argument with at least one
4D I had many arguments.
SD I was constantly in arguments.
31. Have yee aeon sew to tats abaet yet tooeiags end prakliws
wnb at wast aae of year reiebess ia the lest 2 waaksT
1 D I can always talk about my tattings with «t lean one
ralativa. (4t>
2D I usually can talk about my feelings.
3D About half the time I felt able to talk about my
4D I usually wes not able to talk about my fadings.
SD I was never able to talk about my testings.
32. Hem yee evoided contacts with year relatives thew len
taw weeks?
1 D I haw) contacted retstives regularly. <k»
2D I heve contacted t relative n lean once.
3D I have waited for my relatives to contact me.
4D I avoided my relatives, but they contacted me.
SD I hove no contacts with any relatives.
33. Did yea depend aa year relatives for help, advice, money
or friendship dariag the len 2 weeks?
1 D I never need to depend on them. <m>
2D I usually did not need to depend on them.
3D About half the time I needed to depend on them.
4D Most of the time I depend on them.
5D I depend completely on them.
Hom yee weewe la do the oepesrtt ef whet year rcaroves
waated ia ardor ta moke these angry Mag the len 2
weeks?
(aa>ID I rawer wonted to oppose them.
2D Once or twice I wanted to oppose them.
3D About harf the time I wanted to oppose them.
4D Most of the time I wonted to oppose them.
SD I always opposed them.
SB. Hove yee keen worried sheet rhwei hopeenini to your
rewtwes witheet ooed reesee ia the len 2 weeks?
1 D I have not worried without reason <&j)
2D Once or twice I worried.
3D About h elf the time I worried.
4D Mom of the time I worried.
5D I have worried the entire time.
I D Not applicable; my relatives are no longer living.
EVERYONE answer Qutmons 36md 37, awn if your rtltmts
on not living.
31 Donag the last twe weeks, have yee eeea diwkiog mat
yea hove let eey of year retotrvet dewe er have kosn
aafasr ta these « eey haw?
1 D I did not feel that I let them down et all. <mi
2D I usually did not feel that I In them down.
3D About horf the time I felt thet I In them down.
4 Man of the tinw I have felt thn I In them down.
SD I always felt mat I In them down.
37. Darmg the Ian twe weeks, hem yee been taiekras. thst
sny of your nlram ken let yea down or have been
aeteir te yee si eey tans?
1 D I never felt that they In me down. est)
2D I felt that they usuolty did not let me down.
3D About half the time I felt they let me down.
40 I usually have fait that they In me down.
5D I am vary bitter thn they In me down.
An you living with your tpoum orAm boon living with I
ptrton of tht oppoint mx in i ptrmtntnt rtlttionthip?
1D YES. Please answer questions 3846. (M)
2D NO, Go to question 47.
30. Have yee hod open ergameats with year partner ia the
last 2 weeks?
1 D We had no arguments end we got along well. (6?)
2D We utuelly got along well but hed minor arguments.
3 We hed more then one argument.
4D We had many arguments.
SD We were connanrjy in arguments
Tieee -,erre
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<M>
Icouldatw^takfratfyabomfnyfrtm,. CM,
2 I usually C0Uid Mk *out^
3D AboutMfth.t.m.1 Wl-ltototl(k^
« I MMNVM not gbjg to talk about my faaling..
5O I mi iwwr «blt to talk tbout my ratlings.
lDlhmnotiil«^o«^,h*inl myoWl.wy. (M)
2D I usually havt not intottd on having my own wry
3D AboutMfthotimtliiwtodonhtwntm
4D I usually iiaanad on having my own way.
5D I always inainad on having my own way.
M. ••«•••»••«•»* ay yaw fwwct
2 waaks?
1D Aimart nmor.
2D Onct in • white.
3D About half ttit timt
4D Most of tha timt.
5D Always.
42. Haw maaa kavt yaa fah
kw 2 waaks?
1 D I was indtptndtnt.
2D I was usually indapandant
3D I was somawhat dapandant.
4D I was usually dapandant.
5D I dapandad on my partnar for tvarything,
43. Haw km* yaa fart ahaut yaar arrow, auriag tat last
2 watks?
1 D I always fait affaction. («»
2D I usually fait affaction.
3D About half tha timt I fait dtslikt and half tha timt
affaction.
4 D I usually frit dislikt.
5D I always fait dtslikt.
<•!>
ID Mora than twict t watk
2D Onct or twKt t wtak.
3D Onct avary two waaks.
4D Last than onct tvtry two waaks but at laws
tha Ian month.
5D Not at all in a month or longtr.
*— tbasa Ian asm waaks?
1 D Nona.
2D Oncaortwica.
3D About half tha timt.
4D Most of tha timt.
SD Always.
8D Not applicabla; no intarcoutsa in ttw last
Haw ban yaa fait aboat
2 waaks?
1 D I always anjoyad it
2D I usually anjoyad it
3D About half tha tima I did i
tnjoy it
4D I usually did not tnjoy it.
SD I navar anjoyad it
QUESTIONS 47-54 On Nm Pagt.
two waaks.
(06)
1 1 did not
L»W Tlttt ,(a/Ta
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CHILDREN
2JE '".
W **I»«'«*«''M, MpdiUdnn. or farm
cnridnn living §f homo during tht lot two wmks?
1 YES. Answar quaniora 47-50.
2D NO.GotoqutstionSI.
niaal, play ar babbiat dariag tht urn 2 waaht?
10 I *m always mtaranad and actnaly invorttd.
2D I usually »e mtamtad and imohwd.
3D About Ml dm tint imwtnad tnd Mf tht turn
not inttftntd.
4D t inutily «m dinntartnad.
SD I watl always doinrartnad
41. ^»wh-oiktot.«lll «rtta«.tt VWfeBjl-r,,
d-n.gth.Um2.wa*,? iMtafrMtyctfMMM,*
apt af 2.
1 D I alwaysaw abta to communion with tham.
2D I usually was ablt to communiott with tham.
3D About hall tht timt I could cammunicatt.
4D I UHaHy am not tola to communicati.
SD I wai comptttaly un«64t to communicati
ID Not appiicabw: no chutrran onr tha aga of 2.
41. Haw ban yaa baaa gtmag ataaf with tht aitdrwi
tht Ian 2 watki?
ID I had no argumams and got along vary wall
2D I usually |ot along wtll but had minor trgumtnn.
3D I had mora than ont anjumant.
4D i had many argumants.
5D I was constantly inanjumarm.
SO. Haw ka*t yaa tart taward yaar cbMraa thasa Ian
2watkt?
1D I always fait afftction.
2D Imottfy fait afftction.
3D About half tht timt I fait afftction
4D Mm of tht timt I did not taat afftction.
5D I navtr fait aflaction toward tham.
<M>
<«7>
(ta>
(tt>
<T0>
(71)
FAMILY UNIT
HmtycummrbmnmorrM. omrimdwithoponon ofe,,
apposiu su. or ntr hot dtiUm? Pttm cntck
1 D YES. Pltaai anawar auaniom 51-53.
2D NO, Go to quanion 54.
II. "^"Y^ warriadabaatyaaraartwtrw^rydywr
eMtft. wnhMt My nmo. t«n., aw^ 2 wttb. mn
If yaa art aat twiag taatthar aaw?
ID I ntvar worrtad.
2D Onct or twin I worritd.
3D About half tht timt I worritd.
« Men of tht timt I worritd.
5D I always worntd
ID Not appiicablt; partntr and childrtn not living.
U O^^^l^hanyaabtaatbtalu^dwtya.
»t» lat daam yaar aarwr ar a»y ef yaar childraa tt
any mm?
ID Ididnotfatilltt tbtmdownatall. (7„
2D I ututlly did not fttl that I lat tham down.
3D About rudf tht timt I fart 1 1« tham down.
4D Man of tht timt I haw fttt that I lat tham down.
SD I lat tham doom compltttty.
11 Oanag tht Ian 2 watki. ban yt. baaa thiaki., thn yaar
astwar ar tay of yaar cbihtraa ban lat yaa dawa at aay
1D I ntwtr fait that thay lat ma down. (74)
2D I fait thty usually did not lat ma down.
3D About half tht timt I fait thay lat ma down.
4D I ututlly fa.lt thay (at ma down.
5D I fttl bintr that thay hart fat ma down.
FINANCIAL
- EVERYONE RLEASE ANSWER QUESTION 54.
S4 Ham yaa bad taaaah maaay ta ttba tart at yaar awa
tad yaar fajjjh/g 9mmM natat daring tht tan 2 waak>7
1 D I had anought monay for ntadt (T6>
2D I usualfy had tnough monay with minor probltms.
3D About half tht timt I did not haw tnough monay
but did not havt to borrow monay.
4D I usually did not havt tnough monay tnd had to
borrow from otharv
5D I had gran financial difficulty.
i i i HUD (7*^°»
visit roan CARD
t»» riaaa - a/ra
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(3-13)
su vida familiar. No hay riSSLSKSLtSTJS ff a3 °' SU tiempo lib". Y«=
m u= d:~ ^r,^™^
TRABAJO FUERA DEL HOGAB
Favor de indicar la situacio'n que
mejor la describe.
(14
Yo 1 soy empleada asalariada
2 soy ana de casa
3 soy estudiante
4 estoy jubilada
5 estoy desempleada
Usualmente ciene usted trabajo asalariado pormas ie 15 horas semanalmente? ,,,,
I 31 2 No
Hizo algun trabajo asalariado en las ultimas
aos semanas?
1 Si 2 No
X. pantos dias faltd al trabajo en las ultimasdos semanas?
1 » ningun dia
un dia 117 '
Falte como mitad del tiempo
Falte mas de mitad del tiempo pero fui
un dia
No trabaje ningun dia
Estuve de vacaciones durante las ultimasdos semanas
lt™T trataja?° « las ultimas dossemanas, pase a la pregunta 7, de otra maneratavor de continuar con la pregunta 2.
2. iHa. podido hacer su trabajo en las ultima.
2 semanas?
1 = Hice mi trabajo muy bien.
2 = Hice mi trabajo bien pero tuve algunos
problemas leves.
3 = Necesite ayuda con mi trabajo y no lo
•
hice bien como la mitad del tiempo.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo hice mi
trabajo mal.
5 = Todo el tiempo hice mi trabajo mal
(19)
!. iSe ha avergonzado de como hizo sutrabajo en las ultimas 2 semanas?
1 = Nunca me senti avergonzada
2 = Una o dos veces me senti on poco
avergonzada.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo mS senti
avergonzada.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
avergonzada.
5 = Todo el tiempo me senti avergonzada.
"
4
2a^fd° dfSCUS.iones =°n Personas'en -1tr bajo en las ultimas 2 semanas? 7
1 - No tuve ninguna discusidn y me hellevado muy bien.
2 - Usualmente me Uevo muy bien, perotuve unas leves discusiones.
3 = Tuve mas de una discusidn.
4 » Tuve muchas discusiones.
5 Estuve siempre en discusiones.
•
iSe ha sentido molesta, preocupada, oincomoda mientras que trabajaba en lasultimas 2 semanas?
I 1 UnTn T S6nti m°leSta ' ?^=upadai a o dos veces me senti molesta.
3 = La mitad del tiempo me sent! molesta.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me sent*
molesta.
5 - Todo el tiempo me sentf molesta.
TltZTT**
3 SU
-
te«3ante estasu timas 2 semanas? (22)
1 - Casi siempre fue interesante.
2 = Una o dos veces no fue interesante.
3 - La mitad del Uempo mi trabajo no fueinteresante.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo mi trabajo
no rue interesante.
5 = Mi trabajo nunca fue interesante.
(-::)
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TRABAJO EN EL HOGAR - AMAS DE CASA CONTESTED
PREGUNTAS 7 a 12, DE OTRA MANERA, PASE A LA
PREGUNTA 13.
7. iCuantos dias hizd alguna tarea (23)
domestica durante las ultimas 2 semanas?
1 = Todos los dias
2 = Casi todos los dfas
3 = Mitad del tiempo
4 = Usualmente no hize las tareas domesticas.
.
5 = Estuve totalmente incapaz de hacer tareas
8 = Estuve fuera de la casa las ultimas
2 semanas.
8. -Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha podido
mantener sus tareas domesticas al d£a?
Esto incluye cocinar, limpiar, lavar, hacer
la compra y los mandados.
1 = Hice mi trabajo muy bien. ' 24 '
2 = Hice mi trabajo bien pero tuve algunos
problemas leves.
3 - Necesite' ayuda con mi trabajo y no lo
hice bien como mitad del tiempo.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo hice mi
trabajo mal.
5 = Todo el tiempo hice mi trabajo mal.
9. iSe ha avergonzado de como hizo su trabajo
en el hogar en las ultimas 2 semanas?
1 = Nunca me senti avergonzada. (25)
2 * Una o dos veces me senti un poco
avergonzada.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo me senti
avergonzada.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
avergonzada.
5 = Todo el tiempo me senti avergonzada.
10. cHa tenido discusiones con vendedores,
comerciantes o vecinos en las ultimas 2
semanas? (26)
1 = No tuve ninguna discusion y me he
llevado muy bien.
2 = Usualmente me llevo muy bien, pero
tuve unas leves discusiones.
3 = Tuve mas de una discusion.
4 Tuve much as discusiones.
5 = Estuve siempre en discusiones.
11. iSe ha sentido molesta mientras que
hacia sus tareas domesticas durante
las ultimas 2 semanas? (27)
1 = Nunca me senti molesta.
2 = Una o dos veces me senti molesta.
3 = La mitad del tiempo me senti molesta
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
molesta.
5 = Todo el tiempo me senti' molesta.
12. <dHa encontrado su trabajo en el hogar
interesante estas ultimas 2 semanas?
1 = Casi siempre fue interesante. (28)
2 = Una o dos veces no fue interesante.
3 = La mitad del tiempo no fue
interesante.
4 » La mayor parte del tiempo no fue
interesante.
5 = Mi trabajo en el hogar nunca fue
interesante.
PARA ESTUDIANTES
- Conteste las preountas
13-18 si v« a la escuela por mital del
tiempo o mas. De otra manera, pase a la
pregunta 19.
iCual de las siguientes describe su
programa escolar?
1 = Tiempo completo
2 = 3/4 parte del tiempo
3 = Mitad del tiempo
(29)
l3. i 9uantos ti±as de clases perdio en las
ultimas 2 semanas? (30)
1 = Ningun dia
2 Perdi varios dias
3 1 Perdi como mitad del tiempo.
4 = Perdi mas de la mitad del tiempo
aunque fui un dia.
5 = No fui a ninguna de mis clases.
8 = Estuve de vacaciones durante las
ultimas dos semanas.
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14. .Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha podido
mantener sus tareas escolares al dla? (3D
1 Hice ml trabajo muy bien.
2 - .ace mi trabajo bien pero tuve algunos
problemas leves.
3 • Necesite ayuda con mi trabajo y no lohice bien mi tad del tiempo.
4 - La mayor parte del tiempo hice mi
trabajo mal.
5 » Todo el tiempo hice mi trabajo mal.
15. iSe ha avergonzado de como hizo su trabajo
escolar en las ultimas 2 semanas? (32)
1 = Nunca me senti avergonzada.
2 = Una o dos veces me senti un poco
avergonzada.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo me senti
avergonzada.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
avergonzada.
5 = Todo el tiempo me senti avergonzada.
16. <>Ha tenido discusiones con personas en la
escuela durante las ultimas 2 semanas? (33)
1 = No tuve ninguna discusio'n y me he
llevado muy bien.
2 ' Usualmente me llevo muy bien, pero tuve
unas leves discusiones.
3 = Tuve mas de una discusio'n.
4 » Tuve muchas discusiones.
5 Estuve siempre en discusiones.
17. *Se ha sentido molesta en la escuela durante
las ultimas 2 semanas?
( 34
1 = Nunca me senti molesta.
2 = Una o dos veces me senti molesta.
3 = La mitad del tiempo me senti molesta.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
molesta.
5 =» Todo el tiempo me senti molesta.
18. <Ha encontrado su trabajo escolar interesante
estat ultimas dos semanas? (35
1 = Casi siempre rue interesante.
2 » Una o dos veces no fue interesante. -
3 » La mitad del tiempo mi trabajo no fue
interesante t
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo mi trabajo no
' fue interesante.
5 = Mi trabajo nunca estuvo interesante.
TIEMPO LIBRF
preguntas 19
Todos favor de contestar
19. eCuantas amigas o amiaos ha visto o con
ultimas dos semanas? ,-,Z
1 = Nueve o mas amigas/amiaos.
d
= Cinco a ocho amigas/amigos.
3 = Dos a cuatro amigas/amigos.
4 " Una amiga o un amiao.
5 = Ninguna amiga o amigo.
20
'
'TZlfl
0 haMar S°bre SUS ^timientos
un amigo durante las ultimas 2 semanas?
1 - Siempre puedo hablcr sobre (37)
mis sentimientos mas intimos.
2 - Usualmente puedo hafclar sobre mis
sentimientos
.
3 = La mitad del tiempo pude hatiar
acerca de mis sentimientos.
4 = Usualmente no pude hablar sobr-
mis sentimientos.
5 - No aplica, no tengo amistades.
21
'
l
S «a?i1Umaf 2 Semanas ' vecesha salido sociablemente con otras
personas? Por ejemplo, visitado
amistades, ido al cine, a la iglesia,
amTct^
3"'65
'
id
° 3 bailar
'
0 invit^o
mistades a su casa. (38)
1 Mas de 3 veces.
2 « Tres veces.
3 « Dos veces
•
4 = Una vez.
5 Ninguna vez.
22. i Durante las ultimas 2 semanas, cuanto
tiempo le ha dedicado a pasatiempos o
;ara actividades en sus ratos libr°s'
Por ejemplo: coser, jardineria, aeporteslectura.
^39)
'
1
" %£L t0£°S l0S d£aS de=»ique' la mayorparte de mis ratos libres
,
- a„tiempos. " *- sa"
2 » Algunos dias dedique algxin J ito
libre a pasatiempos.
3 > Dedique poco de mis ratos libres en
pasatiempos
.
4 = Usualmente no dedique mis ratos
libres a pasatiempos, pero si vi la
television.
5 = No. dedique mis ratos libres en
pasatiempos ni en ver la television.
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23. tHa tenido discusiones con sus amigas o
amigos durante las ultimas 2 semanas? (40)
1 = No tuve ninguna discusidh y me he llevado
muy bien.
2 Usualmente me llevo muy bien, pero tuve
unas leves discusiones.
3 » Tuve mas de una discusion.
4 » Tuve muchas discusiones.
5 » Estuve siempre en discusiones.
8 » No aplica, no tengo amigas o amigos.
24. Si sus sentimientos fueron heridos u ofendi-
dos por una amiga o un amigo durante las
ultimas 2 semanas,* cdmo lo tomo? (41)
1 » No me afecto' o no paso".
2 « Se me paso en unas pocas horas.
3 m Se me paso en unos pocos dlas.
4 » Se me paso" en una semana.
5 = Me tomara meses para reponerme.
8 = No aplica, no tengo amigas o amiaos.
25. u Se ha sentido timida o incdmoda con personas
durante las ultimas 2 semanas? (42)
1 = Siempre me senti comoda.
2 » A veces me senti incdmoda, pero pude
relajarme al rato.
3 • Como la mitad del tiempo me senti
incdmoda.
4 • Usualmente me sent! incdmoda.
5 » Siempre me 3enti incdmoda.
8 » no aplica, nunca estuve con gente.
26. t Se ha sentido sola y con deseos de tener
mas amistades durante las ultimas dos
semanas? (43)
1 » No me he sentido sola.
2 = Me senti sola unas pocas veces.
3 * Como por la mitad del tiempo me senti
sola.
4 = Usualmente me senti sola.
5 = Siempre me sent! sola y deseaba tener
mas amistades.
27. ise ha sentido aburrida en su tiempo libre
durante las ultimas dos semanas? (44)
1 = Nunca me sentf aburrida.
2 = Usualmente no me senti aburrida.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo me senti
aburrida.
4 La mayor parte del tiempo me senti
aburrida.
5 = Constantemente estuve aburrida.
Es usted soltera, separada, o divor-iada y no
viviendo con una persona del sexo opuesto? (45)
1 • Si, e tonces conteste preguntas 28 & 29.
2 « No, entonces pase a la pregunta 30.
28. I Cuiitas veces a salido con alguien
durante las ultimas dos semanas? (46)
1 » Mas de 3 veces.
2 = Tres veces.
3 » Dos veces.
4 Una vez.
5 » Nunca
29. tHa estado interesada en salir con alguien
durante las ultimas dos semanas? (47)
1 - Siempre estuve interesada en salir.
2 = La mayor parte del tiempo estuve
interesada.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo estuve
interesada.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo no estuve
interesada.
5 = No tuve ningun interes.
LA FAMILIA
- Favor de contestar preguntas30-37 acerca de sus padres, hermanas,
nermanos, parientes e hijos que no este'n
viviendo en su casa. tHa estadc en contacto
con cualquier de ellos durante las ultimas
dos semanas ?
1 = SL, entonces conteste preguntas 30
a 37.
2 » No, entonces pase a pregunta 36.
30. t Ha tenido discusiones con sus familiares
en las ultimas dos semanas? (48)
1 Siempre nos llevamos muy bien.
2 Usualmente nos llevamos muy bien pero
tuve unas leves discusiones.
3 » Tuve mas de una discusion con a lo
menos uno de ellos.
4 Tuve muchas discusiones.
5 = Estuve siempre en discusiones.
31. c Ha podido hablar sobre sus senti.rientos
0 problemas con a lo menos uno ae ellos
durante las ultimas dos semanas? (49)
1 Siempre puedo hablar sobre mis
sentimientos con a lo menos uno
de ellos.
2 = Usualmente puedo hablar sobre mis
sentimientos.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo pude hablar
sobre mis sentimientos.
4 » Usualmente no pude hablar acerca de
mis sentimientos.
5 = Nunca he podido baMar sobre mis
snetimientos.
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32.
!
Ha evitado usted contacto con sus familiaresdurante las ultimas dos semanas? £q)
1 - He estado en contacto con mis familiares
regularmente. Diaz
2 - He tenido contacto con un familiar porlo menos una vez.
3 • He esperado que mis familiares se ponganen contacto conmigo.
4 - Evlte mis familiares pero ellos sepusieron en contacto conmigo.
No tengo contacto con ninguno de misfamiliares.
5 =
33.
34.
' Dependio de sus familiares para recibir
ayuda, consejo, dinero, o amistad durantelas ultimas dos semanas? (51)
1 = Nunca necesito depender de ellos.
2 = Usualmente no necesito depender de ellos.
3 * Como la mitad del tiempo necesite"
depender de ellos.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo depend! de
ellos.
5 - Dependo de ellos completamente.
<Ha querido hacer lo opuesto de lo que susfamiliares querian con el fin de enoiarlosdurante las ultimas dos semanas?
( 52 )
1 » Nunca quise oponerme a ellos.2« Una o dos veces quise oponerme a ellos.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo quise oponer-
me a ellos.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo quise
oponerme a ellos.
5 = Siempre los opuse.
35. i Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha estadopreocupada sin tener una buena razon ae que
aigo les pase a sus familiares? (53)
1 = No me he preocupado sin una buena
razon.
2 = Una o dos veces me preocupe.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo me preocupe.
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo me preocupe'
5 = Me preocupe todo el tiempo.
S No aplica, mis familiares ya no estan
vivos.
37,
36 .Durante las ultimas dos semanas, haestado pensando de que ha ri»c 1
a sus familiares „~ desilusionado
injusta^on eTIos? V~ ha sid°
1 =
£ sir los habia —^ffi.
3 * Como la mitad del tiempo sent!' quelos haoia desilusionado. *"
4 - La mayor parte del tiemoo senti auelos habfa desilusionado". ^
= Siempre senti que los desilusionafca.
'Durante las ulUmas dos senanas, naestado pensando que sus famiiiar-s lahan desilusionado o que alguna vez hansido injustos con usted?
1 = Nunca senti que me hacian desUusIon-
2 = Senti que usualmente no me desilu-
sionaban.
3 . Cbmo la mitad del tiempo senti queme habian desilusionado.
4 - Usualmente sarti qu= me habian
desilusionado.
5 Estoy muy amargada poroue me han
desilusionado.
<Esta usted viviendo con su esposo o viviendo
rMacTl^30"3 del 36X0 °pue"° ™ei cion permanente?
1 - Si, favor de contestar preountas
36 - 46.
2 = No, favor ae pasar a pregunta 47.
36.
TODOS favor de contestar las preguntas
aunque sus familiares no este'n vivos.
36 y 37
39,
<Ha tenido discusiones con su comoanerodurante las ultimas dos semanas?" (57)
=
muVbleT diS=USion« y «. llevamos
2 - Usualmente nos llevamos bien, perotuvlmos unas leves discusiones.
J
= Tuvimos mas de una discusion.
4 » Tuvimos muchas discusiones.
5 * Estuvimos siempre en discusiones.
: Ha podido hablar sobre sus sentimientos
0 problemas con su companero durante las
ultimas dos semanas?
( 5S )
1 = Siempre puede hablar abiertamente
sobre mis sentimientos.
2 = Usualmente puedo hablar sobre mis
sentimientos
.
3 - Como la mitad del tiempo pude hablar
sobre mis sentimientos.
4 - Usualmente no pude hablar acerca de
mis sentimientos.
5 = Nunca pude hablar sobre mi, sentirien
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40. .Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha estado
usted exigiendo tener las cosas a su manera enh°9ar?
(59)
1 > No he insistido en siempre tener las cosas
a ml manera*
2 ' Usualmente no he insistido en tener las
cosas a mi manera.
Como la mitad del tiempo insisti en tener
las cosas a mi manera.
Usualmente insisti en tener las cosas a
mi manera.
Siempre insisti en tener las cosas a mi
manera.
43.
3 =
41. <Ha estado su companero mandcndola durante las
ultimas dos semanas? (60)
1 Casi nunca
2 = De vez en cuando
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo
5 = Siempre
«Cuan dependiente de su companero se ha
sentido durante las ultimas dos semanas?
Estuve independiente.
Usualmente estuve independiente.
Estuve algo dependiente.
Usualmente estuve dependiente.
Depend! de mi companero para todo.
(61)
'Co'mose ha sentido hacia su companero durante
las ultimas dos semanas? (g2)
1 Siempre sentf carino.
2 - Usualmente senti carino.
3 » Como la mitad del tiempo sentf antipatia,
y la otra mitad senti carino.
4 = Usualmente senti antipatia.
5 = Siempre senti antipatia.
44. ^Cuantas veces ha tenido relaciones sexuales
con su companero? (63)
46. iCdmo se ha sentido acerca de su!
^ieZi*e™lss durante ias
1 = Siempre las disfrute'.
2 - Usualmente las disfrute'.
3 « Como la mitad del tiempo las
disfrute, y la 0tra mitad no.
4 - Usualmente no las disfrute.
5 = Nunca las disfrute'.
HIJOS
-
Ha tenido hijos, hijastros, o hijos
adoptivos no casados viviendo con usteddurante las ultimas dos semanas? (66 ,
1 St, favor de contestar 47 . sc.
2 = No, pase a la pregunta 51.
47. dHa estado usted interesada »r. lo qu»
sus hijos hacen - en la escuela,
al jugar, durante pasatiempos - durant-las ultimas dos semanas? (£ 7)
1 = Siempre estuve interesada yparticipe activamente.
2 » Usualmente estuve interesaaa yparticipando.
3 * Como la mitad del tiempo estuve
interesada y la otra mitad no.
4 • Usualmente no estuve interesada.
5 » Nunca tuve interes.
46.
Ka's de dos veces por semana.
<l = Una o dos veces por semana.
3 = Una vez cada dos semanas.
4 - Menos de una vez en cada dos semanas, pero
por lo menos una vez en el ultimo mes.
5 = Ningunavez en un mes o mas.
45. ^Ha tenido algun problema durante sus relaciones
sexuales, como por ejemplo dolor, durante estas
ultimas dos semanas? (64)
1 - Ninguno
2 = Una o dos veces
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo
4 = La mayor parte del tiempo
5 » Siempre
8 = No aplica, ^no tuve relaciones sexuales en
estas dos ultimas semanas
49.
50.
iHa podido hablar y escuchar a sus hijosdurante las ultimas dos semanas? (6a)
Incluya solamente ninos sobre 2 m. .
} " Siempre Dude comunicarme con ellos.
2 = Usualmente pude comunicarme con
ellos.
3 « Como mitad del tiempo pude comuni-
carme.
4 = Usualmente no pude comunicarme.
5 = No pude comunicarme con ellos en
nada. 8=No aplica
"Como se ha llevado con sus hijos durante
las ultimas dos semanas? (£9)
1 » No tuve ningunas discusiones y nos
llevamos muy bien.
2 = Usualmente nos llevamos bien, pero
tuve leves discusiones.
3 * Tuve mas de una discusio'n.
4 Tuve muchas discusiones.
5 « Estuve siempre en discusiones.
iComo se ha sentido hacia sus hijos? (70)
1 1 Siempre senti carino.
2 « Casi siempre senti carino.
3 Mitad del tiempo sent! carino.
4 - La mayor parte del tiempo no senti
carino.
5 = Nunca les tuve carino.
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o^T^ 'iAlgUna VeZ ha estad° ^ted casada
1 = Si, favor de contestar preguntas Si-Si™Z ' No, pase a la pregunta 54.
51. c Durante las ultimas dos semanas, se hapreocupado por su companero o por cual-quaer de sus hijos sin tener razon
alguna, aunque no vivan juntos ahora?(72)
1 « Nunca me preocupe.
2 » Una o dos veces me preocupe.
3 . Como la mitad del tiempo me preocupe.
4 » La mayor parte del tiempo me preocupe'.
= = ilempre me preocupe'.
= No aplica, ni el companero ni los hijos
estan vivos.
52. .Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha estadopensando de que ha desilusionado a su
companero o a sus hijos en algun momento?
No senti que los haofa desilusionado
en absolute
(?3JUsualmente no senti que los habia
desilusionado.
Como la mitad del tiempo sentr que loshabia desilusionado.
La mayor parte del tiempo senti' que loshabia desilusionado.
Los desilusione' completamente.
1 =
53. i Durante las ultimas dos semanas, ha
estado pensando que su companero o algunode sus hijos la hab£an desilusionado en
algun momento?
( 74 j
= Nunca senti que me habi'an desilusionado.
-
Senti que usualmente no me desilusion-
aoan.
= Como la mitad del tiempo senti que me
hab£an desilusionado.
= Usualmente sentf que me habfan desilu-
sionado.
= Estoy amargada porque me ha desilusion-
ado.
LO ECONdraco
- Todos favor de zpregunta 54. ontestar
54. S« S Ultimas dos sema"«, hatenido usted suficiente dinero para
.atisfacer sus propias necesidades
economicas y las de su familial (75)
1 - Tuve suficiente dinero para
nuestras necesidades.
2 = Usualmente tuve suficiente dineropero con leves problemas.
3 = Como la mitad del tiempo no tuve
suficiente dinero pero no tuveque pedir dinero prestado.
4 - Usualmente no tuve suficiente
dinero y tuve que pedir prestado.
5 = Tuve muchsdificultad econo'nica.
SAS-SR
Re-translated 12/82
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Appendix H
Standardized Regression Coefficients
of Depression and Social Adjustment
Regressed on Subject Variables
Subject Variables Measur es of Depression and Social Adjustment
Sociodemo graphic BDI SCL-90D DIS,LF DIS,2 SAS
Currently Married
.158
.039
-.067
-.087
-.066
Education
-.235
-
• 1 51 .010
-.190
-.378**
Employment
-.138 T /, c
. 151
-.002
-.295**
R
.150
. 109 .066
.034 .245*
Sociocultural
Language
-.287*
-.161
.098 .124
-.146
Sex- role
.149 .115
.062
-.079
.002
R
2
.091
.033 .015 .018 .021
All variables
Currently Married .131
.034 -.035
-.032
-.053
Education
-.276
-.340
-.184
-.398*
-.480**
Employment
-.116
-.113
-.115
.026 -.274*
Language
-.059
.075 .271 .356 .125
Sex Role
.196 .184 .112 .015 .085
R
2
.186 .134 .115 .105 .260*
* £ < .05
** p < .01
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Appendix I
_t- ratios of Subject Variables
r Measures of Depression and Social Adjustment
Subject Variables
BDI
T
SCL-90D
T
DIS.LF
T
DIS,2
T
SAS
T
Currently Married
Education
Employment
1.13
1.60
1.01
.28
1.55
1.03
.47
.07
1.06
.59
1.21
.02
• JU
2.75**
2.30*
Language
Sex-Role
2.08*
1.08
1.13
.81
.68
.43
.86
.55
1.02
.02
Currently Married
.92 .24
.24
.22
.40
Education 1.45 1.76
.94 2.02* 2.70**
Employment
.84
.80 .80 .18 2.07*
Language
.33 .41 1.45 1.89
.73
Sex-Role
.36
.23 .75 .10
.62
* p < .05
** p < .01

